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SEE MORE AT STARBRITE.COM

The entire line of Ultimate cleaners, 
protectants and polishes are made
to a simple standard: TO BE THE BEST.

Star brite’s new Ultimate products are all formulated
utilizing the most advanced ingredients available
to deliver maximum performance.
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MAGIC SPONGE
18-Pack Display
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MAGIC SPONGE XL
8-Pack Display
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Product Description Application Advantages

one-part polyurethane adhesive .

Designed for direct glazing applications in both the OEM 
and repair markets, and is suitable for use with mineral-

glass-based windows.

 One-part formulation
 Excellent working characteristics 
 Fast cure time and low odour
 High Green Strength
 Excellent Sag Resistance
 Resistant to aging and weathering
 Solvent and PVC-free

Weather-proof deck caulking sealant. Used exclusively for the caulking of joints in traditional 
timber-strip decking in boat and yacht building.

 Non-corrosive
 Resistant to UV light and weathering
 Sea water- and fresh waterresistant

Multi-functional adhesive sealant for 
marine applications.

Used for sealing and light duty bonding of all hull and 
structural members.

 Cures rapidly
 Permanently elastic
 Excellent cut- and tear resistance;
 Salt water-resistant
 Adheres to a wide range of substrates, in many 
cases without primer.

All-purpose marine adhesive, sealant 
and bedding compound.

Used for sealing and lightduty bonding; also suitable for 
bedding of deck hardware, hatches, port lights and other 

 Long assembly time
 Permanently elastic
 Salt water-resistant
 High strength

Structural adhesive for marine 
applications.

Used for applications requiring structural bonding and 
sealing as well as for sealing largedimension joints.

 Fast cure-rate and strength build-up
 Bonds and seals in one step
 Provides a high-strength bond with elasticity 
for joints

 Eliminates need for mechanical fasteners

UV-resistant directglazing adhesive for 
plastic glass.

Used for sealing and directglazing applications for organic 
glass such as PMMA where resistance to direct sunlight 

is required.

 Fast cure-rate and strength build-up
 Bonds and seals in one step
 Provides a high-strength bond with elasticity 
for joints

 Eliminates need for mechanical fasteners
 Primer is mandatory

Direct-glazing adhesive for safety, 
laminated and insulation-glass 

windows in the shipbuilding industry.

Non-solvent formula used for direct-glazing applications 
involving inorganic glass, such as mineral-glass-based 

windows.

 Excellent working characteristics
 Fast cure-rate
 Resistant to ageing and weathering
 Solvent- and PVC-free
 Primerless application possible.

Product Selection Guide for
Sika Canada Inc.

SikaFlex - A NAME BOAT OWNERS 
AND BUILDERS TRUST ALL AROUND 

THE WORLD

Sikaflex
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Product Strength Sandable Paintable

6 N/mm2 N/A N/A 45 minutes Very Good No 10 -35°C

1.3 N/mm2 Yes N/A 70 minutes Good No 5 -25°C

1.8 N/mm2 Yes Yes 60 minutes Good Yes 5 -40°C

1.4 N/mm2 Yes Yes 3 to 4 hours Good Yes 4 -43°C

4 N/mm2 Yes Yes 40 minutes Very Good Yes 10 -35°C

1.1 N/mm2 N/A N/A 60 minutes Good N/A 10 -35°C

6 N/mm2 N/A N/A 45 minutes Very Good N/A 10 -35°C

Product Substrates Applicator

Metals, plastics, glazed ceramics, 
painted surfaces

Clean, lint-free tissue or 
paper towel 10 minutes to 2 hours To clean all surfaces prior to priming or urethane 

application.

Glass, ceramic-coated glass, cut face 
of old polyurethane adhesive beads, 
polyurethanecoated window glass 

and paint.

Clean, lint-free tissue or 
paper towel. 30 minutes to 2 hours formulated to treat bond faces in direct-glazing 

work prior to the application of various Sika 
polyurethane adhesives.

Glass, metal and plastics Brush or felt pad 10 minutes to 24 hours.
On bright metal scratches; as a black-out primer 
when a frit is scratched or absent; on bare metal 

to inhibit rust.

Paints: acrylics, alkyds/ melamines, 
baked enamels, powder coatings

Plastics: acrylic (PMMA), 
polycarbonate, polystyrene, etc.

Brush or felt pad. 30 minutes to 24 hours To prime painted surfaces and plastic substrates 

NOTE: Always pre-test substrates for proper choice of sealant/adhesive.
For detailed product and application information, please refer to the Product Data Sheet for each product.

For detailed technical issues, please contact your local Sika distributor.

Sika Canada Inc.

The most trusted name in marine adhesives world-wide...
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Adhesive Sealant
Selection Chart

Applications

5200
5200 

Fast Cure
4200 

Fast Cure
Fast Cure
4000UV Silicone

Extremely strong 
Non-Shrinking

Permanent Bond
Polyurethane

Extremely strong 
Non-Shrinking

Permanent Bond
Polyurethane

Flexible
Non-Shrinking

General Purpose
Polyurethane

Flexible
Non-Shrinking
UV Resistant
Polyurethane

Flexible
Non-Sagging

Mildew Resistant
Silicone

Wood to:
Metal (Deck/hull hardware) Good Good Good Excellent Good

Wood (Trim) Excellent Excellent Good Good Good

Thru-hull fastening (Wood) Excellent Excellent Good Good Good

Glass (Sealing Only) N/R N/R N/R N/R N/R

Lexan Plastic N/R N/R N/R N/R N/R

Plastic hardware (ABS,Nylon) Good Good Excellent Excellent Good

Rub Rails Good Good Excellent Excellent Good

Fibreglass to:
Metal (Deck/hull hardware) Good Good Good Excellent Good

Wood (Trim) Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Good

Thru-hull fastening (Wood) Excellent Excellent Good Good N/R

Glass (Sealing Only) N/R N/R N/R Good N/R

Lexan Plastic N/R N/R N/R Good N/R

Plastic hardware (ABS,Nylon) Good Good Excellent Good Good

Rub Rails Good Good Excellent Excellent Good

Glass (sealing only) to:
Metal (windshields) N/R N/R N/R Good Good

Vinyl N/R N/R N/R Good Good

Other:
Deck to hull joints Excellent Excellent Good Good N/R

Attributes:
Sandable Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Waterline Usage Above/Below Above/Below Above/Below Above/Below Above

Chemical Resistant No No No No Yes

Tensile Strength 700 psi 600 psi 300 psi 300 psi 220 psi

Cure Rate 7-14 Days 24 - 48 Hours 24 - 48 Hours 24 - 48 Hours 24 - 48 Hours

      N/R: Not Recommended

Sealant
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Coverage Charts for Adhesive Sealant Products

Given the desired diameter of a bead or the 
dimensions of a seam, the coverage obtained from 
a cartridge or flex pack can be looked up in the 
following charts. Note that the values are calculated 
for “no waste.” The actual coverage will be based on 
application technique and overfill.

Area Coverage
Should it be necessary to cover an area with 
the adhesive sealant, the material should be 
dispensed from the container and spread with a 
trowel. Most trowels for spreading adhesives will 
have a notched edge to facilitate control of the 
thickness being applied. When the notch depth is 
known or can be measured the coverage area can 
be determined from the following tables. Should 
it be necessary to apply a solid layer of a specific 
thickness, take the value given in the following 
table and divide the area by two.

Bead Diameter (inch) Length of Bead (lineal feet)
fractional decimal for 400 ml

1/8 

1/4 

3/8 

Lineal Feet of Seam
Seam Width (inch)

S
ea

m
 D

ep
th

 (i
nc

h)

1/8 1/4 3/8

1/8 

1/4 

3/8 

Values given for 10 fl. oz. cartridge and 400 ml (in parentheses).

Lineal Feet of Seam
Seam Width (inch)

4 8 10 

S
ea

m
 D

ep
th

 (i
nc

h)

4 

8 

10 

Square Foot Coverage
Notch Depth (inch)

1/8 1/4

Square Foot Coverage
Notch Depth (centimeters)
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Choose the Right
Sealant for Each Job.
Metal to Wood (Deck and Hull Hardware) E G S E G G

Metal to Fibreglass (Deck and Hull Hardware) E E G E E G

Wood to Fibreglass (Wood Trim) E G S E G G

Wood to Wood (Wood Trim) E G S E E S

Deck Seams (Teak, Other Woods) E NR NR E E NR

Underwater Wooden Boat Hull Seams E NR NR E NR S

Deck to Hull Joints E E G E E E

Thru-Hull Fittings-Fibreglass Boat E E G E G E

Thru-Hull Fittings-Wooden Boat E S S E S E

Glass to Metal (Windshield) E E E E E G

Glass to Fibreglass E E G E E G

Glass to Wood E E S E G G

Glass to Vinyl NR E E NR S S

ABS and Lexan Plastics to Fibreglass NR E E NR S NR

ABS and Lexan Plastics to Wood NR E S NR E NR

Plastic Hardware to Fibreglass NR E G NR G NR

Plastic Hardware to Wood NR E S NR S NR

Electrical Insulation G E E G E S

Rubrails to Fibreglass E E S E S NR

Rubrails to Wood E G S E S NR

Sandability E NR NR E E S

Paintability E NR NR E NR G

Chemical Resistance E S S E E S

Gluing/Adhesion E S S E G E

Cure Rate* Med Fast Fast Fast Fast Slow

Years of Approximate Shelf Life** 1-1/2 2 2 2 1/2 1/2

Years of Life Expectancy 20 20 20 20 20 8
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LIFE-CALK®

sealant and bedding compound. 
Cures to a positive waterproof seal - 
stays seaworthy for years. Sandable, 
paintable, twists, bends, expands, 
compresses. Bonds tenaciously to wood, 

harden, shrink, crack, or dry out. Use 
above or below the waterline. 

LIFE-SEAL®

boats. The adhesion of polyurethane and 

ABS®, Lexan®, Delrin®, Nylon® and all 
other plastics. Outstanding performance 

cracking, fast curing. Use above or below 
the waterline. 

MARINE SILICONE RUBBER
Non-corrosive formula. Low odour. No 
shrinkage, no cracking, no dryout and 
non-yellowing. Contains the highest 
grade silicone polymers. Superior 

plastic, metal and wood. Use above or 
below the waterline. 

LIFE-CALK® TWO-PART

hull seam compound. For all deck seam 
installations. Available in pourable and 
heavy grades. Sandable, paintable, and 
chemical resistant. Chosen worldwide 
by Navies, cruise lines, yacht builders, 
and boatyards. Use above or below the 
waterline. 

TEAK DECK SEALANT
Fast curing one-part deck seam sealant. 
Sandable formula permits a smooth 

woods. Compatible with teak cleaners 

dry out. Flexes with deck. Resistant to 
cleaners and fuel. No primer needed. 
Use above the waterline.  

POLYURETHANE ADHESIVE/SEALER 
Permanent adhesive sealant. No 
shrinking. Paintable. Use above or below 
the waterline. For permanent installations 
only.

E Excellent G Good S Satisfactory NR Not Recommended 
for This Application

* Note: All curing times subject to atmospheric conditions.
** Note: Shelf Life may be affected by method of storage.
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BoatLIFE Liquid Life-Calk Polysulfi de Sealant
For sealing the fi nest cracks and seams Liquid 
Life-Calk is the only liquid type sealant that does 
not shrink when cured. It fl ows into the smallest 
cracks and seams and stays. It cures to a fi rm 
bond with the same lifetime adhesion as the 
regular  Life-Calk.
BOA 1052 83 ml tube White

BOA 1055 83 ml tube Black

BoatLIFE 2-Part Life-Calk Sealant
2-Part is a fast curing (24-48 hrs.) tough, resilient polysulfi de 
sealant. Use anywhere, above or below the water line, on fi breglass, 
wood, or metal. It is completely waterproof and can be sanded 
after curing. Resists oil, gas, salt water, weather and aging. Two 
consistencies: Type P - pourable for decks and 
other horizontal seams, and Type H - heavy, for 
application by knife. Type P requires no priming 
regardless of the surface involved. Type H 
requires no priming except on oily wood, teak or 
steel. Black.
BOA 1046-QT P type
BOA 1050-GAL P type

BoatLIFE Life-Calk Polysulfi de Sealant
A one-part Thiokol polysulfi de that cures to a positive 
waterproof seal. Resists oil, gas, brine, weather and most 
chemicals to stay seaworthy for years. Bonds to wood, 
fi breglass, metal, plastic and glass.
BOA 1305 30 ml White

BOA 1030 83 ml tube White

BOA 1031 83 ml Black

BOA 1032 83 ml Mahogany

BOA 1037 83 ml Teak Brown

BOA 1033 315 ml cart White

BOA 1034 315 ml Black

BOA 1035 315 ml Mahogany

BOA 1036 315 ml Teak Brown

BoatLIFE Empty Caulking Cartridge
These 315 ml empty cartridges complete with 
end plungers provide a mess-free method of 
applying 2-part caulking compounds.
BOA 1120

BoatLIFE Life Seal
A fast skinning (10 minutes) and fast curing (24 hours) 
polyurethane/silicone adhesive sealant. Designed specifi cally for 
fi breglass boats. Permanently fl exible, non-shrinking. Outstanding 
adhesion to fi breglass, glass, plastic and wood. Can be used above 
or below water line.
BOA 1109 38 ml tube Clear

BOA 1160 83 ml tube Clear

BOA 1161 83 ml tube White

BOA 1162 83 ml tube Black

BOA 1169 315 ml cart Clear

BOA 1170 315 ml cart White

BOA 1171 315 ml cart Black

BOA 1172 315 ml cart Aluminum

BoatLIFE Silicone Rubber
An all-purpose, non-yellowing, low odour silicone. 
Tack free in 30 minutes and fully cured in 1 hour. 
Use above or below the water line.
BOA 1110 Clear 38 ml (1 oz) tube

BoatLIFE Teak Deck Sealant
A one part fast curing teak deck seam sealant. It provides 
outstanding waterproofi ng and sealing qualities to wood decks 
made of teak and other woods. Teak Deck Sealant is fast 
skinning (30 minutes) and fast curing (24 hours). It combines 
the ease of use of a one part sealant with the outstanding 
performance of silicone rubber. The product is applied in 
a normal fashion and sands clean after curing to provide a 
smooth fi nish. It is unaff ected by BoatLIFE Teak Cleaners 
and Teak Oils. It is also non-corrosive, so it can be used on 
any metal fi ttings on deck. The product remains fl exible, and 
does not shrink, crack, or dry out.
BOA 1252 315 ml cartridge, black

BoatLIFE
Super Slick Sealant Smoother

 ▪ Super Slick Sealant Smoother aids in the 
fi nger tooling of caulks and sealants
 ▪Allows excess sealant to be easily 
removed from fi ngers
 ▪ Safe to use on all BoatLIFE sealants

BOA 1024 4 oz
BOA 1025 16 oz

BoatLIFE Life-Calk Primer
Improves adhesion of both one-part and two-part 
Life-Calk, especially on oily woods, teak and steel. 
Life-Calk Primer is a clear, fast-drying liquid and 
easy to apply. 
BOA 1059 230ml (8 oz)

BoatLIFE Life-Calk 
Solvent and Cleaner
General purpose solvent removes uncured 
polysulfi de sealant and grease from tools and 
equipment. Ideal for the preparation of seams for 
caulking.
BOA 1056 473 ml (Pint)

Boatlife
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► Also See Caulking Guns   pg 1215

Sikafl ex 296
Direct Glazing Adhesive
A high-performance, elastic, gap-fi lling, 1-component polyurethane 
direct glazing adhesive that cures on exposure to atmospheric 
moisture and forms a durable elastomer. Sikafl ex-296 is designed 
for direct glazing applications, and is suitable for use with all types 
of mineral-glass-based windows.

 ▪ Resistant to aging, weathering and sunlight 
 ▪ Solvent- and PVC-free
 ▪ Can be over-painted

SIK 296BLK-600ML 600 ml sausage, Black
Accessories:

SIK PTNOZZLE Nozzle for all the above cartridges
SIK 4137 Nozzle adapter

Sikafl ex 265 Direct Glazing
A high-performance, elastic, gap-fi lling, one-part polyurethane 
adhesive that cures on exposure to atmospheric moisture to form 
a durable elastomer. Designed for direct glazing applications and 
is suitable for use with mineral-glass-based windows. Because 
Sikafl ex-265 can be tooled to a very fi ne fi nish, and because it is 
specifi cally designed for enhancing its UV resistance, it is suitable 
for use in exposed joints.

 ▪ Excellent working characteristics 
 ▪ Fast cure time and low odour 
 ▪High green Strength 
 ▪ Excellent sag resistance 
 ▪ Resistant to aging and weathering 
 ▪ Solvent and PVC-free 

SIK 265BLK-600ML 600 ml sausage, Black
Before installing laminated safety glass windshields incorporating heating elements 
or radio aerials in the PVB sandwich layer, we recommend that you contact Sika's 
Technical Service Department for advice.

Sikaflex 

A non-sag, 1-component polyurethane sealant 
specifi cally developed for the marine market; it 
cures on exposure to atmospheric moisture to form 
a durable elastomer. Bonds extremely well to the 
materials commonly used in marine construction 
like wood, metals, metal primers and paint coatings, 
ceramic materials and plastics.
SIK 291WHT-300ML 300 ml cartridge, White
SIK 291BLK-300ML 300 ml cartridge, Black
SIK 291GRY-300ML 300 ml cartridge, Grey

 ▪NEW easy-to-use squeeze tube
SIK 291I-BLK-70ML 70 ml tube, Black
SIK 291I-WHT-70ML 70 ml tube, White

Sikafl ex 291 Adhesive/Sealant/Bedding Compound

Sikafl ex 291 LOT
Adhesive/Sealant/Bedding Compound
A 1-component, marine-grade polyurethane elastomeric 
adhesive and sealant. It is a moisture-cured, non-sag 
system designed with a long open time for more time-
consuming installations. General, all-purpose marine 
sealant suitable for light-duty bonding. 

 ▪ Sandable
*Not recommended as a deck seam sealer.
SIK 291LOTWHT-300 300 ml cartridge, White
SIK 291LOTBLK-300 300 ml cartridge, Black

Sikafl ex® 292i
High Strength Marine Adhesive
A non-sag, 1-component, polyurethane adhesive that cures 
on exposure to atmospheric moisture to form a durable 
elastomer. Sikafl ex®-292i exhibits excellent adhesive 
properties and a high degree of mechanical strength. 
Suitable for structural joints which will be subjected to 
high dynamic stresses. It is suitable for use on: metals, 
(particularly aluminum, including anodized fi nishes), 
metal primers and paint coatings (2-C systems), or 
ceramic materials and plastics.

 ▪ Bonds and seals at the same time 
 ▪ Replaces rivets and mechanical fasteners

SIK 292i-WHT-300ML 300 ml cartridge, White

Sikafl ex 295UV
Direct Glazing Adhesive
Sikafl ex-295 UV is a 1-component polyurethane adhesive 
of paste-like consistency that cures on exposure to 
atmospheric moisture to form a durable elastomer. 

 ▪Meets International Maritime Organisation (IMO)
 ▪Used to bond and seal organic glazing materials
 ▪ Excellent UV-resistance

Suitable substrates include: aluminum (bright or anodized), 
GRP (polyester resin), stainless steel, timber, 2-component 
coatings, and organic glazing materials (PC, PMMA). 
Seek advice from our Technical services before using 
Sikafl ex-295 UV on thermoformed plastics.
SIK 295UVWHT300ML 300 ml cartridge, White
SIK 295UVBLK300ML 300 ml cartridge, Black

The use of the 209N primer is strongly recommended with 295UV. Allow 
30ml of primer for approximately fi ve 310ml cartridges.
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Sikafl ex Sika® Primer - 209 N
 ▪ Suitable for plastics such as acrylics (PMMA), 
polycarbonate, ABS, etc.and paints such as acrylics 
and alkyd/melamines

A black pigmented low-viscosity liquid that dries by 
reaction with atmospheric moisture. It is used to prime 
painted surfaces and plastic substrates prior to bonding 
with Sikafl ex products.
SIK 209-N-250ML 250 ml

Sikafl ex Sika® Aktivator
An activating agent specifi cally formulated for the 
treatment of bond faces in direct glazing work prior 
to application of various Sika polyurethane adhesive. 
Surfaces: glass, ceramic-coated glass, the cut face of 
old polyurethane adhesive beads, polyurethane-coated 
windows glass and paints.
SIK 91283 250 ml 

Teakdecking Systems Teak Caulking
A one-part, Silane Polymer system which when 
exposed to moisture in the air reacts to form a 
tough, fl exible solid rubber compound. TDS Teak 
Caulking is a thixotropic material that does not 
sag during cure, and, when cured, has excellent 
temperature stability and chemical resistance. 
Because the sealant is neutral cure, it is non-
corrosive to all substrates.

 ▪ Tack free time: 20-40 minutes
 ▪ Tensile strength: 300psi
 ▪ Elongation: 350%
 ▪ Shelf life: 18 months

TDS SIS440CB 305 ml cartridge, Black
TDS SIS440CW 305 ml cartridge, White
TDS SIS440SB 600 ml sausage, Black

Teakdecking Systems Fitting Epoxy
A custom blend of high quality 
epoxy resins, activators and additives 
formulated for outstanding adhesion 
to common marine substrates such 
as fi breglass, wood, aluminum and 
steel. Developed as a 'tough' adhesive 
capable of enduring the fl exing yachts 
undergo at sea, FE180A has special additives that enhance internal 
strength, bond strength and viscosity control under a variety of 
adverse environmental conditions. TDS Fitting Epoxy is also DOT 
(US Dept. Of Transportation) certifi ed to be non-corrosive and is 
designed not to harm the environment. 

 ▪Approximate coverage: 30 ft2

TDS FE180A-2G 1:1 ratio, 7.56 litre (2 gallon) kit

Sikafl ex
290 DC PRO
Sikafl ex-290i DC is a 1-component, UV-resistant, polyurethane-
based joint sealing compound specially formulated for caulking 
joints in traditional marine timber decking. The sealing compound 
cures to form a fl exible elastomer which can be sanded. Sikafl ex-
290i DC meets the requirements set out by the International 
Maritime Organisation (IMO)

 ▪Non-corrosive
 ▪ Semi self-levelling
 ▪UV and weather-resistant
 ▪ Resistant to seawater and fresh water

SIK 290DC-PRO-600ML 600 ml sausage, Black
Accessories:

SIK PTNOZZLE Nozzle for all the above cartridges
SIK 4137 Nozzle adapter CMP SE1134-CLEAR 82.8 ml tube

CMP SE1180-WHITE 300 ml cartridge (interior/exterior)
CMP SE1184-CLEAR 300 ml cartridge

G.E. Silicone
 ▪General purpose, one part, silicone
 ▪ Bonds to glass, metal, wood, fi breglass, 
and most plastics above the water line
 ▪ Tack free in 10 minutes

Simms Caulking Tube Caps
 ▪ Prevents dryout and blockage
 ▪Airtight
 ▪ Reusable
 ▪ 2/pkg

SIM SC-101

Sikafl ex Sika® Primer-215
 ▪A transparent, pale yellow, low-viscosity primer for 
various plastics, timber and other porous materials; it 
cures by reaction with atmospheric moisture
 ▪Used to prime plastics (such as GRP, epoxy resins, 
PVC, ABS) and timber

SIK 215-1000ML 1000 ml 

Sikafl ex Sika® Aktivator - 205
 An activating agent, designed to improve adhesion. 
It is specifi cally formulated for the treatment of bond 
faces in direct glazing work prior to application of 
various Sika polyurethane adhesives.
SIK 205-250ML 250 ml

Sikafl ex Sika® Primer - 206 G+P
 ▪ For use on a wide variety of glass surfaces

A black, moisture-curing liquid primer specifi cally 
formulated for the treatment of bond faces in 
direct glazing work prior to application of Sika 
polyurethane direct glazing adhesives.
SIK 206G&P-250ML

GOOP Marine
 ▪ Strong single component adhesive
 ▪ Bonds to metal, canvas, wood, vinyl, and rope
 ▪UV resistant: for maximum UV resistance, 
paint over
 ▪ Seals with a tight, fl exible waterproof hold
 ▪ Clear in colour

GOO 140244** 29.5 ml (1 oz) squeeze tube
GOO 170035** 110 ml (3.7 oz) squeeze tube
GOO 172034** 305 ml (10.2 oz) cartridge

** Limited Quantity
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3M Marine 4200 Fast Cure Adhesive/Sealant
A one-part general all-purpose polyurethane that chemically 
reacts with moisture to deliver fl exible bonds with good adhesion 
to wood, fi breglass, gel-coat, plastics and metals. Paintable and 
sandable. Forms a watertight weather 
resistant seal on joints and hardware above 
or below the water line. Approximately 
half the strength of 5200 and allows for 
disassembly of parts.
THR 05260 88 ml tube, White
THR 06560 295 ml cartridge, White, 
THR 06564 295 ml cartridge, Black

3M Marine 5200 Fast Cure Adhesive/Sealant
A faster curing version of 3M 5200. This high 
performance polyurethane becomes tack free 
in one hour and fully cures in 24 hours. The 
seal is extremely strong, retains its strength 
above and below the water line. Won't sag or 
fl ow in vertical or horizontal seams.
THR 05220 88 ml tube, White
THR 06520 295 ml cartridge, White

3M Marine 4000UV Adhesive/Sealant Fast Cure
Resistant to weathering, saltwater, and 
stresses caused by joint movement. Seals 
between mechanically fastened joints on 
wood, fi breglass, metal and most plastics 
above and below the water line. It is also 
paintable.
THR 05280 88 ml tube, White
THR 06580 295 ml cartridge, White

3M Marine Grade Mildew Resistant Silicone
A high performance above the water line 
mildew resistant silicone that bonds to 
fi breglass, gel-coat, glass, metal, rubber, 
wood, Plexiglasss, lexan and vinyl. Seals 
and waterproofs. Always remains fl exible. 
Excellent gasket adhesive. Cures in 24 hours.
THR 08017 88 ml tube, White
THR 08019 88 ml tube, Clear
THR 08027 295 ml cartridge, White
THR 08029 295 ml cartridge, Clear

► Also See Caulking Guns   pg 1215

3M Marine 5200 Adhesive/Sealant
This high-performance polyurethane adhesive sealant becomes 
tack-free in 24-48 hours, and completely cures in 5-7 days with 
no shrinking. The seal is extremely strong, retaining its strength 
above or below the waterline. Stays fl exible–allows for structural 
movement. Stress caused by shock, vibration, swelling or shrinking 
is eff ectively absorbed. Has excellent 
resistance to weathering and salt water. Not 
recommended as a deck seam sealer.
THR 05203 88 ml tube, White
THR 05205 88 ml tube, Black
THR 06500 295 ml cartridge, White
THR 06502 295 ml cartridge, Mahogany
THR 06504 295 ml cartridge, Black

3M Spray Adhesive - Hi-Strength
 ▪ Provides professional, industrial strength for 
demanding applications
 ▪ Comes with a variable-width web spray pattern
 ▪High strength, fast, contact type adhesive
 ▪ Bonds laminate, wood, concrete, metal, plastic 
and more
 ▪High temperature and moisture resistance

THR 90 17.6 oz (500 gr)

3M Spray Adhesive - Hi-Tack
 ▪High-tack spray adhesive creates strong bonds for 
many hard-to-hold materials, such as polyethylene and 
polypropylene
 ▪ Fast-tacking adhesive bonds quickly
 ▪Variable-width lace spray pattern minimizes 
waste and overspray
 ▪ Low-misting property allows for precise spray control

THR 76 18.1 oz (515 gr)

3M Super 77 Spray Adhesive - Multi-Purpose
 ▪An extremely versatile, fast-drying, and transparent 
spray adhesive that bonds a wide range of lightweight 
materials
 ▪ Bonds paper, cardboard, fabric, insulation, plastic, 
metal, wood and more
 ▪ Fast, permanent bond
 ▪ Fast, aggressive tack and low soak-in eliminates 
clamping and dry time
 ▪ Extended bond time allows 15 seconds to 
30 minutes after application before attaching surfaces

THR 77-24OZ-IND 16.5 oz (467 gr)

3M Marine Urethane Seam Sealer
 ▪High quality, single component formula adheres well 
to bare metal, primed metal and 
painted surfaces
 ▪Moisture curing property provides excellent 
performance in high heat and humidity environments
 ▪Non-Shrinking, non-cracking, low/no odor formula 
remains fl exible and off ers superior results to 
solvent-based sealers
 ▪ Paintable after 30-45 minutes

THR 08365 310 ml cartridge, Beige
THR 08367 310 ml cartridge, Black

3M Marine
Polyolefi n Adhesive Promoter

 ▪A specially formulated adhesion promoter for use 
when repairing low surface energy plastics such as 
thermopolyolefi n (TPO)
 ▪Aerosol dispenser ensures easy application
 ▪ Provides stronger adhesion to deliver excellent 
featheredge results

THR 05907 340g (12 oz)

3M / Caulking & Adhesives
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Gorilla Glue - Fast Cure
 ▪ Cures in 30-60 minutes 
 ▪ Incredibly strong 
 ▪ 100% waterproof 
 ▪Dries white 
 ▪ Bonds foam, glass, wood, stone, metal 
and ceramics

GOR 5202101C 59 ml (2 oz)

Gorilla Glue Wood Glue
 ▪ Complete projects faster - requires only 20-30 minutes 
of clamp time, and is fully cured in 24 hours 
 ▪Use indoors or outdoors - passes ANSI/HPVA Type II 
water resistance 
 ▪Versatile - ideal for use on hardwoods, softwoods, and 
natural wood composites 
 ▪Dries natural colour - off ering a natural bond line
 ▪ Easy to use - it's a non-toxic, water-based, solvent free 
polyvinyl acetate (PVA) 
 ▪ Compliant with FDA standards for indirect food contact 
 ▪ Easy to clean with water 
 ▪Open Working Time: 10 minutes 

GOR 6212002 118 ml (4 oz)

Gorilla White Glue
 ▪Dries White: 2x Faster Than Original Gorilla Glue
 ▪ 100% Waterproof: Won't break down when 
exposed to outdoor elements
 ▪Versatile: Bonds wood, stone, metal, ceramic, 
foam, glass and more!
 ▪ Incredibly Strong: Expands 3 times into the 
materials to form an incredibly strong bond

Precision Pen .75 fl . oz. slips in a tool belt, toolbox, 
purse, camping box, pocket or drawer for easy, on-the-go 
use. Apply just the right amount with the fl ow-control 
design. 
GOR 5202402 22 gr (.75 oz)

Gorilla Super Glue
Just hold in place for 30-60 seconds while 
the formula sets, no clamping necessary.
IMPACT STRENGTH– unique rubber 
particles increase impact-resistance and 
strength to handle everyday use after your repair or creation is set. 
WON'T CLOG – anti-clog tip with metal pin keeps nozzle clean.  
EASY TO USE – thick formula fl ows better for improved control.  
WHATEVER THE SURFACE– use on nearly anything, from wood 
to plastic, glass, metal, ceramics and a whole lot more!
GOR 7805201 20 gr (.71 oz) bottle
GOR 7900301 6 gr (2 x 3 gr tubes)

Super Glue GEL

Thicker and more controlled formula great for multiple 
surfaces and vertical applications
GOR 7710101 20 gr (.71 oz) bottle

Gorilla Glue
 ▪ 100% waterproof
 ▪ Pure polyurethane glue
 ▪ Can be stained, painted and 
sanded
 ▪ Expands 3 to 4 times its size so 
onlya small amount is required
 ▪ 20 minute working time
 ▪Dries to a light tan colour
 ▪Non-toxic when cured
 ▪Acid free

GOR 5100201 59 ml (2 oz)
GOR 5100402 118 ml (4 oz)
GOR 51008T 236 ml (8 oz)
GOR 5100502 3 gr (.11 oz) each, 4/pkg

GOOP Shoe Goo
 ▪Water resistant immediately upon application
 ▪ Seals with a tight, fl exible waterproof hold
 ▪ Clear in colour

GOO 110035** 110 ml (3.7 oz) tube
GOO 110244** 30 ml (1 oz) tube

** Limited Quantity

Captain Tolley's Creeping Crack Cure
 ▪Water based sealant formulated to penetrate 
fi ne cracks 
 ▪Uses capillary action to fi nd leaks without 
dismantling 
 ▪ Sets to a clear, fl exible and waterproof seal 
 ▪ Compatible with most materials, including 
glass, wood and metal

CAP CTCC 64 ml (2 oz)
CAP 250-CTCC 250 ml

3M Fastbond Ten Contact Cement
An exceptionally high strength, general purpose 
industrial adhesive designed for bonding a wide 
variety of porous surfaces. Ideally suited for plywood, 
linoleum to steel and laminates to counters.
THR #10-1L Litre

GOOP Seal All
Seal-All dries fast without sacrifi cing strength. Dry 
speed is 2–3 minutes, with a 2–6 hour full cure 
time, making it perfect for in the garage, around the 
house or on the go. Excellent chemical resistance 
to water, oil, gasoline, alcohol, dilute acids, dilute 
bases  Service temperature range: -40°F (-40°C) to 
150°F (66°C). 

 ▪ Paint-over time: 8 hours 
 ▪ To maximize UV resistance, paint over Seal-All 

GOO 380135** 29.7 ml (1 oz) tube
GOO 380145** 59.4 ml (2 oz) tube

** Limited Quantity
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Gorilla Glue - 5 Minute Epoxy
 ▪Dries crystal clear 
 ▪ 5-Minute set - plenty of repositioning time
 ▪Gap fi lling - fi lls voids and bonds uneven surfaces 
 ▪ Superior water resistant - withstands moderate 
exposure to water 
 ▪ Easy-to-use syringe - separate barrels of resin and 
hardener keep epoxy from hardening
 ▪ Solvent resistant
 ▪ Low VOC and non-toxic once cured
 ▪ Clamp time: 30 minutes 
 ▪ Full cure: 24 hours

GOR 4200602 25 ml (.85 oz)

BoatLIFE
Release Adhesive & Sealant Remover
Formulated to remove cured or uncured silicone, 
polyurethane, and adhesives. Good for clean up on 
hands, tools and equipment. Will not harm metals, 
fi breglass, gel coat, glass, plexiglass, etc.
BOA 1288 473 ml (16 oz)
BOA 1291 29 ml (1 oz)

Swedish Spun Oakum
Part # 1 quality tarred jute fi bres for caulking 
of wide or deep seams prior to cotton caulking 
or sealant. Not to be confused with plumbers 
oakum. 

 ▪ Put up in 40 lb. bales
*Sold by the pound (min.8 lbs per order)

OAK OAKUM

BoatLIFE Hot Knife
 ▪Deck seam removal tool that cuts 
through old caulking like cheese
 ▪ This 110 volt tool provides a clean 
fresh surface for re-caulking. 
 ▪ #3 - for 1/8" seams
 ▪ #4 - for 1/4" seams

BOA 1275 Hot knife unit comes/w #3 head & 12 blades
BOA 1284 Hot Knife unit comes with #4 head & 12 blades
BOA 1276 #3 head only 1/8" wide
BOA 1277 #4 head only 1/4" wide
BOA 1279 #3 blades only (12/pkg)
BOA 1280 #4 blades only (12/pkg)

BoatLIFE Bond Breaker
 ▪ Easier to use than standard caulking cotton
 ▪ 1/8" wide cotton bond breaker prevents 
adhesion to bottom of deck seams

BOA 1211 50 yard roll

Tear-Aid Repair Tape
 ▪Air & watertight - under pressure even when 
stretched
 ▪ Instant adhesion - with no sewing
 ▪ Elastic - conforms to irregular surfaces
 ▪ Peel & stick
 ▪UV resistant
 ▪ Type A: sticks to canvas, most fabrics, rubber, 
neoprene, most plastics, nylon, fi berglass, stainless 
steel, aluminum, polyethylene, polypropylene and 
non-oiled leather 
 ▪ Type B: Sticks to vinyl and vinyl-coated materials. 
Has unique adhesive that resists the oils in vinyl 
 ▪Kit contains: (1) 3"x12" TEAR-AID patch, (1) 7/8" 
square patch, (1) 1 3/8" square patch, (1) 12" Reinforcement 
fi lament for repairing tears at edges. (2) alcohol prep pads, (1) 
illustrated instructions and product repair list

TEA D-KIT-A01-100 Fabric, type A
TEA D-KIT-B03-100 Vinyl, type B

Counter Display

 ▪ 15 Vinyl repair kits 
 ▪ 5 Fabric repair kits

TEA D-CASE-V10-005

Video Counter Display

 ▪ 15 Vinyl repair kits 
 ▪ 5 Fabric repair kit

TEA CASE-V21

Sound ON/OFF switch
Wireless remote
Sales and application clips
16 Minute run loop with 11 diff erent industry clips

Rescue Tape
 ▪ Self-fusing 
 ▪ 700 PSI tensile strength 
 ▪ Insulates 8,000 volts per layer 
 ▪Withstands 500° F of heat 
 ▪ Remains fl exible to -85° F
 ▪ Creates a permanent air-tight, water-tight seal 
in seconds 
 ▪Never gets gummy or sticky like electrical or 
duct tape 
 ▪Has a long shelf life 
 ▪ Resists fuels, oils, acids, solvents, salt 
water, road salt, UV rays 

RTP RT201201 1" x 12' Black
RTP RT201202 1" x 12' Red
RTP RT201203 1" x 12' White
RTP RT201204 1" x 12' Clear
RTP RT201205 1" x 12' Yellow
RTP RT201206 1" x 12' Blue
RTP RT201207 1" x 12' Green
RTP RT201208 1" x 12' Orange
RTP RT303601 2" x 36' Black
RTP RT303603 2" x 36' White
RTP RT303604 2" x 36' Clear
RTP 24DISPLAY 24 roll,  assorted counter display

Adhesives / Tapes
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3M Scotch Multi-Use Duct Tape
A midgrade duct tape for repairs in and around 
the house, shop, and jobsite.
THR 1130AF 48 mm x 27.5 meters, grey

3M Tartan HD Duct Tape
Tartan silver cloth tape ia a general purpose duct 
tape with good adhesion and strong backing.
THR 3939-2X60 48 mm x 55 meters

Gorilla Tape - White
 ▪ Perfect for both indoor and outdoor use 
with its superior UV resistance 
 ▪Grips to rough, uneven, unforgiving 
surfaces like wood, stone, stucco, plaster, 
brick and more 
 ▪ Triple layer strength
 ▪ Camoufl ages repairs on white surfaces; won't yellow outdoors

GOR 6025001 48mm x 27.4m, White

Gorilla Tape - Black
Bonds to brick, stucco, wood and more.
Made with a double thick adhesive, strong 
reinforced backing and an all-weather shell to 
make a tough & durable tape.
GOR 6035060T 48mm x 25 yd, Black
GOR 6003001 73mm x 25 yd, Black
GOR 6101002 25mm x 9m, Black

GOR 60124T 48mm x 10 yd, Black
GOR 6013902 48mm x 8.2m, Camoufl age

Gorilla Tape - Silver
Bonds to brick, stucco, wood and more.
Made with a triple thick adhesive, strong 
reinforced backing and an all-weather shell 
to make a tough & durable tape.
GOR 6074004 48mm x 30 yd

Gorilla Double Sided Mounting Tape
 ▪ Tough and clear and mounts in an instant, 
for a long-lasting, weatherproof bond
 ▪ Crystal clear adhesive won't yellow over 
time, and holds up to 10 pounds
 ▪ For indoor and outdoor projects and sticks 
to smooth and rough surface

GOR 6065102 1" x 60"

Gorilla Tape - Clear
The ideal solution for almost any repair, Gorilla 
Clear Repair Tape features the strength of 
Gorilla Tape in a weatherproof, airtight, crystal-
clear tape. Easy to tear by hand, you can fi x, 
patch, seal, hold and protect almost any surface 
with a crystal-clear appearance. 
GOR 6115002 38mm x 4.57 meters
GOR 6127002 48mm x 8.2 meters

► Also See Tapes   pg  204-205

Life Safe Tape Butyl Caulking Tapes
 ▪ Tough rubber, pressure sensitive mass
 ▪ Excellent adhesion to a variety of surfaces
 ▪ Seal out: dirt, dust, moisture and water
 ▪ Easy to use in tape form
 ▪ Low moisture vapor transmission value
 ▪ Comes in a reusable, resealable package

LIF RE20760 Grey, 3/4" x 1/8" x 20'
LIF RE20761 White, 3/4" x 1/8" x 20'

Life Safe
Super Seal Tape

 ▪Works on wet, dry, greasy or dirty surfaces
 ▪Works on metal or plastic pipes
 ▪Use for plumbing, electrical or 
emergency repairs

LIF RE3869 25mm x 4.8m

Gorilla Tape - All Weather
 ▪Made with incredibly strong,
permanent, butyl adhesive
 ▪ Resists drying, cracking, and peeling 
caused by sunlight, heat, cold, and moisture

GOR 101593 48mm x 22.8m, Grey

Gorilla Tape - Patch & Seal
 ▪ Instantly seals out water, air, and moisture
 ▪ Extra thick adhesive layer
 ▪UV resistant backing
 ▪ Conforms to form a permanent bond

GOR 4670002 100mm x 3m, Grey
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Gelcoat Spray Kits
Premixed gelcote in a spray can—no mixing of 
hardener required. Just spray, let cure, then sand 
and buff  to shine. Great for nicks or scratches. 
Will closely match most 3 to 12 year old boats 
that have been expose to UV sunlight.

 ▪ 14 oz
GCI 1112 Black

Gelcoat Colour Pastes
Highly pigmented colour for colouring polyester resin. Use 2 jars 
of colour paste for each litre of Gelcote or resin. Light colours 
may require more colour. Use up to 15% of colour to obtain a rich, 
vibrant colour.

 ▪ 1 ounce (28.4 ml) jars
GCI 109-01 White
GCI 109-02 Yellow
GCI 109-04 Dark Green
GCI 109-05 Black
GCI 109-06 Red

Gelcoat Kits
 ▪ For a tack free fi nish 
 ▪Waxed

Air Dry Liquid Gelcoat Kits
 ▪ 1 x 250 ml gelcote liquid
 ▪ 1 x Application brush 
 ▪Mixing sticks 
 ▪ 1 - 14 ml catalyst 

GCI 100-1AD Clear
GCI 101-1AD White

Paste Gelcoat Kits
 ▪ 1 x 250 ml gelcote paste 
 ▪Mixing sticks 
 ▪ 1 - 14 ml catalyst

GCI 100P Clear
GCI 100PW White

100-1AD

100P

Gelcote Repair Kits
Two Gel-coat kits to choose from: 
100 Kit 

 ▪ 6 bottles colourant (1/4 fl .oz.) 
 ▪ 2oz. gelcote paste 
 ▪ 1/4 fl  oz hardener 
 ▪ 2 plastic fi lms (2.5" x 5") 
 ▪ 2 mixing sticks 
 ▪ 1 sheet 600 grit sandpaper 
 ▪ 1/2 fl  oz compound 

GCI 100 6-Colour

101 Single Colour Only 
 ▪ 2 oz gelcote paste 
 ▪ 1/4 fl  oz hardener 
 ▪ 2 plastic fi lms (2.5" x 5") 
 ▪ 2 mixing sticks 
 ▪ 1 sheet 600 grit sandpaper 

GCI 101 White
GCI 101-B Black
GCI 101-C Champagne

Fiber Craft Waxed Gel-Coat
Waxed gel coat resin ideal for small or 
large projects and repairs. 
FIB 70100 250 ml, Neutral base
FIB 70105 250 ml, White base
FIB 70106 1 litre, White base
FIB 70107 4 litre, White base
FIB 70101 1 litre, Neutral base

*Note: White base gel-coat is recommended for white or lightly coloured 
fi nishes. Use the neutral base for darker tinting.

Waxed gelcoat is designed to cure without covering it. It is a 
fi nishing gelcoat, rather than a layup one. The wax should surface 
as the gelcoat cures, then be cleaned with a dewaxer.

 ▪Approximate coverage: 40 sq. ft. per litre
 ▪ Catalyst: 15 ml per litre (included)

Fiber Craft Polyester Waxed Resin
This is a high quality general purpose waxed 
resin that only requires the addition of the 
supplied catalyst to promote curing. Suitable 
for all marine fi breglass repair and lamination 
jobs. Waxed Resin.
FIB 70001 1 litre
FIB 70002 4 litre

FIB 70014 18.9 litre

 ▪Approximate coverage when used with standard 8 oz. matte: 
8 sq. ft. per litre
 ▪ Catalyst: 15 ml per litre (included)

Fiber Craft MEKP Catalyst
A strong oxidizing agent conveniently packaged 
in plastic dispensing bottles. Supplementary 
stock to all polyester resin products. 
FIB 70025 15 ml
FIB 70026 60 ml

FIB 70023 250 ml

Resins
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Fiber Craft Poly-Foam
A formed in place two-part polyurethane foam 
system with a density of approximately 2 lb. per 
cubic foot. An excellent material for fl otation, 
thermal insulation, void fi lling, and model 
building. Poly-Foam will bond to most materials 
and expands 25 to 30 times its mixed volume.

 ▪ 2 litre kit yields approx. 2 cubic feet of foam
 ▪ 8 litre kit yields 8 cubic feet

FIB 70311 2 litre
FIB 70312 8 litre
FIB 70313 37.8 litre

Fiber Craft Fibreglass Cloth
A medium weight (6 oz per square foot) 
woven cloth.
FIB 70215 38" x 25 yd
FIB 70212 38" x 5 yd
FIB 70210 38" x 1 yd
FIB 70129 4" x 3 yd
FIB 70094 4" x 50 yd
FIB 70095 6" x 50 yd

Fiber Craft Fibreglass Mat
A composite of chopped glass fi bres and 
emulsion binder which, when saturated with 
polyester resin, may be worked into complex 
curves and shapes. This is a medium weight 
material, 1 oz./sq. ft., requiring 3 fl . oz. (90 ml.) 
of resin per square foot for saturation.
FIB 70240 38" x 1 yd
FIB 70245 38" x 25 yd

Fiber Craft Fibreglass Rollers
For eliminating trapped air between successive 
laminations of fi breglass and resin. Aluminum 
fi nned roller on plated steel frame with a 
hardwood handle tapped for threaded broom 
handle extension.
FIB 70326 3/4" dia. x 3"
FIB 70328 2" dia. x 3"

► Larger sizes available on request

System Three Resins
T-88 Structural Epoxy Adhesive
T-88 is a high-performance, non-brittle, two-part 
epoxy adhesive designed to give superior results 
under adverse conditions. The adhesive may be used 
without modifi cations in normally fi tted joints, and 
will cure in any thickness without shrinkage. T-88 
is clear amber and becomes virtually invisible when 
varnished. T-88 exhibits outstanding adhesion and 
permanence on a wide variety of materials.
Recommended Uses:
Mixed at a 1:1 by volume ratio, T-88 will cure at 
temperatures as low as 35°F. When fully cured, it is 
unaff ected by water, oil, kerosene, and many other 
chemicals. It will not stain wood and is immune to fungus 
and rot. T-88 is unique in that it may be applied to damp 
wood, provided it is worked well into the surface.
Mix Ratio by Volume ....................100:100
Mix Ratio by Weight .....................100:83
Tensile Strength, psi .....................7000
Flexural Strength, psi ...................11,500
Coverage ......................................80 Ft 2/Gal
Gel Time @ 77°F (25°C) .............60 Minutes (100g mixture)
Full Cure @ 77°F (25°C) ............72 Hours (100g mixture)
SYS 1100K10 236 ml (8 oz) kit
SYS 1100K16 946 ml (1 quart) kit
SYS 1100K91 Universal cartridge, 250 ml (8.4 oz)†♦

†Mixing tips sold separately
♦Note: Requires a high ratio gun, 12:1 or higher (See tools)
Parts:

SYS S3660S99 Mixing tips 6/pkg

Fibreglass Repair Kit
Fibreglass kit comes with 250 
ml (8 oz) of resin with hardener, 
woven cloth, stir stick, brush and 
instructions. 

 ▪ Cloth: 12" x 36"
GCI 102

Fiber Craft Pigment
Used to match colours on repair jobs. For use with 
Fibre Craft gel-coat and fi breglass resin.

 ▪ 60 ml each
FIB 70150 White
FIB 70155 Black
FIB 70165 Red
FIB 70170 Green
FIB 70175 Blue
FIB 70180 Yellow

System Three Resins
Quick Cure-5 Epoxy
The standard quick setting 
"fi ve minute epoxy" system. 
Mix at a 1:1 by volume ratio. 
Quick Cure is ideal for all 
small jobs requiring a strong 
bond and rapid cure. Quick 
Cure is highly water resistant 
but not waterproof. Quick Cure is quite thick, but is easily 
measured by squeezing equal sized lumps from the convenient 
application bottles or from the UNI cartridge.
Mix Ratio by Volume ...............100:100
Mix Ratio by Weight ................100:97
Gel Time @ 77°F (25°C) ........4 - 5 Minutes (30g mix)
Tack Free @ 77°F (25°C) .......5 Minutes (30g mix)
SYS 1000K10 273 ml (1/2 pt) kit
SYS 1000K14 473 ml (1 pt) kit

SYS 1000K90 50 ml syringe 
 with 2 mixing tips

SYS 1000K91 Universal cartridge 250 ml (8.4 oz)
 with one mixing tip†

†Note: Requires a high ratio gun, 12:1 or higher (See tools)

Parts:
SYS S3660S99 Mixing tips, 6/pkg (for universal cartidges)
► Larger sizes available on request
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SilverTip Laminating Resin     Pourable Colourless 

SilverTip GelMagic NR NR NR Gel Tan 

SilverTip QuikFair NR NR  Putty Tan 

SilverTip EZ-Fillet NR    Thick Liquid Brown 

General Purpose Resin   Pourable Colourless 

MirrorCoat     Pourable Colourless 

Quick Cure NR    Thick Liquid Amber 

T-88 NR    Thick Liquid Amber 

RotFix     Pourable Amber 

SculpWood NR NR   Putty Brown 

Legend:
Excellent
Good
Fair

NR Not recommended

Cleanup: Lacquer thinner, Isopropyl alcohol

PRODUCT END USE CHART
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Estimate How Much to Use on Your 
Project
The following will serve as a guide for estimating the amount of 
product you'll need.  The key to any estimate is a reasonably 
accurate idea of the surface area involved.  The numbers given are 
in square feet of coverage per gallon of mixed resin and hardener 
except as noted.  Divide by 40 to convert fi gures to square meters 
per litre.

COATING AND LAMINATING RESINS
Includes SilverTip, General Purpose, Clear Coat & Cold Cure.

COATING WOOD FIRST 
COAT 

SUBSEQUENT 
COATS

Softwood Plywood/Veneer 250 400 

Hardwood Plywood/Veneer 325 400 

Vertical Surface-maximum non-sag 500 500

FIBREGLASSING
(Sealer, wet-out & fi ll coats)

4 ounce cloth 150 300 

6 ounce cloth 130 250 

10 ounce cloth 100 170 

Biaxial Tape 32 40 

► Larger sizes available on request

System Three Cold Cure Epoxy
Bonds virtually everything, including 
wood, metals, concrete, and non-
waxy plastics in cold, wet, hot and 
dry weather. Cold Cure Epoxy 
exhibits superior strength and bonding 
capabilities down to 2oC (35o F) even 
in moist and humid conditions. Cold 
Cure is ideal for gluing together unlike 
materials such as wood to metal or to 
plastics. Cold Cure is an excellent gap-
fi ller and requires no clamping. gap-
fi ller, putty, fairing compound. Cold Cure epoxy can be mixed with 
a variety of manufactured fi llers to increase its viscosity for fi lling 
gaps and fairing surfaces. For grouting applications, Cold Cure can 
be mixed with sand or cement. 
SYS F1000K38 355 ml (12 ounce) kit
SYS F1000K40 710 ml (1.5 pt) kit
SYS F1000K42 1.42 litre (1.5 qt) kit

SYS F1000K46 5.68 litre (1.5 gal kit
Mix Ratio by Volume ....................100:50
Mix Ratio by Weight .....................100:44
Tensile Strength, psi .....................6000
Compressive Strength, psi ............12,000
Gel Time @ 77°F (25°C) .............45 Minutes (100g mixture)
Full Cure @ 77°F (25°C) ............72 Hours (100g mixture)

Resins
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► Larger sizes available on request

System Three G-2 Epoxy
For over 35 years, G-2 has been an 
excellent adhesive choice for oily, 
acidic hardwoods like teak and other 
tropical woods. Use it for gluing oak 
and cedar, as well as other materials 
that are diffi  cult to bond. G-2 was 
developed primarily for waterproof 
bonding of rot-resistant woods 
used in fi ne yacht joinery. Use G-2 
for both interior and exterior applications as well as below the 
waterline. G-2 can be mixed in small or large batches, has a long 
pot life and cures overnight. No clamping pressure is required. 
After fully curing it can be machined, drilled, sanded and tapped.
SYS F1110K38 355 ml (12 ounce) kit
SYS F1110K40 710 ml (1.5 pt) kit
SYS F1110K42 1.42 litre (1.5 qt) kit
SYS F1110K46 5.68 litre (1.5 gal) kit
Mix Ratio by Volume ....................100:50
Mix Ratio by Weight .....................100:44
Tensile Strength, psi .....................6000
Compressive Strength, psi ............12,000
Coverage @ 10 mils .....................150 ft2/Gal (3.6 m2/L)
Gel Time @ 77°F (25°C) .............40 Minutes (100g mixture)
Full Cure @ 77°F (25°C) ............48 Hours (100g mixture)

System Three Resins SilverTip GelMagic
A toughened, non-sagging, two component, 
structural epoxy adhesive designed for superior 
bonding to wood and most porous materials. 
It is unique in that it starts as two self-leveling 
liquids, which form a soft, thixotropic, sag-
resistant paste when mixed. Measuring is easily 
accomplished by either volume or weight. 
GelMagic requires no additional modifi cation 
with fi llers and can be applied to vertical and 
overhead surfaces without running. GelMagic 
exhibits exceptionally high peel strength and employs a state of 
the art, two-phase epoxy morphology, which creates an adhesive 
bond that is tougher, more resistant to embrittlement and has better 
elevated temperature properties than other room temperature cured 
epoxy adhesives. GelMagic can be post-cured up to 140°F for even 
greater performance. 
Coverage @ 250 microns (10 mils) .......150 ft2/gal
Gel Time @ 77°F (25°C) .......................30 Minutes (100g mix)
Tack Free Time @ 77°F (25°C) .............3 Hours (100g mix)
SYS 1230K40 710 ml (1.5 pt) kit Gelmagic kit
SYS 1230K91 190ml (6.4 oz) cartridge†

†Mixing tips sold separately, requires a high ratio gun

Parts:
SYS S3660S99 Mixing tips 6/pkg
► Larger sizes available on request

► Larger sizes available on request

System Three Resins SilverTip Epoxy
A medium-low viscosity, liquid epoxy resin 
system that has been optimized for coating and 
reinforcing fabric saturation in wood-composite 
boat building. Designed for use with fi breglass, 
Kevlar, Dynel, and graphite as well as on bare 
wood. It has superior wet-out characteristics with 
little tendency to foam or trap air. Both the resin 
and hardener are nearly colourless and are used 
in an easy 2:1 volumetric ratio. Fillers, wood 
fl our, and bulking agents can be combined with 
SilverTip epoxy.
Gel Time @ 77°F (25°C)
Fast Hardener .................................. 26 Minutes (100g mixture)
Slow Hardener ................................. 60 Minutes (100g mixture)
Tack Free Time @ 77°F (25°C)
Fast Hardener .................................. 3 Hours (100g mixture)
Slow Hardener ................................. 6 Hours (100g mixture)
SYS 0900A16 946 ml (1 qt) Resin
SYS 0900A24 3.78 litre (1 gal) Resin

SYS 0900B14 473 ml (1 pt) Hardener fast
SYS 0901B14 473 ml (1 pt) Hardener slow

SYS 0900B20 1.89 litre (.5 gal) Hardener fast
SYS 0901B20 1.89 litre (.5 gal) Hardener slow

SYS 0901B24 3.78 litre (1 gal) Hardener slow
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System Three S-1 Epoxy Sealer
A two-part clear penetrating epoxy sealer. Mixed 
at a 1:1 ratio S-1 is eff ective at prolonging the 
service life of all woods, concrete, metals and 
fi berglass reinforced polyester.
Ready to use with no thinning required. Excellent 
wetting properties on most surfaces. Can be 
applied with a brush, roller or spray equipment. 
It is completely waterproof and suitable for use 
above or below the waterline. S-1 is a superb undercoat 
primer for most paints and clear fi nishes featuring 
strong adhesion to most substrates with minimal surface 
preparation.
S-1 does not require sanding between coats if recoat time is less 
than 24 hours. Not recommended for gas tanks containing unleaded 
gasoline.
SYS F1400K16 946 ml (1 qt) kit
SYS F1400K20 1.89 litre (1/2 gal) kit
SYS F1400K50 7.6 litre (2 gal) kit
► Larger sizes available on request

Star brite
Emergency Repair Epoxy Putty Stick
Makes permanent and emergency repairs on fi breglass, 
wood, metal, and plastic. Easy to use - just hand knead 
until colour turns white and apply to damaged area. 
Forms tenacious bonds in minutes - even underwater. 
Can be sanded, painted, drilled, tapped and fi led. 
STA 87104 114 gr (4 oz)

Eco Marine Aluminum Repair Stick
 ▪ Cures in 45 minutes - even underwater
 ▪Apply to wet or dry surfaces and underwater
 ▪ Cut off  amount required, knead for 1-2 minutes & repair
 ▪ Can be drilled, painted and tapped

ECO 57060 114 g (4 oz)

Eco Marine Epoxy Repair Stick
 ▪ Repair anything fi breglass
 ▪Also patches holes in glass, concrete, 
ceramics, metals, wood, and many plastics
 ▪ Cures in 45 minutes, just cut off  amount 
required, knead for 1 - 2 minutes repair
 ▪ Can be drilled, sanded, painted or tapped

ECO 70560 114 g (4 oz)

Star brite
Emergency Repair Putty Stick
Epoxy/Aluminum
Makes permanent or emergency repairs on aluminum 
boats, outdrives, fuel and water tanks and other aluminum 
parts. Special additives cut through oxidation and 
anodization to maximize adhesion.
STA 87004 114 gr (4 oz)

BoatLIFE Fix Repair Putty
 ▪Non-sagging repair putty that cures 
like steel
 ▪ Completely cured after 24 hours
 ▪ Can be used underwater
 ▪Once cured, it can be drilled, tapped, 
sanded and painted
 ▪ It bonds to fi berglass, wood, metal, 
glass and concrete and is impervious 
to oil, gasoline, alcohol, caustic detergent and salt water 
oxidation
 ▪ Easy clean up with soap and water
 ▪Heat tolerant to 300° F.
 ▪ Colour: White

BOA 1197 90 ml (3 oz)
BOA 1196 473 ml (16 oz)

1196

System Three
SilverTip Submarine Epoxy Paste

 ▪A general use, epoxy paste compound that 
bonds to wet surfaces by displacing water 
from the substrate
 ▪ Can be applied to objects that are completely 
submerged
 ▪Will cure in temperatures as low as 35°F
 ▪ Bonds to a variety of wet substrates
 ▪ Patch holes in wooden and aluminum boats

SYS 1250K16 946 ml (1 qt) kit

System Three
SilverTip MetlWeld Epoxy

 ▪A super tough epoxy adhesive designed to bond 
dissimilar materials such as steel, wood, and 
rubber
 ▪ Exhibits excellent elastic properties and 
superior bond strength while remaining rigid
 ▪ 100% waterproof
 ▪Will not shrink upon curing; fi lls large gaps 
without loss of strength
 ▪ Features a convenient 1:1 mixing ratio
 ▪ Superior adhesion to brass, copper, bronze, aluminum, 
galvanized, stainless and mild steel, glass, wood, 
composite and most porous materials
 ▪ Forms permanent, non-brittle bonds with high impact 
and creep resistance
 ▪ Cures reliably at temperatures as low as 50°F
 ▪ Colour: Grey

SYS 1200K10 273 ml (1/2 pt) kit

Resins
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► Larger sizes available on request

System Three SilverTip EZ-Fillet
EZ-Fillet is a wood fl our-fi lled two-part putty 
specifi cally designed for stitch-and-glue wooden 
boat construction. Its ketchup-like, self-leveling 
consistency allows it to be measured by volume 
or weight. The resin (part A) is brick red in colour 
while the hardener (part B) is a deep, dark green. 
A rich brown wood tone results when the two parts 
are combined indicating complete mixing. The 
putty thickens after mixing to form an easy to spread thixotropic 
compound which will not run or sag.
SYS 1430K40 710 ml (1.5 pt)

BoatLIFE "Git" Rot
The original cure for dry rot. A penetrating 
adhesive, fl exible sealant that restores strength 
to rotted wood. By penetrating deeply and 
saturating rotted wood, the progress of dry rot 
is arrested and the subsequently cured mass is 
stronger than the original wood. Ideal for wood 
encapsulated by fi breglass such as transoms and
stringers.
BOA 1063 118 ml (4 oz)
BOA 1064 473 ml (pint)
BOA 1065 946 ml (quart)

System Three Resins Rot Fix
An ultra-low viscosity, penetrating sealer for 
hardening and solidifying rot damaged wood.

 ▪ 100% solids formulation is low odour and 
solvent free
 ▪ Flows like water for superior penetration 
into wood and most porous materials
 ▪ Two part system features an easy 2:1 
mixing ratio
 ▪Apply by pouring or brush
 ▪ Reliably cures at temperatures as low as 35°F
 ▪ Can be used on damp wood
 ▪Use to harden soft, "punky", wood as a base for further repair
 ▪ Seals wood permanently to prevent future moisture penetration

SYS 1500K06 89 ml (3 ounce kit)
SYS 1500K40 710 ml (24 ounce kit)
SYS 1500K42 1.42 litre (1.5 quart) kit

3M Marine Vinylester High Strength Repair Filler
 ▪Use for fi lling blisters and gouges in fi breglass laminate 
above and below the water line
 ▪ Exceptional water barrier
 ▪ Contains fi breglass strands to restore strength 
when repairing and bonding fi breglass
 ▪ Cures fast
 ▪Unique high performance fi ller formulated with 
short strand fi breglass

3MR 46013 1.06 kg
Accessories:

3MR 05844 Assorted spreader kit 3/pkg

3M Marine Vinylester Premium Filler
 ▪Use for fi lling and fairing of fi breglass above and 
below the water line
 ▪ Exceptional water barrier
 ▪ Cures fast-sandable in 30 minutes
 ▪ Easy to sand/contains 3M Glass Bubbles
 ▪Use for hulls, decks and other parts

3MR 46004** 408 gram kit
3MR 46005 862 gr (quart)
3MR 46006 3.54 kg (gallon)

Accessories:
3MR 05844 Assorted spreader kit 3/pkg

** Limited Quantity

46005

System Three
Sculpwood Epoxy Putty Kits
SculpWood putty is a 2-component, solvent free, kneadable 
epoxy resin putty. It is moldable, carvable, lightweight, strong, 
and exhibits excellent adhesion to a variety of 
substrates. It is easily sanded and will accept 
paint, screws and nails. It is most commonly 
used in conjunction with System Three RotFix, 
a low viscosity wood sealer and consolidant. 
SYS 1600K16 946 ml (1 qt)
SYS 1600K20 1.89 litre (2 qt)
SYS 1600K10 237 ml (8 oz)

System Three
Sculpwood Epoxy Paste Kits
SculpWood paste is a 2-component, spreadable, 
waterproof paste for fi lling cracks and defects 
in rot-damaged wood. It spreads easily; won't 
sag, drag or pull. An excellent companion for 
Sculpwood Putty where fi lling cracks is needed.
SYS 1610K05 118 ml (4 oz)
SYS 1610K16 946 ml (1 qt)

System Three Resins QuikFair
QuikFair is a lightweight, micro-balloon-fi lled, 
fast-curing two-part epoxy fairing putty with 
excellent moisture resistance. The two colour 
coded parts have a non-sagging, butter-like 
consistency and are easily mixed to form a 
third colour. At 70°F, QuikFair is suffi  ciently 
cured to be hand-sanded in 3 hours or machine 
sanded in 4 hours. Recommended on both fi breglass and 
wood-epoxy boats above or below the water line.
Mix Ratio by Weight ....................... 100:50
Mixed Colour .................................. Tan
Gel Time @ 77°F (25°C) ................ 10 Minutes (100g mix)
Tack Free Time @ 77°F (25°C) ...... 3 Hours (100g mix)
SYS 1400K06 133 ml (4.5oz) kit
SYS 1400K40 710 ml (1.5 pt) kit
SYS 1400K42 1.42 litre (1.5 qt) kit
SYS 1400K46 5.678 litre (1.5 gal) kit
► Larger sizes available on request
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System Three
Squeegees
Epoxy will not stick to these re-usable polyethylene 
squeegees. These can be cut and trimmed to make 
fi lleting tools and even notched with pinking shears for spreading 
epoxy glue over large areas.
SYS 3540S99 Small, 4" x 2-3/4"
SYS 3541S99 Large, 5-3/4" x 3-1/2"

System Three Resins Thickeners and Fillers
Silica Thickener
This material is also referred to as colloidal or 
fumed silica, and is an excellent thixotropic agent 
which is used to control the viscosity of mixed 
epoxy systems. Silica can be used alone for a very 
smooth, non-sagging, high strength mixture or 
combined with fi llers or fi bers to make them non-
sagging. A 5-quart quantity of Silica Thickener when combined 
with 1 gallon of mixed epoxy/hardener, will produce about 1.75 
gallons of a non-sagging fi rm paste.

 ▪Mixing ratio: As desired up to 3:1 (thickener to resin)
SYS 3105S16 946 ml (1 qt) tub
SYS 3105S47 4.73 litre (5 qt) tub

Glass Microspheres
These bulking agents are hollow, clear microscopic spheres that 
make a low cost, low density fi ller. Added to epoxy resin and 
hardener mix, they make a good, heat-resistant, light-weight fairing 
compound with good compressive strength. Mixture can be blended 
with a small amount of Silica Thickener to prevent sagging. Not 
recommended for glue. 

 ▪Mixing ratio:1:1
SYS 3145S16 946 ml (1 qt) tub
SYS 3145S47 4.73 litre (5 qt) tub

Wood Flour
A fi ne sawdust that has been fi ltered so that there 
are no lumps, is excellent for creating wood glue 
and structural fi llers and fi llets. It is a fi brous fi ller that is also 
thixotropic. To make a smoother fi llet, some users add a small 
amount of Silica Thickener.
SYS 3110S16 946 ml (1 qt) tub

System Three Resins
Accessories
SYS 3001S99 3 oz mixing cups, 100/pkg
SYS 3000S99 1 oz mixing cups, 100/pkg
SYS 3003S99 12 oz mixing cups, each
SYS 3010S99 1 quart graduated tub, each
SYS 3015S99 5 quart graduated tub, each
SYS 3551K99 60 cc syringe, 2/pkg
SYS STIR STICK Wooden stir/mixing sticks, each
SYS 3022S99 Pump for 946ml, 3.8 and 9.46 ltrs

System Three Resins MirrorCoat
MirrorCoat is a pourable, self-leveling 
bar and tabletop coating. It works well on 
many surfaces such as wood, ceramics, 
plaster, masonry and some plastics. 
MirrorCoat cures to a glossy, smooth fi nish 
that is scratch and stain resistant. Cured 
MirrorCoat is waterproof and unaff ected 
by alcohol.
Mix Ratio by Volume .......................... 100:50
Mix Ratio by Weight ........................... 100:44
Coverage @1.5 mm (60 mils) ............ 26 ft2/Gal (0.6 m2/L)
Gel Time @ 77°F (25°C) ................... 40 Minutes (100g mixture)
Full Cure @ 77°F (25°C) .................. 72 Hours (100g mixture)
SYS 0500K40 710 ml (1.5 pt) kit
SYS 0500K42 1.42 litre (1.5 qt) kit
► Larger sizes available on request

System Three
MirrorCast

 ▪A clear epoxy casting resin designed to fi ll 
knots, cracks and voids in wood substrates with 
minimal shrinkage
 ▪ Can be tinted with pigment dispersions
 ▪When cured it can be sanded, shaped and drilled

SYS 0530K40 710 ml (1.5 pt) kit

Resins
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McLube
One Drop Ball Bearing Conditioner

 ▪Keeps bearings rolling freely 
 ▪Keeps bearings dirt-free 
 ▪ Prevents bearings from skidding 
 ▪Only one drop needed

MCL ONEDROP.5FLOZ 14.7 ml (1/2 oz)

McLube Speed Polish
 ▪High-gloss, citrus-based foul-release polish for 
everything below the waterline
 ▪ Prevents marine growth and slime from 
adhering for weeks
 ▪ Reduces drag and increases effi  ciency on both 
power and sail boats
 ▪Non-toxic, non-metallic, non-leaching, 
biodegradable & environmentally friendly

MCL 7881 473 ml (16 oz)

Davis Max-Lube
 ▪ Synthetic lube, great for steering cables, gears, 
sporting equipment and all metals
 ▪ Superior rust and corrosion protection

DIN 422 3 oz

Ecomar Easy On Bottom Wax
 ▪Alternative to copper based anti-fouling paints
 ▪ For power, sail, trailered, fi breglass and aluminum 
boats
 ▪A clear, soft movable barrier surface, that can 
give full season protection in fresh water and 
intermittent salt water environments
 ▪ 1 bottle will treat a 24 foot boat and both outdrives
 ▪ Eff ective in algae and zebra marine growth areas

ECO 5425 450 ml

McLube HullKote
 ▪ Environmentally-friendly, citrus-based polish 
 ▪ Long-lasting, high-gloss fi nish repels water
 ▪Applies easily over other waxes and polishes and 
is safe to use on fi breglass, metal, Plexiglass and 
painted surfaces
 ▪ Lasts more than a season when applied above the 
waterline, and more than 20 hard days of sailing 
when applied below

MCL 7880 473 ml (16 oz)

Forespar Lanocote Prop & Bottom
 ▪ Recommended for boats operating
at speeds up to 15 knots
 ▪ Can be applied with boat in the water
 ▪ Environmentally safe 
 ▪ Flow effi  cient 
 ▪ For boat bottoms, props, struts, shafts and trim tabs
 ▪Depending on local conditions, can signifi cantly retard marine 
growth for over six months
 ▪ It can be applied over clean, fresh bottom paint or a freshly 
clean bare bottom for added protection and to make regular 
cleaning easier and faster.

FRS 770035 473 ml (16 oz) 

Forespar Lanocote
Extremely eff ective in preventing and 
stopping corrosion on all types of metals 
Formulated to withstand salt water 
marine conditions, particularly useful in 
preventing thread seizure due to all types 
of corrosion on boats and machinery. 
Applied during assembly, LanoCote 
will greatly assist in easy dismantling 
years later. Combats galvanization where 
dissimilar metals are fastened together, 
such as stainless steel fi ttings on alloy masts, etc.
FRS 770001 118 ml (4 oz) jar
FRS 770003 473 ml (16 oz) jar
FRS 770007 236 ml (8 oz) spray

Boeshield
T-9 Corrosion & Waterproof Lubricant

 ▪Designed to penetrate into fasteners and fi xtures
 ▪Displaces moisture and attacks existing 
corrosion
 ▪Dries to a clean waxy fi lm
 ▪ Lubricates and protects all metals for months
 ▪ It will also loosen rusted parts
 ▪Will not harm paints, plastics or vinyls
 ▪No CFCs

CMP T90004 113 ml (4 oz) aerosol 
CMP T90012 354 ml (12 oz) aerosol

Howes Lubricant & Penetrating Oil
 ▪Made from a formula of refi ned petroleum ingredients
 ▪ Lubricates without evaporation and penetrates 
(actually permeates) leaving a protective fi lm that will 
not attract dirt or dust
 ▪Dissolves rust, sludge and gunk while displacing water
 ▪ Safe to use on almost any surface

HOW HMP056 340 g (12 oz) aerosol

Fluid Film
 ▪ Formulated from processed wool-wax, 
refi ned petroleum oils and selected agents
 ▪ Provides corrosion control, penetration, metal 
wetting and water displacement
 ▪ Contains no solvents, will not dry out and 
will penetrate to the base of all metals

CMP 1450 145 g (4 oz), aerosol
CMP 3300 333 g (12 oz), aerosol
CMP 5207 237 ml (8oz), brush can

McLube Sailkote
Easy to apply, high performance dry lubricant that 
makes sails, hulls, rigging, deck hardware and 
anything that moves on your boat run smoother. 

 ▪ Formulated with Dupont Krytox
MCL SAILKOTE8OZ 227 g aerosol can
MCL SAILKOTE-QT 946 ml wipe on liquid
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Shurhold Snap Stick
For snaps and zippers on awnings, straps
and other items that suff er the corroding eff ects 
of rain, dirt and grime. One application from the Snap-Stick 
tube can last up to three months. 
SHU 251 .45 oz

Star brite Zipper Lube
 ▪ Fight wear and friction, salt water deposits and 
corrosion with PTEF lubricant
 ▪Non toxic and non staining
 ▪Will not wash off  and will prevent binding of 
snaps and zippers
 ▪ Protects from -65°F to +650°F

STA 89102 60 ml (2 oz)

Forespar Marelube TEF 45
 ▪ Excellent dissimilar metals barrier for 
long term protection on fasteners such as 
stainless steel screws and bolts used on 
aluminum spars
 ▪ Superior corrosion barrier and anti-seize 
for screws, bolts and nuts
 ▪Won't wash away
 ▪High-load lubrication in a fresh or salt 
water environment
 ▪Use on turnbuckles and other rigging fi ttings
 ▪Great for rebuilding and maintaining outboard lower units
 ▪ Formulated with 45% PTFE for maximum eff ectiveness
 ▪Many commercial and industrial uses
 ▪ Contains no petroleum 
 ▪ ISO 9001 Certifi ed

FRS 770065 5 cc syringe
FRS 770066 20 cc syrnge
FRS 770067 118 ml (4 oz) jar

Forespar Marelube
MareLube has been refi ned by Forespar to suit the 
needs of boaters for the lubrication of marine valves 
and seacocks of any material, metal or composite. 
Very importantly, MareLube is not petroleum based so 
it will not degrade seals and O rings. All marine valves require 
regular lubrication and regular activation of the handle. 
FRS 770050 118 ml (4 oz) jar, paste

Forespar Liquid Marelube
 ▪ For valves where access is diffi  cult or convenience 
is desired. Simply pour Liquid MareLube into 
the system through the valve tailpipe or hose, and 
activate the handle of the valve. 
 ▪ Formulated using advanced PTFE lubrication 
technology designed to keep marine valve seals and 
balls working smoothly
 ▪ Biodegradable and biorenewable

FRS 770055 473 ml (16 oz)

Ancor Dielectric Silicone Compound
 ▪ Fights oxidation to improve conductivity
 ▪ Penetrates aluminum oxide to maintain 
current paths
 ▪ Temp. rated 40º-500ºF (4.4º-260ºC)

ANC 700115 10 ml (1/3 oz) tube

Tefl on Tape
 ▪Military spec. white Tefl on thread
 ▪ For plumbing of water, oil and gas

WES 121M8

Pipe Thread Compound
 ▪ Slow dry, soft set and non-hardening
 ▪All temperature connection work
 ▪ Lubricates and protects all threads
 ▪Use on steel, copper, aluminum, brass, ABS, PVC 
and fi breglass piping

CMP TTS-2 59 ml (2 oz)  tube
CMP TTS-4 118 ml (4 oz)  brush top can

Ultra Safety Systems Tef-Gel
A specially formulated waterproof paste that has 
many uses including: eliminating the seizing and 
galling of metals, prevention of galvanic corrosion 
between dissimilar metals and also as a lubricant 
that will not break down in salt water or detergents.
USS TG-.25** 3 cc (1/4 oz) syringe tube  
USS TG-1 20 cc (1 oz) syringe tube
USS TG-2T 56 gr (2 oz) tub
USS TG-B Applicator brush 

** Limited Quantity

► Also See Propane Tape   pg 459

Leland Rust Protection Bags
Reusable poly bags with an interior 
lined with corrosion inhibitors which 
prevent rust on steel tools and parts 
without using damaging oils. Protected 
parts are easily removed from the bag 
and are ready for immediate use with 
no smell or residue. 

 ▪ 3 Bags: 6" x 8", 8" x 10" & 12" x 18"
LND 90100

► Also See Salt-Away   pg 509

Corrosion Control / Anti-Bond
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Star brite Flex Extension Hose
 ▪ 18"
 ▪ 4500psi

STA 28810

Star brite Lower Unit Quart Pump
 ▪ Fits standard quart plastic bottles 
 ▪ Flexible hose gets to hard-to-reach fi ll plugs 
 ▪Metal threaded fi tting fi ts Mercruiser, OMC, 
Evinrude, Johnson, Honda (70-90hp), Volvo, 
Force and Gamefi sher lower units

STA 27400

Star brite Lower Unit Lube Tube
 ▪Quick, easy and clean way to change marine lower 
unit gear lube 
 ▪ For use with all 8 oz and 10 oz squeeze tubes 
 ▪Metal threaded fi tting fi ts Mercruiser, OMC, 
Evinrude, Johnson, Honda (70-90hp), Volvo, Force 
and Gamefi sher lower units 

STA 28600

Star brite Adaptor Fittings

Adapters fi t tube # 28600 and 
lower unit quart pump # 27400

 ▪ For Nissan/Yamaha/Tohatsu 
and Honda lower unit

STA 28401

 ▪ For Suzuki lower unit
STA 28402

28401

Sea-Dog Lower Unit Pump
 ▪Deluxe nylon pump fi ts quart oil bottles
 ▪ Flexible hose gets to hard to reach locations
 ▪Metal threaded fi tting fi ts most motors
 ▪ Includes Yamaha adapter

SED 502155H-1 Pump
Parts:

SED 502159-1 Yamaha adapter

Sierra Gear Lube Adaptors
For use with quart pumps and lower unit fi ll tubes.
SIE 18-9794 Nissan-Yamaha-Honda-Tohatsu
SIE 18-9795 Suzuki

Sierra Oil Pump
 ▪Quart size application tool
 ▪ Includes lube fi tting for domestic 
lower units with fl exible fi ll line

SIE 18-9781

Sierra
5 Gallon Oil Pump

 ▪ For lower units on outboards and stern drives
 ▪Designed for use with 5 gallon Sierra containers

SIE 18-9788

Star brite
Pistol Grease Gun W/Cartridge

 ▪ Contains lube gun and 3 oz. cartridge of marine 
wheel bearing grease 
 ▪ Convenient, one hand application 
 ▪Heavy duty design for years of trouble-free use 

STA 28703

Star brite
5 Gallon Oil Pump

 ▪ Contains a 96" hose with a 3/8"-16 
threaded fi tting
 ▪Designed for use with 5 gallon containers

STA 27405

Star brite Grease Guns
 ▪Use with 14 oz cartridges
 ▪ Produces up to 6,000 psi
 ▪ Corrosion resistant fi nish
 ▪One hand operation

STA 28704 Lever
STA 28724 Pistol

28704

28724

Sea-Dog Lower Unit Pump
 ▪ Standard pump fi ts quart oil bottles
 ▪ Flexible hose gets to hard to reach locations
 ▪Metal threaded fi tting fi ts most motors
 ▪ Includes Yamaha adapter

SED 502150H-1

Sierra Gear Lube Pump
 ▪ Standard pump fi ts quart oil bottles
 ▪ Flexible hose gets to hard to reach locations
 ▪Metal threaded fi tting fi ts most motors
 ▪Aluminum fi ttings

SIE 18-9779
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Star brite White Lithium Grease
 ▪ Superior quality
 ▪ Can be used with plastic components
 ▪ Prevents corrosion
 ▪ Provides a vapour barrier

STA 26214 415 ml (14 oz), Cartridge

Sierra Power Trim & Tilt Fluid
 ▪ Formulated for high operating pressure
 ▪Anti-foam additives
 ▪ Provides lubrication and corrosion protection

SIE 18-9750-0 283.5g (10 oz)

CDI Gearcase Filler
This 3 gallon design fi ller makes it easier to fi ll 
or fl ush gearcases. Translucent plastic container 
allows you to check tank oil levels. Sturdy 
tear-drop design resists tipping over. Includes 
the check valve venting system. The check 
valve on the vent allows you to remove the fi ller 
nozzle without losing any appreciable amount of 
lubricant.
CDI 551-33-1

Accessories:
CDI 551-334B Merc adapter
CDI 551-334K 5 piece adapter kit 
CDI 551-33VA Replacement valve

Corrosion Block Grease
 ▪ Provides maximum protection under 
severe conditions 
 ▪ Suitable for extended periods of operation 
at high temperatures and for "sealed for 
life" applications 
 ▪ Excellent lubricant and dielectric
 ▪ Resists salt water; won't soften, breakdown 
or wash out in wet applications 
 ▪ Environmentally friendly 

CMP CBG-2OZ 57 gm, tube
CMP CBG-14OZ 397 gm, cartridge
CMP CBG-16OZ 454 gm, tub

Sierra Spline Grease
 ▪ Specialty grease used in the assembly of 
engine yokes and couplers 
 ▪ Replaces: Mercury 92-81639A4

SIE 18-9200-1 426 ml (15 oz)

Corrosion Block
 ▪Displaces moisture 
 ▪ Protects the fl exibility of rubber 
 ▪ Excellent penetrant, lubricant and dielectric
 ▪ Contains no wax, tar, asphalt, silicon, or tefl on 
 ▪ Frees metal parts that are frozen by corrosion 
 ▪ Protects electrical systems and electronics from 
salt water, moisture, and corrosion 

CMP CB-4OZ 113 ml (4 oz), spray
CMP CB-12OZ 354 ml (12 oz), aerosol

Star brite
Wheel Bearing Grease

 ▪ Superior rust and corrosion protection from 
salt water, salt air and atmospheric chemicals 
 ▪ Special water-insoluble formula is highly 
resistant to wash-out 
 ▪ For marine applications: trailer wheel 
bearings, water pumps, hinges, pins, winches, 
anchor chain reels 

STA 26003** 88 ml (3 oz), 2/pkg
STA 26014 415 ml (14 oz), cartridge

** Limited Quantity

Pumps / Lubricants
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Star brite Biodegradeable High
Performance 90W Lower Unit Lube

 ▪ Combines a bio-renewable base oil with
hi-tech additives to create a biodegradable fl uid 
 ▪ Formulated with special anti-wear & anti-foam 
additives
 ▪Will not void manufacturers warranties

STA 26810** 295 ml (10 oz)
** Limited Quantity

Star brite
Synthetic Blend 80W 90 Lower Unit Gear Lube
 

 ▪ For API GL-5, MT-1 service 
 ▪ Special extreme pressure and anti-wear additives 
 ▪ Recommended for all engines over 100 hp
 ▪ Protects against rust and corrosion
 ▪ Superior thermal stability 
 ▪ Protection over a wide temperature range
 ▪Meets or exceeds OEM requirements-will not void 
manufacturers' warranty   Recommended for use 
in Mercury, Mercruiser, Johnson, Evinrude, OMC, 
Force, Mariner, Nissan, Suzuki, Yamaha and Volvo 

STA 27232 950 ml (32 oz)

Part No Size Description Classifi cation & Recommendations

GEAR LUBRICANTS 

SIE 18-9600-0 295 ml (10 oz), tube 

Premium Blend API GL-5, MIL-L-2105D, Mack JO-J, API MT-1 (PG-1) 
and proposed PG-2SIE 18-9600-2 946 ml (quart)

SIE 18-9600-5 18.95 litre (5 gallon)

SIE 18-9650-0 295 ml (10 oz), tube 

Hi-Performance Blend 

API GL-5, MIL-L-2105D, Mack JO-J, API MT-1 (PG-1) 
and proposed PG-2 

 ▪ Formulated for high performance drive systems
 ▪ Replaces: Mercury (Quicksilver) Hi-Performance Blend OMC 
(System Matched) Ultra-HPF Blend Yamaha (Yamalube) LUB-
GEARL-11-00

SIE 18-9650-2 946 ml (quart) 

SIE 18-9650-5 18.95 litre (5 gallon)

SIE 18-9650-7 208 litre (55 Gallon)

SIE 18-9680-2 946 ml (quart)
Full Synthetic API GL-5, MIL-L-2105E, Mack JO-J, API MT-1 (PG-1) 

and proposed PG-2,SAE J2360 SIE 18-9680-5 18.95 litre (5 gallon)

SIE 18-9620-2 946 ml (quart) Type C, Electric Shift  ▪ Replaces: OMC (System Matched) Premium Blend 

Sierra Marine Gear Lubes

Star brite
High Viscosity 80W 90 Lower Unit Lube

 ▪ For API MT-1 GL-5, MIL-L-2105D service
 ▪ Formulated with special anti-wear 
additives, rust and corrosion inhibitors
 ▪ Recommended for use in Mercury, 
Mercruiser, Johnson, Evinrude, OMC, 
Force, Mariner, Nissan, Suzuki, Yamaha 
and Volvo
 ▪ For lower units of all outboard motors and 
stern drives
 ▪Will not void manufacturers warranties

STA 27010 295 ml (10 oz)
STA 27032** 950 ml (32 oz)

** Limited Quantity

Star brite
TC-W3 Premium 2-Cycle Oil

 ▪Meets or exceeds manufacturers' specifi cations-will 
not void engine warranty 
 ▪NMMA approved-meets or exceeds their stringent 
TC-W3 requirements
 ▪ Environmentally friendly, clean burning oil that 
reduces emissions 
 ▪ For use in oil injection, 2 cycle and pre-mix engines 
 ▪Ashless formula minimizes piston ring sticking and protects 
against pre-ignition problems

STA 19000 3.78 litre (gallon)
STA 19016 473 ml (16 oz)
STA 19032** 950 ml (32 oz)

** Limited Quantity
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► Also See Pail Pumps   pg 503

Part No Description Size Classifi cation & Recommendations

GASOLINE - INBOARD STERNDRIVE ENGINE OIL

SIE 18-9400-2
25W-40 Premium Blend 

946 ml (quart) NMMA FC-W API SL 
 ▪ Meets or exceeds quality performance API SJ, CF-4, CH-4
 ▪ Recommended for use in Mercruiser, OMC and Volvo Penta
 ▪ Will not void your engine manufacturer's warranty

SIE 18-9400-4 4.7 litre (5 quart)

SIE 18-9400-7 208 litre (55 gallon)

SIE 18-9440-2
25W-40 Synthetic Blend 

946 ml (quart)
NMMA FC-W API SL 

 ▪ Formulated for inboard and sterndrive enginesSIE 18-9440-4 4.7 litre (5 quart)

SIE 18-9440-7 208 litre (55 gallon)

SIE 18-9410-2
SAE 30 Full Synthetic 

946 ml (quart) API SL/CF 
 ▪ Formulated for inboard and sterndrive enginesSIE 18-9410-4 4.7 litre (5 quart)

SIE 18-9690-2
Full Synthetic 10W-30

946 ml (quart) NMMA FC-W API SL 
 ▪ Formulated specifi cally for 4 cycle outboard and sterndrive 
engine technology

 ▪ Exceeds the FC-W requirements for marine engine oilsSIE 18-9690-3 3.78 litre (gallon)

GASOLINE - OUTBOARD ENGINE OIL - TWO CYCLE 

SIE 18-9500-1

Premium Blend 

473 ml (pint) NMMA TC-W3 
 ▪ Exceeds JASO, ISO, API and NMMA, for advanced generation 
2 cycle lubricants

 ▪ Formulated for all PWC (Personal Water Craft), power 
equipment, applications where TC-W3 is required

SIE 18-9500-2 946 ml (quart)

SIE 18-9500-3 3.78 litre (gallon)

SIE 18-9500-4 9.45 litr (2.5 gallon)

SIE 18-9530-3 Direct Injection 
Synthetic Blend 3.78 litre (gallon)

NMMA TC-W3 
 ▪ Mercury Optimax, Yamaha HPDI and Johnson/Evinrude Ficht 
and DI motors

SIE 18-9540-2
Full Synthetic 

946 ml (quart) TC-W3 
 ▪ For use in all outboards including Johnson/Evinrude E-TecSIE 18-9540-3 3.78 litre (gallon)

GASOLINE - OUTBOARD ENGINE OIL - FOUR CYCLE 

SIE 18-9551-2
10W-40 Synthetic Blend 

946 ml (quart) API C14-Plus/SL; Volvo VDS-3; Cummins CES 
20078, 20077 & 20076 

 ▪ A direct replacement oil for Suzuki motorsSIE 18-9551-3 3.78 litre (gallon)

SIE 18-9420-2
10W-30 Premium Blend 

946 ml (quart) NMMA FC-W API SL
 ▪ Meets and exceeds quality performance API SJ, CF-2, CH-4
 ▪ Specifi cally formulated to meet or exceed the requirements of 
the Marine 4-Stroke motor manufacturers, Mercury, Yamaha, 
Johnson-Evinrude, Suzuki and Honda 

SIE 18-9420-3 3.78 litre (gallon)

SIE 18-9440-3
25W-40 Synthetic Blend 

4.7 litre (5 quart) NMMA FC-W API SL 
 ▪ Formulated for outboard enginesSIE 18-9440-8 1 litre (33.8 oz)

SIE 18-9552-3
25W-50 Synthetic Blend 

4 litre (135.2 oz) NMMA FC-W API SL
 ▪ Meets the FC-W requirements for 4 cycle, water cooled 
engines Do not mix with gas SIE 18-9552-8 1 litre (33.8 oz)

SIE 18-9690-2
 Full Synthetic 10W-30

946 ml (quart) NMMA FC-W API SL 
 ▪ Formulated specifi cally for 4 cycle outboard and sterndrive 
engine technology

 ▪ Exceeds the FC-W requirements for marine engine oilsSIE 18-9690-3 3.78 litre (gallon)

GASOLINE - CATALYST COMPATIBLE ENGINE OIL 

SIE 18-9420CAT-2
10W-30 Premium Blend

946 ml (quart)

NMMA FC-W Catalyst CompatibleSIE 18-9420CAT-3 3.78 litre (gallon)

SIE 18-9420CAT-7 208 litre (55 gallon)

SIE 18-9400CAT-2 25W-40 Premium Blend 946 ml (quart) NMMA FC-W Catalyst Compatible API SL 

SIE 18-9440CAT-2 25W-40 Synthetic Blend 
Catalyst Compatible 

946 ml (quart)
 NMMA FC-W Catalyst Compatible API SL

SIE 18-9440CAT-4 4.7 litre (5 quart)

DIESEL - CATALYST COMPATIBLE ENGINE OIL 
SIE 18-9553-2

15W-40 Premium Blend 
Diesel 

946 ml (quart)
NMMA FC-W API SL 

 ▪ Formulated specifi cally marine diesel enginesSIE 18-9553-3 3.78 litre (gallon)

SIE 18-9553-5 18.9 litre (5 gallon)

Sierra Marine Engine Oils

Lubricants
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Star brite
Star*Tron Shooter Gasoline Additive

 ▪ Each 1 oz bottle treats 6 gallons of fuel
 ▪Unique enzyme formula improves 
performance of all engines 
 ▪ "Cures" and prevents ethanol fuel problems 
 ▪Allows engines to start easily & run smoothly 
 ▪ Improves fuel economy, reduces emissions 
 ▪ Cleans entire fuel delivery system 
 ▪ Removes carbon deposits; prevents future 
deposits 

STA 14324 24 x 1 oz shooters
STA 14312 Display w/12 shooters

Star brite Star*Tron Vertical Shooter Gasoline
Additive - Super Concentrated Formula

 ▪Holds a dozen 1 ounce "Super Concentrated" 
Star Tron® "shooters" (1 fl . oz. treats 25 
gallons of fuel)
 ▪ Ideal for treating fuel in SUVs, boats and 
large outdoor power equipment
 ▪ Sold only as a 12-piece display; bottles not 
sold separately
 ▪An ideal way for fi rst-time users to experience 
Star Tron®

STA 14512 12/pkg

Star brite Star*Tron
Enzyme Fuel Treatment - Classic Gasoline Formula

 ▪ Cures and prevents most ethanol problems 
 ▪Makes all engines start easily, run smoothly; 
improves performance
 ▪ Removes and prevents gum, carbon and varnish 
 ▪Works in all engines and in all fuel 
 ▪Helps prevent phase separation by dispersing 
water throughout fuel as submicron-sized 
droplets that are safely eliminated while the 
engine operates
 ▪ Stabilizes fuel; helps rejuvenate old fuel
 ▪ 1 fl . oz. treats 6 gallons of fuel
 ▪ Reduces smoke and all other emissions
 ▪Keeps fuel delivery system clean

STA 14308 237 ml (8 oz)

Sierra Gasoline Combustion Clean
 ▪Dissolves gum and varnish
 ▪ Removes internal carbon deposits
 ▪Displaces moisture
 ▪ Stabilizes fuel during storage
 ▪ For use with 2 & 4 cycle marine engines

SIE 18-9580-3 255 ml (12 oz)

Star brite Star*Tron Gasoline Additive
 ▪ 8 oz treats 128 gallons
 ▪ Reduces all emissions 
 ▪ Prevents fuel oxidation and stabilizes fuel 
chemistry for at least 1 year 
 ▪ Lowers fuel system maintenance 
 ▪ Eliminates carbon build-up in fuel delivery 
system and on exhaust components 
 ▪ Increases fuel economy, especially in older 
engines. Cures fuel jelling caused by cold 
weather and E10-alcohol fuels. 

STA 93008 237 ml (8 oz)
STA 93016 574 ml (16 oz)
STA 93032 1148 ml (32 oz)

93008

Star brite EZ-Start Gasoline Additive
 ▪ Combines gas stabilizers which prevent fuel from 
breaking down for up to 2 years with a polymer 
coating that acts like fogging oil
 ▪ Corrosion proofs all internal engine surfaces
 ▪ For inboard and outboard winter storage
 ▪One ounce treats 5 gallons of gas

STA 84308 236 ml (8 oz)
STA 84316 473 ml (16 oz) 84308

Sierra Gasoline Fuel Booster
 ▪ For: Mercury, Yamaha, Honda
 ▪ Cleans entire fuel system
 ▪ Cleans all fuel injector types
 ▪ Prevents rough idling and stalling
 ▪ Stabilizes fuel during storage
 ▪ For use with SIE 18-8600

SIE 18-8607** 473 ml (16 oz)
** Limited Quantity

Sierra Gasoline Fuel Injector Cleaner
 ▪ Replaces: Mercury 92-8M0062765
 ▪ For: Mercury, Yamaha, Honda
 ▪ Cleans all fuel injector types
 ▪ Prevents rough idling and stalling
 ▪ Reduces intake and port deposits
 ▪ For use with SIE 18-8600

SIE 18-8606 473 ml (16 oz)

► Also See Sierra Fuel Injector Cleaning Kit   pg 689

Petrolabs Gasoline Treatment
 ▪ Can be used with all internal combustion 
systems and gas blends
 ▪Disperses water in fuel systems
 ▪ Contains no alchohol
 ▪ Cleans engine fuel injectors and carburettor
 ▪ Provides better combustion and fuel economy
 ▪ Treats 75 gal

CMP FGT416+ 472 ml (16 oz) 
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Star brite Star*Tron Enzyme Diesel Additive
 ▪ 1 oz treats 16 gallons
 ▪Makes engines start easily, run smoothly
 ▪Disperses bacteria and water
 ▪ Reduces soot, smoke and other emissions
 ▪ Stabilizes diesel fuel for up to 2 years
 ▪ Removes and prevents carbon and gum deposits
 ▪ Increases fuel economy
 ▪Meets low sulfur requirements for diesel engines

STA 14408** 237 ml (8 oz)
** Limited Quantity

Revive Gasoline Fuel Stabilizer
 ▪ Prevents the formulation of fuel gum and varnish 
throughout the entire fuel system
 ▪Absorbs moisture to prevent corrosion
 ▪Use in 2-stroke or 4-stroke engines
 ▪Usage: 15ml /4.5 ltr in storage, 15 ml/9 ltr in 
general use
 ▪ Can be used in combination with fogging oil

RVV R-6003 500 ml

Sierra Gasoline Fuel Stabilizer
 ▪ Stabilizes fuel up to 24 months
 ▪Keep the carburettor and fuel 
system clean
 ▪ Reduces gum and varnish build up
 ▪ 1/4oz / gallon for daily use
 ▪ 1/2 oz / gallon for storage

SIE 18-9013 237 ml (8 oz)
SIE 18-9024 946 ml (quart)
SIE 18-9080 3.78 litre (gallon)

Howes
Lubricator Diesel Treatment

 ▪ Replaces chemicals not found in today's 
low sulphur fuel
 ▪Only non-solvent product on the market
 ▪ Summer/winter formula
 ▪ Injectors/fuel fi lters last up to three 
times longer
 ▪ Engine smoking signifi cantly decreased 
 ▪Decrease in oil consumption
 ▪ Encapsulates water molecules that burn off  harmlessly, fi ghting 
condensation
 ▪ Increased combustion and power

HOW 103070 444 ml, treats up to 200 litres
HOW 103061 1.9 litre, treats up to 3600 litres
HOW 103066 .95 litre, treats up to 1800 litres

Howes Meaner Power Diesel Kleaner
Purifi es and stabilizes diesel fuel while inhibiting 
corrosion and removing water harmlessly. A cleaner 
running engine will increase the life of the fuel 
injection system and result in more power, lower 
emissions, increased fuel economy and a decrease in 
maintenance costs. This product scored a "superior" 
rating by Cummins L-10 test specifi cations. 

 ▪ 4.8% improvement in fuel economy
 ▪ 65% reduction in injector deposits
 ▪ 35% increased lubricity-injectors, pumps & cylinders
 ▪ 80% emissions reduction-stops the smoking
 ▪ 1 litre, treats 950 litres

HOW 103069 1 litre, treats up to 1200 litres

Petrolabs Diesel Power Plus
 ▪Absorbs water
 ▪ Improves Cetane number
 ▪ Contains no alcohols
 ▪ Cleans entire fuel injector system. 
 ▪ Increases combustion for greater effi  ciency
 ▪ Controls bacteria growth
 ▪ Controls waxing and gelling 
 ▪ Lubricates entire fuel system
 ▪ 1 oz treats 32 gallons

CMP FDP116+ 472 ml (16 oz)

H.U.M. Out Diesel Treatment
 ▪Diesel treatment that prevents fi lter plugging 
and corrosion due to bacteria and algae
 ▪ Formulated for a wide range of applications
 ▪Kills bacteria and algae
 ▪ 1 oz treats 125 gallons

CMP FH0316 472 ml (16 oz)

Star brite Diesel Storage Additive
 ▪ Protects fuel and engine components during storage 
 ▪ Prevents corrosion of fuel tank and fuel delivery 
system 
 ▪ Stops formation of gum and sludge, insures quick 
starts after storage 
 ▪ Stabilizes and fogs in one step 
 ▪ Concentrated formula - 1 fl . oz. treats 10 gallons

STA 84408** 236 ml (8 oz)
** Limited Quantity

Star brite Star*Tron Diesel Additive
 ▪ 8 oz treats 256 gallons
 ▪Disperses bacteria without the use of poisons
 ▪ Reduces all emissions, including carcinogenic 
particulate smoke
 ▪ Prevents fuel oxidation and stabilizes diesel 
chemistry for at least two years
 ▪ Lowers fuel system maintenance
 ▪ Eliminates carbon build-up on injectors and 
exhaust components
 ▪ Increases fuel economy, especially in older engines
 ▪ Cures fuel gelling caused by cold weather and alcohol fuels
 ▪ Instantly cures fi lter problems caused by bio-diesel fuels during 
cold weather

STA 93108 237 ml (8 oz)
STA 93116 473 ml (16 oz)

93108

Sierra Carbon Free
 ▪ Formulated to improve engine performance and 
effi  ciency by removing gum, varnish, and carbon 
deposits from internal engine components
 ▪ Cleans intake ports, valves, combustion chambers, 
pistons, and frees sticky rings
 ▪ For 2 or 4 stroke engines

SIE 18-9570-0 355 ml (12 oz) aerosol

Fuel Additives
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Recochem/Solvable Anti-Freeze
 ▪ Safe for septic systems, boats, recreational 
vehicles, and seasonal homes
 ▪A mixture of propylene glycol, alcohols and 
water, it is completely nontoxic
 ▪ Plumbing antifreeze does not have a defi nite 
freezing point, but becomes thick and viscous 
as temperature drops
 ▪ Provides burst protection and prevents serious damage to 
plumbing to -50°C

*For use with plastic pipes only
*NOTE* This product is not designed for use in cooling 
systems of internal combustion engines nor for elevated 
temperature uses such as boilers, solar systems, evaporator 
coolers and heat pump loop systems.
REC 15-334-3.78L 3.78 litres

Star brite Fogging Oil
Spray formula coats all interior engine surfaces with 
a heavy duty polymer coating that prevents corrosion 
during winter storage. Special formula makes starting 
the engine after storage quick and easy.
STA 84812 355 ml (12 oz)

BoatLIFE Test Tank Cleaner
 ▪ Emulsifi es oil in water and leaves in suspension
 ▪ Removes oil slick from water surface
 ▪ Lower units come out clean - no wipedown 
necessary
 ▪ Economical 50:1 ratio
 ▪ Environmentally friendly - No phosphates - 
biodegradable
 ▪ Pleasant fragrance, neutralizes foul odors
 ▪ Safe for rubber impellers and hoses, cleans water passages

BOA 1127 3.78 litre (gallon) 

Awesome Cleaner
 ▪ Concentrated cleaner, cleans, degreases and 
removes stains off  everything washable
 ▪ Removes blood stains, glue, hair dye, juice, 
fresh paint, bugs and oxidation
 ▪ Biodegradable, non-fl ammable
 ▪ Contains no acid or ammonia

CMP AC32 948 ml (32 oz)
CMP AC128 3.78 litre (gallon)

Awesome Multi-Purpose Degreaser
 ▪A professional degreaser used for heavy duty jobs
 ▪ Removes: oil stains on equipment, outdoor 
stains on concrete, asphalt and steel, animal and 
vegetable-based oil
 ▪A concentrated product that must be properly 
diluted for use

CMP AG128 4 Litre

Revive Fogging Oil
 ▪ Formulated to provide corrosion protection to 
internal engine components during storage
 ▪ Can be used on all internal combustion engines, 
including 2-stroke, 4-stroke and diesel

RVV R-6002 370 g aerosol

Sierra Fogging Oil
 ▪ Formulated for the seasonal 
storage of all 2 & 4-cycle engines

SIE 18-9550-0 340 g (12 oz)
SIE 18-9550-3 3.78 litre (gallon)

Zaal Salt Remove Soap
 ▪Water based, low foaming, non-hazardous, 
biodegradable solution that dissolves, 
neutralizes and removes salt
 ▪ Leaves bright work spot free and protects sails 
from salt abrasion and black mold caused by 
salt build up 
 ▪Won't strip away protective wax 
 ▪ Safe to use on all metals, fi berglass, rubber, 
plastic, chrome and glass 
 ▪One litre bottle will clean aproximately 200 feet of boat 
 ▪ Blue adaptor nozzle is a foaming dispenser with a rinse mode 
for garden hose 
 ▪Available 6/case

ZAA FI-ZAA-043 1 litre

Salt-Away
Corrosion Control
Salt-Away is a water-based, nonhazardous, biodegradable solution 
and contains properties that dissolve, release and remove salt 
crystals from any surface.

 ▪ Breaks down and removes salt build-up
 ▪ Can safely be used on all metals, fi breglass, paint, rubber, 
plastic, chrome, glass, concrete or brick
 ▪ Easy to apply and leaves a protective fi lm on surfaces
 ▪Will not strip wax or cause streaks or spots

SLT SA04 118 ml (4 oz) spray
SLT SA16 473 ml (16 oz) spray
SLT SA32 950 ml (32 oz) Concentrate
SLT SA32M 950 ml (32 oz) Concentrate & mixer
SLT SA128 3.785 litres (128 oz) Concentrate

Parts:
SLT SAM Mixer unit only
SLT SAM12.1A Mixer unit with reservoir
SLT SAR Reservoir set for SA32M & SAM
SLT 2" O-RING Replacement O rings for SAM
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Aqua-Tek Dinghy and Fender Cleaner
 ▪ Powerful cleaner removes most tough spots 
 ▪ Fast, easy, and safe application 
 ▪Water-based 
 ▪Non-abrasive 
 ▪ Biodegradable 
 ▪ Environmentally friendly 

AQU 51150 750 ml

Aqua-Tek Mega Clean
 ▪One product to do everything outdoors/indoors 
 ▪ Powerful cleaning action that removes the most 
stubborn stains 
 ▪ Eff ective on almost any surface
 ▪ Easy to rinse and does not leave fi lm or oily 
residue

AQU 52004 950 ml

Aqua-Tek Deck and Boat Wash
 ▪ Powerful cleaning action that removes the toughest 
stains including black marks, spider, and bird spots
 ▪Will not eff ect existing wax 
 ▪Water based 
 ▪Non-abrasive 
 ▪ Biodegrades quickly and easily

AQU 52010 1 litre

Aqua-Tek Easy Clean Marine
 ▪ Powerful cleansing action that removes the most 
stubborn stains 
 ▪ Eff ective on any surface and type of stain 
 ▪Will not remove waxes, polishes or treatment on 
fabrics 
 ▪ Environmentally friendly (phosphate-free and 
quickly biodegradable) 

AQU 52025 750 ml
AQU 52026 4 litre

Aqua-Tek Pro Hull Cleaner
Eff ectively and safely removes algae, oily and greasy 
residues, stubborn stains, rust spots, scum, zebra and 
barn mussels from boat hulls. Although a powerful 
cleaner, this product is gentle on boat surfaces such 
as anodized aluminum, gel fi nishes, wood, metal, 
and fi breglass.

 ▪ Thick formula sticks to the applied surface
 ▪ Extra powerful and fast-acting cleaner for ALL 
fi breglass and aluminum hulls

AQU 51010 950 ml

Aqua-Tek Hull Cleaner
Eff ectively and safely removes algae, oily residues, 
stubborn stains, rust stains, scum, zebra and barn 
mussels from boat hulls. Although a powerful 
cleaner, this product is soft on boat surfaces such as 
anodized aluminum, gel fi nishes, wood, metal, and 
fi breglass.

 ▪ Thickened formula ensures product sticks to the 
surface to be cleaned to avoid waste
 ▪Non-corrosive and acid free formula
 ▪ Biodegradable, phosphate free

AQU 51050 950 ml

Aqua-Tek Vinyl Guard
 ▪ Provides long lasting protection for infl atable 
boats (vinyl, PVC, hypalon, rubber)
 ▪Use on seats, leather or vinyl cushions, rubber 
moldings, and dashboards
 ▪ Ideal for treating extension rubbers
 ▪ Protects from UV rays
 ▪ Penetrates, revitalizes and restores fi nish, 
refreshes colour
 ▪ Indoor and outdoor use

AQU 53100 650 ml
AQU 53105 120 ml

Aqua-Tek Fabri-Guard
 ▪Dries quickly
 ▪Very little odour
 ▪Does not stain
 ▪Ozone safe
 ▪ Safe to use (very little irritation)
 ▪ Prevents mold
 ▪ Compatible with Sunbrella fabrics

AQU 53000 950 ml

Boat Care

Aqua-Tek Impervium with Easy Clean
 ▪ Environmentally friendly wash and wax that 
combines the cleaning power of Easy Clean with 
the Impervium coating system
 ▪ Impervium crosslinks and anchors to the surface, 
forming an impervious, longer lasting barrier
that repels water; leaving a bright fi nish with 
heavy UV protection

AQU 52030 950 ml
AQU 52031 4 litre

Aqua-Tek Mould-Tek
 ▪ 3-in-1 solution for stains caused by mold and 
mildew
 ▪ Thick formula sticks to vertical surfaces
 ▪ Ideal for both hard and soft surfaces including 
fabrics, vinyls, boat tops, stitching, and awnings

AQU 50300 950 ml
AQU 50301 4 litre
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BoatLIFE Fibreglass
Powder Cleaner and Stain Remover

 ▪Use to remove heavy oxidation, stains, dirt, 
grease, and oil from fi breglass
 ▪No-scratch formula is completely harmless to 
gel-coat fi nishes
 ▪Use with fresh or salt water

BOA 1190 737 g (26 oz)

Awl Grip Awl-Care Clean & Protect
 ▪Non-abrasive, synthetic polymer 
formulated to clean and protect 
AWLGRIP and AWLCRAFT 2000 
high-gloss topcoats
 ▪ Removes mild stains such as water spots 
and diesel soot
 ▪ Increases resistance to attack from acid 
rain and other pollutants with regular 
applications

AWL 73240-PT Pint
AWL 73240-HG 2 quart

Awl Grip Awlwash Cleaner
Formulated to clean Awlgrip 
topcoats, AWLWASH does not 
contain alkalies, acids or abrasives. 
100% biodegradable.
AWL 73234-QT Quart
AWL 73234-GAL Gallon

Davis FSR Fibreglass Stain Remover
 ▪A stain absorbing gel for removing oil, rust, 
exhaust, road soil, and water line stains from 
fi breglass boats
 ▪Also useful on shower stalls, furniture, and 
white painted surfaces
 ▪Nonabrasive and requires no sanding

DIN 790 .47 litre
DIN 792 2.0 litre

BoatLIFE 'Graphix' Wax
 ▪ Revolutionary high performance cleaner 
and UV protectant; will not deteriorate 
graphics like other solvent-based waxes 
 ▪ Superior formulation is comprised of only 
high grade components 
 ▪ Cleans dirt, grime and stains

BOA 1121 8 oz
BOA 1124 12 oz

Boat Bling Condition Sauce
 ▪ Bio-degradable, safe, soft water based conditioner
 ▪ 100% UV Protection for vinyl, leather and rubber 
surfaces
 ▪Moisturizes surfaces and reduces cracking and wear
 ▪ Rejuvenates slightly damaged vinyl and leather
 ▪ Provides the stunning factory fresh "just detailed" 
look without the grease
 ▪ Spray on, wipe off  application
 ▪ Recommended for application once per month

BOA CSC00946 950 ml (32 oz)
BOA CSC03785 Gallon refi ll

Boat Bling Hot Sauce
 ▪ Bio-degradable, safe, soft water based detailer with 
specialty wax sealants
 ▪ Removes hard water spots, mineral deposits and 
exhaust residue
 ▪Will NOT strip your current wax, adds additional 
wax sealants with each use
 ▪Designed for fi breglass, plastic, chrome, glass, and all 
painted surfaces
 ▪ Spray on, wipe off  application
 ▪Use after each day on the water, follow up with Boat Bling 
Quickie Sauce every 3 months

BOA HSC00946 950 ml (32 oz)
BOA HSC03785 Gallon refi ll
BOA HSC0640CA 5 gal

Boat Bling Quickie Sauce
 ▪ Elite high gloss fast wax
 ▪ Completely wax any boat in 25% of the time as a 
traditional paste wax
 ▪ Premium Montan Wax Formula - Easy to spray, 
simple to rub in, easy to wipe off  - no buff er needed
 ▪ Perfect for all fi breglass and painted surfaces
 ▪ Safe on vinyl moldings and decals
 ▪Wax content lasts up to 16 weeks
 ▪ Spray on, rub in, wipe off  application
 ▪One quart will wax a 24' boat 3 to 4 times

BOA QSC00946 950 ml (32 oz)

Boat Bling Vinyl Sauce
 ▪ Professional vinyl, leather upholstery cleaner
 ▪Guaranteed to remove the toughest spots while 
leaving a beautiful, non greasy, shine on your 
upholstery
 ▪ Bio-degradable, safe, non-caustic and non-
silicone cleaner
 ▪ Removes mildew from interior surfaces
 ▪Helps prevent mildew and staining
 ▪ Spray on, wipe off  application
 ▪Use after each day on the water, follow up with 
Boat Bling Condition Sauce every month

BOA VSC00946 950 ml (32 oz)
BOA VSC03785 Gallon refi ll

Boat Care
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Hyseas Boat Soap
 ▪ Safely removes grime, bird droppings, and 
fuel without stripping the wax or harming the 
boats fi nish
 ▪ Biodegradable, use above or below deck
 ▪ Safe for cleaning upholstery, sails, life 
preservers and infl atable boats
 ▪Dilute 1oz. per gallon of fresh or salt water for 
regular use and up to 4oz, per gallon for those heavier jobs

HYS SOAP-1L Litre
HYS SOAP-4L 4 litre  

Hyseas Bilge Cleaner
 ▪An industrial strength bilge cleaner for 
commercial as well as pleasure vessels
 ▪ Specially formulated to scour bilges clean 
using the motion of the boat

HYS BILGE-1L Litre
HYS BILGE-4L 4 litres
HYS BILGE-PAIL 18.9 litresFlitz Buff  Ball

 ▪ Buff  and polish all painted surfaces, metals, 
fi breglass, plastics, eisenglass, plexiglass, 
aluminum running boards and railings
 ▪ Safely and easily buff s out: scuff  marks, light 
scratches, oxidation, chalking, tarnish, pitting 
and corrosion
 ▪Made with soft viscose fi bre
 ▪ Buff s hard-to-reach areas in seconds
 ▪ Fits all drills, air tools, drill presses and bench grinders
 ▪Great for textured and smooth surfaces
 ▪ Can be machine washed and reused up to 10 times
 ▪Use indoors or outdoors

FLZ PB101 Orange 5"

Flitz Fabric Armour
 ▪ Seals fabrics so that dirt & liquids repel off  the 
surface
 ▪Use on awnings, canvas tops, sailcloths, cushions, 
bimini tops, polyester, nylon, cotton, vinyl, leather, 
plastics & acrylics
 ▪ Environment friendly

FLZ MAF30406 473 ml (16 oz) spray

Flitz Ultimate Marine Care Kit
The Flitz Buff  Ball won't tear like foam. Fits 
any 3/8-inch drill or air tool. Buff s evenly-no 
low spots. Buff s at speeds up to 2,500 rpm. 
Self-cooling. Won't scorch or burn clearcoat. 
Washable and reusable.

 ▪ This tool will help you buff  hard-to-reach 
areas in seconds
 ▪ 1 x polish-paste 1.7 oz
 ▪ 1 x marine speed wax 1.7 oz
 ▪ 1 x 5" buff  ball

FLZ MK31509

Flitz Marine Speed Waxx
A premium-grade detailing spray for when you're in a 
hurry and need a super-fast, super gloss shine.

 ▪Use on fi breglass, gelcoat, plastic windows, hatches, 
plexiglasss, acrylics, enamel & painted surfaces, 
clearcoat, lacquer, polyurethane, ceramic & powder 
coatings
 ▪Made with brazilian carnauba
 ▪ Fills in swirls & hairline scratches
 ▪Water-based, environment friendly
 ▪No streak, no smear

FLZ MX32806 473 ml (16 oz) spray

Flitz Motorcycle Detailing Kit
The Flitz Buff  Ball won't tear like foam. Fits 
any 3/8-inch drill or air tool. Buff s evenly-no 
low spots. Buff s at speeds up to 2,500 rpm. 
Self-cooling. Won't scorch or burn clearcoat. 
Washable and reusable.

 ▪ This tool will help you buff  hard-to-reach 
areas in seconds
 ▪ 1 x polish-paste 1.7 oz
 ▪ 1 x super-mini 2" buff  ball
 ▪ 1 x wax protectant-sample

FLZ CY61501

Ecomar Spider Spot Remover
 ▪Works on fi breglass, aluminum, painted surfaces 
and vinyl to remove spider spots, black streaks, 
mildew and leaf spots - inside and out
 ▪An environmentally safe product

ECO 5056 450 ml

Ecomar Deck Traction Wax
 ▪An environmentally friendly solution
 ▪ For restoring surface shine while increasing grip to 
nonskid or textured decks
 ▪ Formulated with polymers that seal, shine, provide 
UV protection and help give 'wet deck' grip
 ▪ Just wipe on and buff 

ECO 5070 450 ml

► Also See Star brite Bilge Cleaner   pg 515

Boat Care

Flitz Ceramic Sealant
 ▪ Simple-to-use ceramic spray coating that gives 
virtually any surface a water-resistant, hard-shell 
fi nish
 ▪ Protects surfaces for up to one year
 ▪ Repels water and the elements
 ▪ Easy to use: spray on, and immediately buff  with 
microfi bre polishing cloth
 ▪ Covers up to 1,100 square feet
 ▪ Safe on: all metals, fi breglass, clear coats, all 
paints, plastics, granite, glass, all man-made 
hard surfaces

For best results: Apply a second coat after 48 hrs
FLZ CS02908 8 oz with microfi bre cloth
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Meguiar's Final Inspection Cleaner
 ▪High-lubricity formula encapsulates dust 
particles and enhances deep lustre-without 
using water
 ▪Great for removing residue after buffi  ng
 ▪ Contains brighteners for a high gloss shine
 ▪ Perfectly safe for all paint fi nishes, 
including clear coats

MEG M-3416C 473 ml (16 oz) spray
MEG M-3401 3.78 litre (gallon)

Meguiar's Boat/RV Wash
 ▪ Suds action gently washes away scum, grime and 
dirt without stripping the wax protection
 ▪Non-streaking formulation that also contains 
conditioners to leave a high shine fi nish

MEG M-4364C 1.9 litre (64 oz)

Meguiar's Heavy Duty Oxidation Remover
 ▪ For machine applications to remove heavy to 
extreme oxidation, scratches and water spots
 ▪Use on all fi breglass surfaces, new hi-tech paints and 
gel coat formulations

Recommended use of #45 Boat Polish immediately 
after #49
MEG M-4916C 473 ml (16 oz)

Meguiar's One Step Compound
 ▪An aggressive cutting agent to remove 
heavy oxidation from gel coats
 ▪One step formula is designed to both 
clean surfaces and leave a high gloss
 ▪ Removes stains, scratches and water 
spots by hand or machine

MEG M-6732C 950 ml (32 oz)

Meguiar's
Vinyl & Rubber Cleaner Conditioner

 ▪Deep cleans and revitalizes vinyl and rubber
 ▪ Restores colour and screens out damaging UV rays

MEG M-5716C 473 ml (16 oz) spray

Meguiar's Polish & Gloss Enhancer
 ▪ Boat polish and gloss enhancer develops an 
extremely high gloss fi nish on fi breglass boats
 ▪ Restores the original "new boat" appearance
 ▪ Contains no wax or silicones so it can be used 
often without fear of build-up

MEG M-4516C 473 ml (16 oz)

Meguiar's Quik Spray Wax
 ▪Works on light scratches, oxidation, water 
spots and other contaminants
 ▪ Spray on and wipe off  for high gloss with 
a light wax protection
 ▪ Provides UV protection

MEG M-5916C 473 ml (16 oz) spray

Meguiar's Hi-Tech Yellow Wax
 ▪A blend of premium Carnauba wax, silicones, 
polymers and other waxes
 ▪ For protection and gloss on fi breglass and painted 
surfaces, including clear coats
 ▪Goes on and off  easily and does not dry white 
 ▪ For use by hand or buff er/polisher

MEG M-2616C 473 ml (16 oz)

Meguiar's Flagship Premium Marine Wax
 ▪Durable high gloss protection for fi breglass and 
painted surfaces
 ▪ Protects against UV

MEG M-6316C 473 ml (16 oz)
MEG M-6332C 950 ml (32 oz)

Meguiar's Cleaner Wax
 ▪A one step cleaner wax
 ▪ Cleans chemically without the use 
of abrasives

MEG M-5016C 473 ml (16 oz)
MEG M-5032C 950 ml (32 oz)

Meguiar's Medium Cut Cleaner
This moderate abrasive cleaner removes all medium 
surface defects including harsh swirls, oxidation, 
water spots and sanding marks.
MEG M-0116C 473 ml (16 oz)

Meguiar's Hybrid Ceramic Wax
 ▪ Easy to use: Just spray on, rinse off  and dry
 ▪ Less eff ort and mess: No rubbing, curing, buffi  ng 
or mess
 ▪Hybrid ceramic wax protection: Advanced sio2 
hybrid technology delivers ceramic wax protection
 ▪More than a wax: Protection and durability beyond 
conventional wax
 ▪Water beading protection: Ceramic wax protection 
with extreme water beading action 

MEG G190526C 768 ml (26 oz)
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Spray Nine Bottom Cleaner
 ▪Gel formula clings to and penetrates the toughest 
boat fouling, oil slick, algae and rust stains
 ▪Works above and below the water line
 ▪Non-abrasive and hydrochloric-acid free
 ▪ For fi breglass, plastic, metal and wood hulls

SP9 C30832 946 ml (32 oz)

Smell Zapper Spot Remover
 ▪ Eff ective against all types of stains including oils, ink, 
food stains and many other diffi  cult spots on carpets, 
rugs and upholstery
 ▪When used on carpet, ERASE restores nap and 
texture
 ▪ Free of chlorinated solvents
 ▪Deodorizes as it penetrates and cleans; won't leave 
any residue
 ▪Works on new & old stains!
 ▪ 100% biodegradable, non-fl ammable & has a clean scent

SME ERASE 473 ml (16 oz)

Smell Zapper Odour Eliminator
 ▪Designed to quickly and permanently eliminate 
organic odors such as urine, feces, sewage, fi sh 
scents etc.
 ▪ Can be used on any water safe fabrics/surfaces
 ▪ 100% biodegradable & non-fl ammable

SME ODOR ELIMINATOR 946 ml (32 oz) spray

Smell Zapper Smoke Eliminator
 ▪ Permanently eliminates odors caused by smoke, 
cannabis, kitchen fi res, cigarettes/cigars and cooking
 ▪ Ideal & safe to use on any water safe fabrics/
surfaces for boat rentals and restoring in-trade value 
of your boat
 ▪Use sparingly - a little goes a long way
 ▪ 100% biodegradable, non-fl ammable & pleasant 
scent!

SME SMOKE ELIMINATOR 946 ml (32 oz) spray

Shurhold Brite Wash
Brite Wash is an environmentally safe, concentrated 
wash soap that will not strip wax or polish while 
resisting water spots even in hard water. One ounce 
will clean a 40 foot boat! 
Brite Wash is safe and eff ective on: 

 ▪All fi breglass and gel coat exterior surfaces 
 ▪ Clear Eisenglass panels, glass & plastic, canvas/
canopies and stainless steel railings

SHU YBP-0301 950 ml (32 oz)

Osborne Marine Residue Remover
 ▪An innovative product to remove barnacles and 
marine growth from propellers
 ▪Made using organic acid salts (non-corrosive 
to skin)
 ▪Much safer and easier to use than muriatic acid

CMP 4865 473 ml (16 oz) spray
CMP BD-128 3.78 litre (gallon)

Spray Nine
Multi-Purpose Cleaner

 ▪ Removes soil and stains quickly
 ▪Disinfectant properties kill off  
harmful bacteria
 ▪Great for moulds and mildew

SP9 C27946 946 ml, spray
SP9 C26804 4 litre refi ll

Spray Nine Grez-Off 
 ▪Water soluble biodegradable 
degreaser
 ▪ Cuts through heavy oil and grime
 ▪Non-fl ammable with no 
unpleasant odours

SP9 C12532 946 ml, spray 
SP9 C12501 3.78 lires refi ll

Smell Zapper B-Gone
 ▪ Safely removes the impossible: Adhesive, tar, grease, 
asphalt sealer, oil and glue
 ▪ Safe for fi nished surfaces
 ▪ Environmentally safe
 ▪ Rinses easily in water leaving behind a surface that 
is totally fi lm-free
 ▪ 100% biodegradable & non-fl ammable

SME BGONE 473 ml (16 oz)

Shurhold Pro Polish Wax & Sealant
 ▪  Polymer wax off ers superior protection and 
performance over traditional waxes without the use 
of talc powder
 ▪ Protects surfaces from the eff ects of the sun with 
UV inhibitors
 ▪ Safe on fi breglass, paint and metal

SHU YBP-0202 473 ml (16 oz)

Boat Care 
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Star brite Non-Skid Deck Wax
 ▪ Provides a non-slippery barrier against stains and 
UV exposure
 ▪Helps restore luster to fi breglass decks
 ▪Helps keep decks clean and stain-free

STA 97316 473 ml (16 oz) spray

Star brite
Non-Skid Deck Cleaner With PTEF

 ▪ Cleans away ground-in dirt and stains
 ▪ Safe to use, contains no harsh chemicals
 ▪ Leaves a protective coating to repel dirt and stains
 ▪No hard scrubbing or rubbing
 ▪Will not remove wax or polish
 ▪A very eff ective, all-surface cleaner for fi breglass, 
vinyl, plastic, metal, and painted surfaces

STA 85922** 650 ml (22 oz)
STA 85932 950 ml (32 oz)
STA 85900 3.78 litre (gallon)

** Limited Quantity

Star brite Paddlesport Cleaner/Protectant
 ▪ Spray on, wipe off 
 ▪ Removes grime, dirt and salt deposits 
 ▪ PTEF polymers help protect against UV damage 
 ▪ Formulated for use on fi breglass, Kevlar and plastic

STA 96022** 650 ml (22 oz) spray
** Limited Quantity

Star brite Vinyl Cleaner & Polish
 ▪ Shines and protects all kinds and colours of vinyl
 ▪ Leaves a long lasting, waterproof protective 
coating
 ▪Keeps vinyl soft and supple, prevents drying out 
and cracking
 ▪ Provides protection against UV damage & 
weathering
 ▪ Ideal for restoring stained and faded vinyl

STA 91016 473 ml (16 oz)
Star brite Gel Hull Cleaner

 ▪New Gel formula "sticks" where applied for 
maximum cling time and cleaning power 
 ▪ Specifi cally formulated to remove the 
toughest stains, including rust, dried fi sh 
blood and leaf stains 
 ▪Works on all fi breglass and painted surfaces; 
ideal for vertical surfaces 
 ▪Does not contain harmful acids, safe and 
easy to use 

STA 96132 950 ml (32 oz) spray

Star brite Instant Hull Cleaner
 ▪ Removes stains from grassy marine growth, 
scum line and rust stains
 ▪Use on fi breglass, metal, and painted surfaces
 ▪ Easy to use spray or wipe on formula - no 
rubbing required
 ▪ Biodegradable

STA 81732 950 ml (32 oz)
STA 81700 3.78 litre (gallon)

Star brite Boat Bottom Cleaner
 ▪ Removes marine deposits, scum 
lines, and rust quickly and easily
 ▪Water based, environmentally 
friendly & biodegradable formula
 ▪ Buff ering process makes this 
product safer than other acid based 
bottom cleaners

STA 92200 3.78 litre (gallon) 
STA 92232 950 ml (32 oz) 

Star brite Ez-On-Ez-Off  Hull Cleaner
 ▪Water based environmentally friendly formula
 ▪ Removes stains and scum lines
 ▪ Special buff ering process makes this safer then 
acid based bottom cleaners

STA 92832 950 ml (32 oz)

Star brite Bilge Cleaner
 ▪ Biodegradable
 ▪ Easy to use; just pour in, run boat, pump out
 ▪Dissolves and eliminates oil, grease, fuel, scum, 
and sludge
 ▪Will not harm fi breglass, rubber hoses, wiring, 
metal, or plastic

STA 80532 32 oz
STA 80500 Gallon
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Star brite
Ultimate Pontoon Deck Cleaner

 ▪Unique chelating agents loosen and lift dirt and 
stains for easy removal without scrubbing
 ▪ Safe for all decks, carpets and vinyl
 ▪ Protective polymers help repel stains and UV rays
 ▪ Lake-safe formula can be used on or near the 
water

STA 96332 950 ml (32 oz)

Star brite
Premium Marine Polish with PTEF

 ▪ Leaves an unbelievably tough, super slick fi nish
 ▪Actually repels dirt, grime, oil and stains

STA 85716 473 ml (16 oz)

Star brite Marine Polish
 ▪ #1 selling polish
 ▪Good for new and older boats
 ▪Helps stop fading from UV rays
 ▪No hard rubbing required
 ▪ Lasts up to 4 times longer than other polishes

STA 80116 473 ml (16 oz)

Star brite
Premium Cleaner Wax With PTEF

 ▪ Cleans, shines and protects in one step
 ▪Quick and easy to use
 ▪ Specially formulated for fi breglass, metals and 
painted surfaces
 ▪ PTEF polymers & UV inhibitors help prevent 
fading and oxidation

STA 89616 473 ml (16 oz)

Star brite
Waterproofi ng & Fabric Treatment

 ▪ Top rated waterproofi ng
 ▪ Prevents rot and mildew
 ▪ For boat covers, bimini tops, sail covers, 
clothing, and tents
 ▪Allows fabric to "breathe"

STA 81922 650 ml (22 oz) spray

Star brite Mildew Stain Remover
 ▪ Removes mildew stains on contact
 ▪ Simple spray on application
 ▪Use on vinyl covers, headliners, cushions, etc

STA 85616 650 ml (22 oz) spray

Star brite Spider & Bird Stain Remover
 ▪Quickly dissolves messy spider and bird droppings
 ▪Nontoxic, all-natural formula
 ▪ Contains no bleach; safe for use around kids and 
pets
 ▪Will not remove polish or wax

STA 95122 650 ml (22 oz) spray

Star brite
Instant Black Streak Remover

 ▪ Instantly removes black streaks caused by 
water run off 
 ▪ Safe for use on fi breglass, metal and 
painted surfaces
 ▪ Just spray on and hose off 
 ▪ Contains no harsh acids or alkalies

STA 71622 650 ml (22 oz) spray

Star brite Rust Stain Remover
 ▪Wipe out rust stains
 ▪ Easy to use spray on formula
 ▪No rubbing or scrubbing required
 ▪ Safe for use on fi breglass, metal and 
painted surfaces

STA 89222 650 ml (22 oz) spray

Star brite
Premium Restorer Wax

 ▪Heavy-duty premium restorer wax
 ▪A one-step formula that easily removes medium 
to heavy chalk & oxidation
 ▪No hard rubbing or buffi  ng required
 ▪ Special UV inhibitors guard against fading, and 
eliminate the need to use rubbing compound, 
followed by wax
 ▪ Ideal for use on coloured fi breglass hulls
 ▪ Can be applied by hand or with a buff er

STA 86016 473 ml (16 oz)

Boat Care 
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3M Marine Vinyl Cleaner and Restorer
 ▪ Cleans, shines, conditions and helps to protect 
vinyl, rubber and plastic surfaces
 ▪All-in-one formula
 ▪Gel is easier to control as its applied and a little 
goes a long way

THR 09029 443 ml (15 oz) spray

3M Marine Outdoor
Vinyl Conditioner and Protector

 ▪Designed to clean, condition and protect 
marine vinyl and rubber components
 ▪ Provides protection in exterior, as well as 
interior applications
 ▪Gel formula gives you better application 
control than liquids

THR 09023 236 ml (8 oz) gel

3M Protective 'Scotchgard' Liquid Wax
 ▪Uses reactive chemistry to bond with your 
boat's surface
 ▪Off ers exceptionally high gloss
 ▪ Lasting durability
 ▪Helps to protect against UV radiation

THR 09061 500 ml (16.9 oz)
THR 09062 Litre (33.8 oz)

3M Clean & Shine Wax
 ▪Quick and easy, spray on.-wipe off  product
 ▪ Recaptures that just waxed look and feel
 ▪ Excellent for use on wet or dry surface

THR 09033 473 ml (16 oz) spray

3M Marine Fibreglass Restorer and Wax
 ▪Designed to remove HEAVY oxidation, chalking, 
fading, minor scratches, rust and exhaust stains
 ▪ Provides protection for fi breglass/gel-coat and 
marine topside paints
 ▪ Combines a rubbing compound with a blend of 
waxes which restore shine and protect in one 
application

THR 09005 473 ml (16 oz)
THR 09006 950 ml (32 oz)

3M Marine Fibreglass Cleaner and Wax
 ▪Designed to remove light to medium oxidation, 
clean, polish and protect fi breglass/gel-coat and 
marine topside paints
 ▪ Liquid formulation combines a compound with 
a special blend of waxes which restore shine and 
protect in one application

THR 09009 473 ml (16 oz)
THR 09010 Litre (33.8 oz)

Super-Tuff  GREEN
 ▪ Ready to use concentrated cleaner degreaser
 ▪ Intended for daily use
 ▪ Takes the guess work out of mixing

CMP ST-1LGREEN 950 ml spray

3M Citrus Base Cleaner
 ▪A non-corrosive, high strength cleaner/degreaser
 ▪ Removes oil, grease, tar, uncured adhesive,  tape 
residue, and other similar substances

THR 08789 177 ml (6 oz)

3M General Purpose Adhesive Cleaner
Specially blended solvent for removal of light paint 
overspray, adhesive residue, wax, grease, tree sap, dirt, 
road tar, oil and bugs in aerosol form.
THR 08987 435 gram aerosol

3M High Power Spray Gun Cleaner
 ▪Helps reduce the use of cleaning solvents
 ▪ Compatible for cleaning waterborne and 
solvent-based coatings
 ▪Aerosol cleaner is low VOC - less than 25 g/L
 ▪Designed for use on metal spray equipment or 
composite/plastic components

THR 26689 426g (15 oz)

Super-Tuff 
 ▪All purpose cleaner degreaser
 ▪ Environmentally safe, non toxic, biodegradable
 ▪ Cleans dirt, grease, oil, mildew, blood stains, 
rust, wax, soap scum, black scuff  marks and 
carpet stains
 ▪ This product should be used with care: use full 
strength on those really "Tuff " jobs
 ▪No bleach, acid, or phosphates

CMP ST-1L 1 litre
CMP ST-4L 4 litre
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3M Finesse-It II Finishing Compound
 ▪ Produces a high gloss fi nish
 ▪ Removes grade microfi ne 1500 sand scratches
 ▪Good handling
 ▪ Easy clean-up

THR 05928 946 ml (32 oz)

3M Perfect-It EX Ultrafi ne Machine Polish
 ▪ Eliminates swirl marks and produces a high gloss 
fi nish, even on dark coloured surfaces
 ▪Good handling, easy cleanup

THR 06068 946 ml (32 oz)

3M
Imperial Compound & Finishing Compound

 ▪ Fast cutting and leaves an excellent fi nish without 
swirl marks
 ▪ Compound with an air or electric buff er (1500 -2500 
rpm) equipped with a buffi  ng pad
 ▪ Contains no wax or silicone

THR 06044 946 ml (32 oz)
THR 06045 3.78 litres

3M Perfect-It EX Rubbing Compound
 ▪Designed to remove P1200 and fi ner scratches with 
either a wool pad, or a foam compounding pad
 ▪Non-gritty formula works on all types of automotive 
paints, leaving an extremely fi ne fi nish with easy 
clean-up

THR 36060 946 ml (32 oz)

3M Perfect-It EX Machine Polish
 ▪Quick and eff ectively helps to remove compound 
swirl marks, leaving an outstanding fi nish
 ▪ Polish is a wetter formulation than the regular 3M 
Perfect-It Machine Polish, which allows for a longer 
work time without drying
 ▪ The polish can be used with the foam polishing pad 
05726

THR 06094 946 ml (32 oz)

3M Sharpshooter Mark Remover
 ▪No-rinse formula cleaner for quick, easy 
removal of soil and grease
 ▪ This powerful cleaner penetrates and loosens 
buildup quickly
 ▪ Convenient and eff ective

THR 19344 946 ml (32 oz) spray
*NOT for retail sale
Boatyards ONLY*

3M Mildew Stain Remover
 ▪ Easy spray application
 ▪ Removes mildew stains from most marine surfaces
 ▪Use to remove mildew stains from vinyl, covers, 
cushions, and other marine surfaces

THR 09067 500 ml (16.9 oz) spray

3M Mildew Block
 ▪ Safe to use on most marine surfaces and 
materials above the waterline
 ▪ Can be used both indoors and outdoors
 ▪Nontoxic formula

THR 09065 500 ml (16.9 oz) spray

3M Perfect-It Rubbing Compound
 ▪Designed medium-cutting compound for removing 
grade 1200, 1500 and 2000 colour-sanding scratches 
in paints including clear coats
 ▪ Formulation produces minimal compound swirl 
marks while buffi  ng to a high gloss

THR 05973 946 ml (32 oz)

3M Marine
High Gloss Gel-Coat Compound
Paste compound is designed to quickly remove 
P600 dual action or 1000 wet sanding scratches 
from production gel-coat. 
THR 06025 3.78 litres (128 oz)

3M Super Duty Rubbing Compound
 ▪ Recommended for heavy aggressive 
compounding of paint
 ▪ Clings to paint surface - remains wet on the job 
with little or no mess
 ▪Maintains high rate of cut with constant pressure
 ▪ Buff s to high gloss with minimum of swirl marks
 ▪ Can be used by hand or by machine

THR 05954 946 ml (32 oz)
THR 05955 3.78 litres (128 oz)

3M Marine Super Duty Rubbing Compound
 ▪ Suggested for heavy, aggressive compounding of 
oxidized gelcoat and marine paint
 ▪ Clings to paint and gelcoated surfaces - remains wet 
on the job with little or no mess
 ▪ Buff s to high gloss with minimum of swirl marks
 ▪ Can be used by hand or machine
 ▪Maintains high rate of cut with constant pressure

THR 09004 473 ml (16 oz)

Boat Care
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303 Multi-Surface Cleaner
 ▪Ultimate cleaning power with no residue
 ▪ Safely brightens & rejuvenates surfaces
 ▪Designed for all water-safe materials
 ▪ Leaves surfaces looking new every time 

303 130207 473 ml (16 oz) spray

303 Aerospace Protectant
 ▪Matte fi nish with no oily and greasy residue
 ▪ Prevents fading and cracking
 ▪ Restores lost colour and luster
 ▪ Powerful UV blockers
 ▪Anti-static, repels smudges, dust, soiling and 
staining
 ▪ Easy to use, simply spray on and wipe dry
 ▪ Safe and eff ective for vinyl, clear vinyl, gel-coat, 
fi berglass, carbon fi ber, synthetic/natural rubber, 
plastics and fi nished leather

303 130340 473 ml (16 oz) spray
303 130313 946 ml (32 oz) spray
303 130370 3.78 litre refi ll

303 Fabric Guard
 ▪ Strengthens and restores water repellency 
 ▪Greatly increases stain resistance 
 ▪ Prevents mold and mildew
 ▪Maintains colourfastness
 ▪Keeps fabrics soft and breathable
 ▪ Safe for synthetic and natural fi bers

303 130616 473 ml (16 oz) spray
303 130606 946 ml (32 oz) spray
303 130674 3.78 litres (gallon) refi ll

303 Mold/Mildew Cleaner
 ▪Quickly removes mold & mildew stains on contact
 ▪ Blocks mold & mildew stains from re-occurring
 ▪Does not contain bleach, leaves behind a 
fresh scent
 ▪Works on ALL water-safe surfaces, 
including vinyl & fabrics

303 130553 946 ml (32 oz) spray

3M Perfect-It Boat Wash
 ▪ Perfect-It Boat Wash cleans grime, algae, dirt, and 
other common marine contaminants
 ▪As a concentrate, you only need one ounce per gallon
 ▪High-sudsing formula is also gentle enough to clean 
without stripping wax

THR 09034 473 ml (16 oz)
THR 09035 946 ml (32 oz)

3M Perfect-It Heavy Cutting Compound
 ▪ This fast-cutting compound removes heavy 
oxidation, scratches, and other defects
 ▪Use for any P800 and fi ner scratches
 ▪ Its improved formula has longer wet times for 
easier clean up and less dust
 ▪ Formula works better in warm climates and 
allows you to use less material than before
 ▪While ideal for three-step processes, its high 
gloss results can be protected with boat wax 
after compounding for an easy two-step fi nish

THR 36101 473 ml (16 oz)
THR 36102 946 ml (32 oz)

3M Perfect-It Medium Cutting Compound + Wax
 ▪ Combines fast cutting power, a high gloss fi nish, and 
durable wax protection
 ▪Use this for any P1000 and fi ner scratches
 ▪ Improved formula has longer wet times for easier 
clean up and less dust, even in warm climates
 ▪ This one-step solution results in a brilliant fi nish 
and long-lasting protection for any of your gelcoat 
surfaces

THR 36105 473 ml (16 oz)
THR 36106 946 ml (32 oz)

3M Perfect-It Light Cutting Compound + Wax
 ▪When a brilliant fi nish and durable protection are 
needed for P1500 and fi ner scratches
 ▪ Perfect solution for light or dark coloured gelcoat
 ▪ Its improved formula has longer wet times for easier 
clean up and less dust
 ▪ Formula works better in warm climates and allows 
you to use less material than before
 ▪ Ideal for one-step processes
 ▪Use whenever you want a durable wax fi nish

THR 36109 473 ml (16 oz)
THR 36110 946 ml (32 oz)
THR 36111 3.78 litres (128 oz)

3M Perfect-It Boat Wax
 ▪ It's safe for gelcoat, paint, fi berglass, and metals 
and has a pleasant tropical scent
 ▪ Pure wax fi nish helps protect against the elements
 ▪Use as a fi nal step to any process where a wax 
fi nish is recommended

THR 36112 473 ml (16 oz)
THR 36113 946 ml (32 oz)

3M Scotch Gard
Protector for Outdoor Fabric

 ▪ Extra-strength formula gives added protection 
against rain, salt water, dirt and oily spills
 ▪ Causes no change in look, feel or breath-
ability of fabrics
 ▪Great for canvas and outdoor apparel

THR 55563-SG-O 297 gr
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Rain-X Glass Treament
Dramatically improves wet weather driving 
visibility, simply apply the treatment to exterior 
glass. Helps improve visibility by repelling 
rain, sleet and snow. 

 ▪Helps easily remove frost, ice, salt, mud 
and bugs 
 ▪ *Not for use on plastics

RNX 36231 207 ml
RNX 36232 473 ml, spray

Klear-To-Sea
 ▪ Cleaner and preservative for plastics, 
lexan, polycarbonates, acrylic, clear vinyl, 
glass, isinglass, strataglass, mirrors, 
windshields or anything optical
 ▪Anti-static, anti-fog, anti-smudge and 
repels dust
 ▪Gives a lustrous "Klear" look with no 
streaking and no wax
 ▪ Reduces glare
 ▪No ammonia, no alcohol, no harmful abrasives
 ▪ Repairs light scratches with continued use
 ▪Meets multiple MIL specs for acrylic and Lexan

CMP KS-AEROSOL 550 ml (18.6 oz)
CMP KS-1L 1 litre
CMP KS-500ML 474 ml (16 oz) spray

Rain-X Anti-Fog
 ▪ Reduces interior fogging and removes 
smoke residue

RNX 36235 207 ml

Rain-X Plastic Treatment
 ▪Applies water beading technology to 
dramatically enhance visibility
 ▪ Provides a superior water beading coating on 
various plastics including Lexan, Plexiglass, 
Perspex, Lucite, Acrylics and Polycarbonate.
 ▪ Easily applied for a durable coating

RNX 75016 355 ml, spray

WashSafe
Rust Off 

 ▪ Removes rust stains from fi breglass, metal, 
vinyl, cloth, wood, sails 
 ▪ Simply spray on and rust disappears

WSF WS-RO-32OZ 946 ml (32 oz)  spray
WSF WS-RO-1GAL** 4 litre

** Limited Quantity

WashSafe
Sail Wash

 ▪ Enviromentally friendly and biodegradable 
 ▪ Chlorine free 
 ▪ Professional sail cleaner 

WSF WS-SW-3LB** 48 oz
** Limited Quantity

WashSafe
Degreaser

 ▪Non-toxic and biodegradable 
 ▪ Change water dilution ratios for diff erent jobs 

WSF WS-UO-1L 1 litre

3M Glass Cleaner
 ▪ For glass, plastic, lexan, chrome, and all metal surfaces
 ▪Non-fl ammable and will not aff ect painted surfaces
 ▪Wipes off  without streaking and leaves no residue 

THR 08968 538 gr aerosol

WashSafe
Marine Mold & Mildew Wash

 ▪Non-toxic cleaner, safe for oceans, lakes, 
rivers and all aquatic life
 ▪Very space effi  cient, made from super concentrated 
powder with no expiration date
 ▪ Eliminates organic matter on your boat, including 
mold, mildew, algae, fi sh blood and bird feces on 
decks, vinyl upholstery, carpet, bilges, toilet bowls, 
live wells and refrigerators

WSF WS-MW-850 850 grams (1.9 lbs)

Boat Care / Glass / Plastic Cleaning

Aqua-Tek Poly Clear Marine
 ▪ For use on vinyl windows, glass, plexiglass, 
lexan, plastic, acrylic, wood, mirror, marble, 
polished stone, stainless steel, brass, bronze,
and chromium
 ▪ Brilliant appearance
 ▪Does not damage vinyl windows
 ▪ Reduces maintenance time and eff ort
 ▪Dry product without greasy fi lm
 ▪ Long-lasting cleanliness
 ▪ Eliminates hard water stains on plastic windows

AQU 51014 650 ml

WashSafe
Clean All
Clean All is a 100% eco-friendly, non-toxic, 
4-in-1 liquid concentrate that not only cleans, 
but also sanitizes, degreases, and deodorizes.

 ▪ Strong enough to degrease your engine compartment, 
but gentle enough to wash stain off  your hands
 ▪ Can be used at full strength for tough jobs, or diluted 
(1:4 or 1:6) for easier cleaning needs
 ▪ Safe for all boat surfaces - plexiglass, stainless steel, 
aluminum, fi breglass, black streaks and fender scuff s, fenders, 
infl atables, life jackets, vinyl cushions, awnings, sail covers, sail 
stains, fridges, heads, bilges, engines, and exhaust stains
 ▪Does not kill mold and mildew, but will eff ectively loosen 
growth on hard, non-porous surfaces, making it very easy to 
wipe the mold and soiling off 

WSF WS-CA-500ML 500ml, 12/case
WSF WS-CA-1L 1 litre, 12/case
WSF WS-CA-4L* 4 litre, 4/case

* Request Item
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Flitz BBQ Cleaner Kit
 ▪ Bring truth to the phrase "clean enough to 
eat on" and restore shine with the BBQ Grill 
Care Kit.
 ▪ Stainless Steel Cleaner w/Degreaser (1.7 oz): 
Removes fi ngerprints, oil, grease, 
water spots, dirt & more
 ▪ Stainless Steel Polish (1.7 oz): A premium, 
water-based polish. Leaves a brilliant, 
protective gloss. Dust & fi ngerprint resistant
 ▪ Flitz Polish (3.4 oz): Cleans & polishes, removes rust, stubborn 
water spots, bird droppings & more
 ▪Microfi ber Cloth 

FLZ BBQ41504

Flitz Polish Paste
 ▪A concentrated cream that cleans, 
polishes, deoxidizes and protects
 ▪Non-abrasive, nontoxic, non-
fl ammable,  USDA authorized
 ▪ Protects up to 6 months in fresh water; 
up to 3 months in salt water
 ▪Use on: Brass, copper, silverplate, 
sterling silver, chrome, stainless steel, 
nickel, bronze, solid gold, aluminum, anodized aluminum, 
beryllium, magnesium, platinum, pewter, factory hot gun 
bluing, painted surfaces, Formica, cultured marble, Corian, 
glass, plexiglass, plastics, fi breglass, eisenglass, and Armatel
 ▪ Easily removes: Tarnish, rust, water stains, chalking, lime 
deposits, heat discolouration, lead & powder residue, oxidation, 
bugs, tar, oil, fi ngerprints, tree sap, bird droppings, graffi  ti, dyes, 
black streaks/scuff  marks

Not for electroplated fi nishes
FLZ BP03511 50 gr (1.76 oz)
FLZ BU03515 150 gr (5.29 oz)
FLZ CA03516 453 gr (16 oz)
FLZ CA03518-6 906 gr (2 lbs)

Proud Grill
Grill Cleaning Kit

 ▪ Cleaning brush with stainless steel scraper and pad
 ▪ Bristle free and wire free cleaning
 ▪ Tough and moist wipes with 3D cleaning nodules
 ▪ Cleaner and safer grill cleaning
 ▪ Removes grease and grime for better tasting food every time

PRO 1251C Cleaner kit (brush & 25 wipes)
PRO 3031C Cleaner kit (brush & 3 wipes)
PRO 2400C Cleaning wipes (40)
PRO 1251F Floor stand display kit (24 x 1251C)

Starbrite Screen Cleaner
 ▪ Screen cleaner and protectant 
 ▪ Formulated for use on all marine electronics

STA 88308** 236 ml (8 oz)
** Limited Quantity

Falcon Dust-Off 
 ▪ Provides potent dust-removing 
power for practically any task 
 ▪ 100% ozone safe

FAL DPSM 7 oz aerosol

Meguiar's Plastx Plastic Polish
 ▪ For use on both rigid and fl exible clear plastics
 ▪ Removes light oxidation, chemical 
degradation, surface contamination, stains 
and light surface scratches
 ▪ Contains water-resistant polymers for long 
lasting, durable protection

MEG G-12310C 296 ml (10 oz)

Flitz Plastic Cleaner Kit
 ▪ Restores clarity to yellow, hazy or cloudy 
eisenglass, plexiglasss, plastics, gelcoat 
and fi breglass
 ▪ Buff Ball is washable and reusable
 ▪Kit Includes: XL Buff  Ball (7" ball), Flitz 
Polish-Paste 50 gr (1.7oz), Waxx Protectant 
50 gr (1.7oz) 

FLZ PL31503

Aqua-Tek Sailboat Fuel
 ▪ Ideal dust, dirt and lint remover for keyboards, 
cameras, computers, printers and other electronic 
devices

AQU 51085 285 gr

Plastic / Metal Cleaning
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Flitz Stainless Steel & Chrome CLEAN
 ▪ Powerful degreasing action
 ▪Water-based & streak-free
 ▪ It easily cuts through grease buildup; won't 
discolour stainless steel
 ▪ Fast & easy - just spray & wipe
 ▪Non-fl ammable

FLZ SP01506 473 ml (16 oz) spray

Flitz Stainless Steel & Chrome Polish
 ▪Water-based formula, non-toxic, eco-friendly
 ▪ Produces a deep gloss shine
 ▪Use on appliances, gas grills, vent hoods & more

FLZ SS01306 473 ml (16 oz) spray

BoatLIFE Stainless Steel Cleaner
Cleans and protects in one easy step. Non-streaking 
formula. Removes grease and stains. Easy 
spray-on, wipe-off . Leaves surface fi ngerprint 
resistant.
BOA 1134 16 oz, spray

Flitz Calcium, Rust, & Lime Remover
 ▪Quickly and easily removes even the 
crustiest of stains, deposits and build-up
 ▪Made of organic salt, it is safer and easier to 
use than traditional cleaners
 ▪ Recommended for removal of hard water 
spots and rust stains

FLZ CR01606 473 ml (16 oz) spray

Star brite Chrome & Stainless Polish
 ▪ Cleans and shines chrome and stainless steel
 ▪ Protects against discolouration, staining and rust

STA 82708** 236 ml (8 oz)
** Limited Quantity

Shurhold Yacht Brite Buff  Magic
 ▪ Fibreglass reconditioner & metal polisher
 ▪ For steel, aluminum, brass, bronze, copper & gold 
 ▪ Removes oxidation, gelcoat staining, surface rust, 
tarnish, plexglass scratches

SHU YBP-0101 624 gr (22 oz)

3M Stainless Cleaner/Polish
 ▪ For stainless steel, chrome, and all metal surfaces
 ▪Wipes off  without streaking and leaves no residue 

THR C-10097-21OZ 21.5 oz aerosol

3M Marine Aluminum Restorer and Polish
Designed to remove oxidation, growth and stains and 
restore a lustrous appearance to bare aluminum. Also 
removes heavy oxidation and restores shine to most 
painted aluminum surfaces.
THR 09020 510 gr (18 oz) paste

Starbrite Aluminum Polish
 ▪ Formulated to preserve the fi nish of all 
types of aluminum boats 
 ▪ PTEF polymers provide UV protection 
and help repel dirt and stains

STA 87616 473 ml (16 oz)

Starbrite Aluminum Cleaner/Polish
 ▪ Formulated to clean and restore stained or 
dull aluminum

STA 87764 1.89 litres (64 oz)

Blue Steel Treatment
 ▪ Combines chemical rust conversion 
properties with the protective 
characteristics of a tough surface fi lm
 ▪A single application stops rust and also 
primes the steel
 ▪ Can be applied by brush, deck scrubber 
or low pressure spray
 ▪ Compatible with most water-based and solvent-based coatings
 ▪ Clean-up with soap and water
 ▪Allow to cure for 3-4 days before over coating with epoxy

BLS BSP1LTR Litre
BLS BSP4LTR 4 litre
BLS BSP500ML 474 ml 

WashSafe
Rust Stopper

 ▪ Chemically converts rust overnight into 
a hard metal surface (iron phosphate) 
 ▪ Can be painted over 
 ▪ Coverage: 200 sq ft per quart 

WSF WS-RS-32OZ 946ml, spray

Metal Cleaning

Aqua-Tek Aluminum Cleaner
Extremely powerful acid-based formula. It removes 
algae quickly and effi  ciently on aluminum boat 
hulls as well as oily and greasy residues, stubborn 
black marks and stains, rust stains, scum, zebra and 
barn mussels. It is specially designed to restore the 
surfaces of unpainted aluminum boats and pontoons
by giving them a glossy fi nish.

 ▪ Powerful cleaner that removes stubborn and 
diffi  cult stains
 ▪ Extra fast and effi  cient cleaning action
 ▪ Phosphate free
 ▪ Easy to rinse

AQU 51020 950 ml
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ZAAL Zwitterionic Laundry Detergent
 ▪ Lowest available carbon footprint
 ▪ Low foam formula
 ▪ For HE and regular machines
 ▪ Biodegradable and no phosphates
 ▪ 8X concentrate means a small package
 ▪ Septic, RV and marine safe

ZAA FI-ZAA-049 1 litre

Sika Hand Cleaner
 ▪A waterless hand cleaning system combining 
both a liquid hand cleaner formula and a non-
scratching abrasive hand cleaning towel
 ▪ Removes fresh urethane and primer
 ▪Will also remove small amounts of cured 
urethane and dried primer
 ▪Works fast to loosen and dissolve surface and 
embedded grease, grime and soil
 ▪Hands are left conditioned with gentle emollients

SIK HAND-CLEANER 72 towels/pail

O'Keeff e's Working Hands
 ▪ Relief for dry hands that crack and split
 ▪ Contains a high concentration of Glycerin that 
draws in and retains moisture
 ▪ Includes Allantoin, an odorless, non-toxic and 
non-allergenic skin-protectant derived from 
the Comfrey plant

GOR K1350001 102 ml (3.4 oz)

O'Keeff e's Healthy Feet
 ▪ Relief for feet that crack and split
 ▪Non-oil based and made with Glycerin, that 
draws in and retains moisture
 ▪Has a higher concentration of Allantoin to 
remove dead skin cells for better penetration 
and absorption of moisture and moisturizing 
ingredients
 ▪Also protects against damaging friction 

GOR K1320001 96 ml (3.2 oz)

Spray Nine Fast Orange Hand Cleaner
 ▪  Contains no harsh chemicals, mineral 
oils or ammonia that can sting cuts 
and abrasions
 ▪ Pure, fresh-smelling natural citrus 
power does the cleaning
 ▪ Fortifi ed with aloe, lanolin, glycerin 
and other skin conditioners
 ▪ Fine Pumice formula gently deep 
cleans the toughest dirt

SP9 25117 443 ml 
SP9 25219 3.87 litre

Skin Care / Soap
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3M Finesse-it Knit Buffi  ng Pad
 ▪ For use with random orbital sanders 
 ▪Made from wool fi bers
 ▪ For applying the Finesse-it Finishing 
Material or Finesse-it Final Finish
 ▪Has a Hookit attachment system
 ▪ 3" diameter x 15/16 trim length

THR 85078 Each

3M Perfect-It Wool Compounding 6" Pad
 ▪Double sided low linting 100% wool pad
 ▪Designed to refi ne sanding scratches on fi nishes
 ▪ Provides a fi ner fi nish than most 100% wool 
pads without the linting mess

THR 33288 Each

3M Superbuff  Polishing 9" Pad
 ▪A double sided, soft edge polishing pad, specially designed for 
use with a polisher and glaze
 ▪ Extremely fi ne fi bres produces a high gloss on paint surfaces
 ▪ Long life, fl exibility, lightweight and well balanced
 ▪ Fine, polishing pad
 ▪ Built-in lightweight back-up support
 ▪ 9" diameter, double sided 
 ▪Use with 05710 Superbuff  adapter

THR 05705 Each
Accessories:

THR 05710 Adapter 05710

3M Hookit SBS 7" Backup Pad
 ▪Get easy attachment, quick removal and 
accurate centring of either the compounding or 
polishing pad with the Hookit system
 ▪ Thread size: 5/8"
 ▪ 7" diameter
 ▪Max RPM:  3000

THR 05717 Each

3M Perfect-It SBS 7" Back-up Pad
 ▪Designed for use with adapter (05710)
 ▪ Enables 3M Superbuff  Pad users to use the 3M Perfect-it Foam 
Polishing Pad (05726) without having to remove the Superbuff  
adaptor from the shaft of the polisher
 ▪ Thread size: 5/8"
 ▪ 7" diameter  
 ▪Max RPM:  3000

THR 05718 Each

3M Superbuff  III Compounding 9" Pad
 ▪A double sided, 100% wool pad with a stiff er 
central hub for more cutting power
 ▪ This pad has untwisted wool yarn construction, 
which allows for more surface contact, while giving 
excellent cut and fi nish
 ▪ Excellent for hard paint
 ▪Aggressive, fast cutting pad
 ▪ 9" diameter, double sided
 ▪Use with 05710 Superbuff  adapter

THR 05703 Each
Accessories:

THR 05710 Adapter 05710

3M Superbuff  III 2 plus 2 Compounding 9" Pad
 ▪ 2 sides to buff  
 ▪More fl exible - Gets into tight areas and 
reverse curves more easily
 ▪ Longer life - Provides greater economics to 
your buffi  ng operation
 ▪Heavy back-up pads are eliminated by the "2 plus 2" 
pad's own lightweight support system
 ▪Washable
 ▪ 9" diameter, double sided
 ▪Use with 05710 Superbuff  adapter

THR 05704 Each
Accessories:

THR 05710 Adapter 05710

3M Hookit SBS System 9" Pads
 ▪ Single sided wool compounding/
polishing pad system
 ▪ Produces exceptional fi nishes on today's 
paint systems
 ▪ The Hookit SBS System is designed to 
provide easy attachment and removal 
and accurate centring of the Hookit SBS 
Compounding or Polishing Pad to the 
Hookit SBS Back-up Pad
 ▪ 9" diameter, single sided
 ▪ 1/pkg

THR 05711 Compounding pad
THR 05713 Polishing pad

Accessories:
THR 05717 Hook-It back-up pad 05713

05711

Meguiar's Hand Application Pads
 ▪Ultra-soft applicator pads apply any liquid or 
paste product uniformly and evenly
 ▪ Safe for any fi nish
 ▪ Completely washable and reusable
 ▪ 4-1/2" diameter

Don't put in dryer
MEG W-0004 4/pkg

Cleaning Supplies
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3M Perfect-It Foam Polishing 8" Pad
 ▪Designed to be used with the 3M back up pad (05718)
 ▪ Specially designed convoluted foam face to 
produce a wheel mark free fi nish on topside 
paint or during acrylic and polycarbonate 
plastic reconditioning

THR 05725 Ssingle sided, 2/pkg
Accessories:

THR 05718 Back-up pad

3M Hookit Foam Polishing 3" Pad
 ▪Hookit foam polishing pad
 ▪ Convoluted foam face for cool and swirl free 
polishing
 ▪ Easy-On-Easy Off  3M Hookit attachment
 ▪ Ideal size for getting into hard to reach areas

THR 05726 Each, single sided

3M Perfect-It Foam Compounding 8" Pad
 ▪Used to apply compound to remove sand scratches and swirls
 ▪ Convoluted foam face design holds 
compounds better, i.e., reduces slinging of 
compound
 ▪Use backup pad 05717
 ▪ For extremely fi ne fi nishing

THR 05723 Single sided, 2/pkg
Accessories:

THR 05717 Back-up pad

3M Perfect-It Foam Polishing 8" Pad
 ▪Utilizes a 3M patented convoluted foam face
 ▪ Insert backing for self-centering and edge protection
 ▪Aggressive cut
 ▪Do not exceed 2500 RPM

THR 05737 Each, single sided
Accessories:

THR 05717 Back-up pad, Hook-It
THR 05718 Back-up pad, Perfect-It

Shurhold Serious Pad Cleaner
 ▪ Formulated powdered cleaner for rejuvenating 
buffi  ng pads. Mixed with water this cleaner 
dissolves compounds and waxes from wool, foam 
and blended buffi  ng pads. 
 ▪Also great for cleaning dock lines along with 
microfi ber and cotton bonnets

SHU 30803 340 g (12 oz)

3M Ultra Fine Foam Polishing Pad
 ▪Double sided ultrafi ne pad with quick connect
 ▪ Provides a swirl free fi nish with 3M Ultrafi ne 
Machine Polish (39062, 06068 or 06069)
 ▪Use with 3M Quick Connect Adaptor 05752

THR 05708
Accessories:

THR 05752 Quick release adapter

3M Wool Polishing Pads
 ▪A high performance, double sided yellow 
blended wool polishing pads
 ▪ Removes compound swirl marks and fi ne 
paint surface defects

THR 05754 9" each
Accessories:

THR 05752 Quick release adapter

3M Perfect-It
Wool Compounding 9" Pad

 ▪High performance double sided 100% wool 
compounding pad
 ▪ Refi nes P1200 and fi ner sand scratches and 
other paint surface defects
 ▪Quick connect design

THR 05753 Each
Accessories:

THR 05752 Quick release adapter

3M Foam Compounding Pad
 ▪Double sided pad with quick connect
 ▪Use to remove sand scratches
 ▪ For use with 3M Quick Connect Adaptor 05752
 ▪ Suggested for use with Perfect-It Rubbing 
Compound (39060,  06086)

THR 05706
Accessories:

THR 05752 Quick release adapter

3M Foam Polishing Pad
 ▪Double sided pad with quick connect
 ▪ Provides high-gloss shine
 ▪ For use with Quick Connect Adaptor 05752, and 
Perfect-It Machine Polish (39061 or 06065)

THR 05707
Accessories:

THR 05752 Quick release adapter

3M Perfect-It Wool Compounding 9" Pad
 ▪Double sided low linting 100% wool pad
 ▪Designed to refi ne sanding scratches on fi nishes
 ▪ Provides a fi ner fi nish than most 100% wool 
pads without the linting mess
 ▪Use with 3M quick connect adaptor, # 05752
 ▪ Suggested for use with Perfect-It rubbing 
compound

THR 33279 Each
Accessories:

THR 05752 Quick release adapter

3M Paint Finishing Pad Kit
 ▪ Complete buff er kit for compounding, 
polishing and fi nishing paint defects
 ▪ Single-sided 4" Hook-It buff er pads are excellent 
for control and access in small areas or tight spaces
 ▪ Includes foam and 100% low-lint wool buff er pads 
for compounding
 ▪ Foam polishing pad is designed for removing 
compounding swirls and small paint defects

THR 30045
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Pro Polish Scrub Brushes

Dual action polisher scrub brushes.
 ▪ Stiff  (White) for teak and heavily stained areas.
 ▪Medium (Yellow) for medium duty cleaning and 
scrubbing. Works well on carpets.
 ▪ Soft (Yellow Flagged) for general duty cleaning 
and scrubbing. Also great for waxing non-skid.
 ▪  All brushes are designed to easily fi t Shurhold's 
Dual Action Polisher.

SHU 3205 Stiff , white
SHU 3206 Medium, yellow
SHU 3207 Soft, yellow, fl agged

 ▪ Random action orbital polisher
 ▪ Rated power: 500 watts 
 ▪ 6 speed: 2,500-6,500 OPM
 ▪ 20' power cord w/GFCI plug
 ▪ 4.8 lbs
 ▪ Includes: Polisher

 - Pro Polish liquid wax sealant & polish (16oz)
 - Pro Polish foam fi nishing pad
 - Microfi bre towel
 - Quick change backing plate & wrench
 - Heavy duty carry bag
SHU 3101 Kit

Buff  Magic Pads

 ▪A general purpose, light cutting pad
 ▪ 6-1/2" 100% premium wool
 ▪ Perfect for removal of oxidation
 ▪Hook & loop backing

SHU 3151 2/pkg

Pro Polish Pads

 ▪ 6-1/2" black foam fi nessing pads
 ▪Decreases polish absorption
 ▪ Prevents pad skipping
 ▪ Reduces heat & friction
 ▪Hook & loop backing

SHU 3152 2/pkg

Buff  Magic Foam Pads

 ▪A general purpose, light cutting, compounding, foam pad
 ▪ 6-1/2" in diameter 
 ▪Dimpled pattern pad face runs cooler
 ▪ For removing oxidation, swirls and scratches

SHU 3154 2/pkg

Shurhold Dual Action Polisher Kit

Shurhold
Brite Bonnet Final Polish Pads
The Brite Bonnet is a shaggy microfi ber pad 
used to remove excess wax and buff  your surface 
to a fi nal shine. This unique pad is designed with 
a vapor barrier inside so it may be fi tted over a wet wax pad for 
quick use.
For use with the Dual Action Polisher (3101). 
Not compatible with the Pro Rotary Polisher (3400) or Dual Action 
Polisher Pro (3500)
SHU 3153 5"
SHU YBP-3153 7-1/2"

Shurhold Dual Action Polisher Pro
 ▪Orbit (21mm) and pad size (7") 
 ▪ 6" quick change backing plate 
 ▪ 2 diff erent ergonomic gripping styles 
 ▪ EZ change carbon brush ports 
 ▪ Thumb controlled variable speed dial (1,800-4,800 OPM) 
 ▪ Locking on button 
 ▪ 120V AC, 60Hz 
 ▪ 7.5 amp, 900 watt 
 ▪Weight: 6 lbs - (2.72kgs) 
 ▪ Power Cord: 20 feet 
 ▪ Includes a detailed user guide and 
canvas storage bag

SHU 3500
Accessories:

SHU 3552 7" polishing foam pad, red
SHU 3554 7" cutting pad, orange
SHU 3555 7" heavy oxidation pad, blue

Shurhold Pro Rotary Polisher
This super powerful true rotary polisher cuts, polishes, and buff s. 

 ▪ 7" quick change backing plate 
 ▪ 3 diff erent ergonomic gripping styles 
 ▪ EZ change carbon brush ports 
 ▪ Thumb controlled variable speed dial (600 - 3200 RPM) 
 ▪ Locking on button 
 ▪ 120V AC, 60Hz 
 ▪ 12 amp, 1400 watt 
 ▪ Backing Plate: 177mm (7"), pad size: 190mm (7.5") 
 ▪Weight: 9.4 lbs - (4.39kgs) 
 ▪ Power Cord: 20 feet 
 ▪ Includes a detailed user guide and canvas storage bag

SHU 3400

Cleaning Suppiies
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Shurhold
Swivel Pads and Scrubbers
Swivel pad base with the SHUR-LOK 
adapter.
SHU 1700

Swivel pad combo that includes swivel 
pad base with the SHUR-LOK adapter and 
synthetic lambs wool cover.
SHU 1710C

Synthetic lambs wool cover.  
SHU 1710

SHU 1700F Scrubber pad - Fine (each)
SHU 1700M Scrubber pad - Medium (each)
SHU 1700C Scrubber pad - Coarse (each)
SHU 1701 Fine scrubber pad (2/pkg)
SHU 1702 Med. scrubber pad (2/pkg)
SHU 1703 Coarse scrubber pad (2/pkg)

Shurhold Broom
Angled broom that attaches to handles.
SHU 120

SHU 833 72" telescoping, locks at 4 lengths from 43"-72"
SHU 855 108" telescoping, locks at 5 lengths from 63"-108"

Shurhold Handles

Handles are made from triple anodized, heat treated 
aluminum and quickly lock with all Shurhold accessories.
SHU 713 13" fi xed length
SHU 730 30" fi xed length
SHU 740 40" fi xed length
SHU 760 60" fi xed length

SHU 980 10" soft brush, yellow polystyrene bristles
SHU 985 10" med .brush, yellow polystyrene bristles
SHU 990 10" stiff  brush, white polypropylene bristles

Shurhold Brushes
900 series brushes feature a hard wood base, premium bristles, 
wrap around safety bumper, fl ared bristles, and angled heads.

SHU 950 6" stiff  brush, white polypropylene bristles
SHU 955 6" medium brush, yellow polystyrene bristles
SHU 960 6" soft brush, yellow polystyrene bristles
SHU 970 6" extra soft blue nylon bristles

Great for windows, hulls, wheels, and other hard to reach areas.
SHU 50 5" round soft brush, yellow polystyrene bristles
SHU 310 8" nylon soft brush, blue nylon bristles
SHU 308 8" soft brush, yellow polystyrene bristles

Shurhold Hammerhead Brush
Ergonomically designed, it has a soft, 
contoured body that is comfortable and easy to 
grip when hand washing.  The brush also fi ts 
onto all Shurhold handles.  Equipped with the 
SHUR-LOK II quick-release system, it will 
not spin or pop off  during use. With its bi-level 
design, a boater can push the brush out in front 
horizontally like a deck brush—and clean vertical hull surfaces just 
as eff ectively. The two-way cleaning is accomplished by special 
fi bres set at diff erent angles in the brush head. 

 ▪ 4-1/2" x 8"
SHU 2110

Shurhold 900 Series Combo Brush
Now you can clean with just one brush. 
The combo deck brush is perfect for 
gentle washing along with areas that 
require more eff ort. The combo deck 
brush features longer soft fi bers for 
washing, and medium short fi bers for 
scrubbing. As you push down harder on 
stubborn spots, the stiff er fi bers take over. As 
with all Shurhold brushes, this combo deck 
brush easily snaps into any Shurhold handle 
and features solid wood block and rubber 
wraparound bumper. 6"(15 cm)
SHU 965

Shurhold Adapters and Extensions
Threaded adapter that is compatible 
with most internally threaded products.
SHU 101

10" curved adapter adds a 30 degree 
angle  to any of the four SHUR-LOK 
equipped accessories. Two holes at the 
end provide a 180 degree rotation.
SHU 102CH
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Camco Boat Hook
 ▪Multi-purpose Boat Hook has many uses 
including a centered push-off  and line carrier
 ▪ Fits all Camco Handles and most other 
brands

CAM 41940

Camco Flexible Water Blade
 ▪ Squeegee is fl exible and safe on any 
surface
 ▪Helps eliminate water spots
 ▪ Fits all Camco handles and most 
other brands with Pivoting Adapter

 ▪ The Pivoting adapter locks into 
squeegee for vertical or horizontal 
use

CAM 41936 Water blade
CAM 41938 Pivoting adapter

Sea-Dog
Combination Soft Bristle Brush & Squeegee

 ▪Universal Acme thread 
 ▪ Fits all Sea-Dog boat hooks
 ▪ Soft brush with injected molded
nylon/rubber squeegee
 ▪W: 3-1/4" L: 10-3/8" D: 2-3/4"

SED 491075-1

Shurhold Flexible Water Blade
12" fl exible water blade easily molds to 
curved surfaces, drying in 1/3 the normal time. 
Patented T-Bar edge eliminates water spotting 
without chamois and towels.
SHU 260

Shurhold
Flexible Water Blade Adapter

 ▪Water blade holder to SHUR-LOK adapter
SHU 265

Shurhold Squeegees
All squeegees are constructed of 
stainless steel and feature the exclusive 
SHUR-LOK quick release adapter.
SHU 1412 12" 
SHU 1416 16"

Shurhold Mops
All mops are oversized and feature the 
exclusive SHUR-LOK quick release 
adapter.

Synthetic chamois mop, super absorbent.
SHU 113

The Deluxe Water Sprite mop is the most 
absorbent mop available. It's designed 
with 1-3/8" (35mm) wide strips that 
will never mold or mildew. It's ideal for 
drying and preventing water spots.
SHU 117

Rayon string mop, ideal for general 
purpose maintenance.
SHU 118**

** Limited Quantity

Shurhold Boat Hook
 ▪ Feature SHUR-LOK quick release adapter
 ▪ 3 in 1 boat hook that features a line  carrying 
feature, centre push off , and a basic boat hook

SHU 130

Sea-Dog
Boat Hook To Lock Button Adapter
Allows the Sea-Dog boat hook to be used with Shurhold and 
other accessories that have a lock button attachment system.

 ▪ Fiberglass fi lled injection molded nylon
SED 491060-1

Shurhold Flexible Rope & Cord Brush
 ▪ Cleans 1/2" - 1" rope
 ▪ Ideal for boat line
 ▪ Simple to use and store
 ▪Works on twisted & braided line
 ▪ 4" x 3"

SHU 273

Camco
Adjustable Multi-Purpose Handles

 ▪ Teardrop profi le
 ▪Anodized aluminum construction
 ▪ Two TPE hand grips
 ▪ Includes multi-purpose boat hook

CAM 41912 3' - 6'
CAM 41914 5' - 9'
CAM 41916 6' - 11'

Sea-Dog
Boat Hook Brush

 ▪ Three-sided bristle brushes fi t all 
universal threaded devices
 ▪ Soft bristles are safe for gelcoat, paint 
and plastic windows
 ▪Medium bristle is a good overall brush for textured and 
non-skid surfaces
 ▪ Side bristles make it easy to clean in hard to reach places
 ▪ 10-1/2" head is longer than industry standard covering a 
larger cleaning area
 ▪W: 10-1/2" x H: 3-5/8" x D: 3-1/4"

SED 491070-1 Soft / Blue
SED 491080-1 Medium / Yellow
SED 491090-1 Stiff  / White

Cleaning Suppiies
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Camco
Adjustable Broom
▪Handle adjusts from 52" to 24"
▪ 9-1/2" broom head folds for storage & two position use
▪ Soft bristled head adjusts to diff erent angles for maximum 

cleaning power
▪Handy dustpan clips onto broom handle for storage
CAM 43623

B&H Wood Handles
For deck brushes or brooms.
BAH 5248 Tapered 48"
BAH 5254 Tapered 54"
BAH 5260 Tapered 60"
BAH 6148 Threaded 48"
BAH 6154 Threaded 54"
BAH 6160 Threaded 60"

Star brite 8" Brushes
▪ Polypropylene construction which is 

impervious to salt, sun & chemicals
▪Will not crack split or warp like wood brushes
▪ Fits on Davis 4122, 4132 & 4152 or standard 

threaded hardwood handles
STA 40010 Stiff 
STA 40011 Medium
STA 40013 Soft

40011

B&H Deck Brushes
Set in 4-1/2" dia. molded plastic head   
that fi ts tapered and threaded handles.
BAH 852BR Brown, stiff 
BAH 852BL Soft, blue PVC
BAH 852Y Poly, medium
BAH 852T Natural tampico (absorbent)

Star brite Hand Scrub Brush
Nylon Bristles set in a shaped plastic block with 
a contoured handle.
▪ L: 6" x W: 2-1/4" x H: 3-1/4"
STA 40027

Shurhold Mate Brush & Handle
For the budget minded customer who wants quality without the 
SHUR-LOK system.

7" Hardwood brush with safety bumper mounted on a 
48" threaded wood handle.
SHU 1950 Stiff  polypropylene
SHU 1955 Medium polystyrene
SHU 1960 Soft fl agged polystyrene

B&H Mop
Yacht Mops of  3-ply yarn, securely bound 
with rustproof wire to fi nished 48" handle.
BAH 06020 16 oz / 450 gr

Shurhold Hand Held Brushes
Includes unique spot scrubber on handle.
▪ L: 6" x W: 2-1/2" x H: 2"
SHU 270 Utility brush

Soft comfortable handle and safety bumper.
▪ L: 7-1/4" x 3-3/4" x H: 4-1/2"
SHU 272 Scrub brush

Stiff  chemical resistant bristles. 
▪ Length overall: 8-1/4" x Head: 3-1/2" x 3-1/2"
SHU 274 Dip & scrub brush

Stiff  chemical resistant bristles. 
▪ Length overall: 20" x Head: 3-1/2" x 3-1/2"
SHU 276 Dip & scrub brush

Camco Wash & Wax Brush Kit
▪ Includes telescoping handle, medium 

brush head, microfi bre wash mitt, boat 
hook attachment and mesh carry bag

CAM 41975

Camco Multi-Purpose Handle Brush Heads
▪ 7 inch-wide brush head
▪ Rubber perimeter bumper
CAM 41922 Soft, blue
CAM 41924 Medium, yellow
CAM 41926 Stiff , white

Camco
Dust Pan & Whisk Broom
▪ Small size makes it easy to keep handy
▪Whiskbroom snaps into dust pan when not in use
▪ Includes whiskbroom and dust pan
▪Whiskbroom is 10" wide
CAM 43945
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Star brite Stainless Steel Cleaning Brush
 ▪ Stainless steel wire bristles are 
stapled into a curved hardwood block
 ▪ Bristle trim 1-3/16"
 ▪ Block size: 14" x 1-1/8"

STA 40059

Simms Scratch & Scraper Brush
 ▪Wire brush with long handle and metal 
scraper attached
 ▪ Size: 12" x 1-1/4"

SIM 6350

Simms Wire Scratch Brushes
Wire scratch brush with long handle.

Part # Wire Rows Size

SIM 6330 3 14" x 1-1/8"

SIM 6340 4 14" x 1-1/8"

Star brite Detail Brushes
 ▪ Block size 7-1/8" x 7/16"

STA 40062 Nylon bristles
STA 40063 Brass bristles
STA 40064 Stainless steel bristles

Star brite Utility Brushes
 ▪ Plastic handle, 5/8" bristle trim
 ▪ Block size: 7-1/4" x 1-1/2"

STA 40070 Nylon bristles
STA 40069 Brass bristles 40069

Davis Hull Scraper
When the boat is still in the water it is very easy to scrub away the 
soft fouling from the hull, before it hardens and becomes barnacles 
and sea shells. The cleaning head has a built-in buoyancy of 2 kg, 
which presses the rubber scrapers up against the hull and removes 
marine growth such as seaweed and early soft barnacles.

 ▪A 30-35 foot sailboat takes about 20 minutes to clean
 ▪Works on leisure motorboats and sailboats up to 40 foot long
 ▪ The cleaning head is provided with soft, fl exible scrapers and a 
hard scraper to access all angles and shapes a hull may have
 ▪Note that the Hull Scraper SET is intended for soft fouling and 
not already hardened or sharp fouling

DIN 86120** Spare cleaning Head
** Limited Quantity

Davis Waterline Brush

The Waterline Brush easily removes dirt that is 
formed at the waterline on the hull. The cleaning 
head has 1 kg buoyancy which helps to push the 
brush against the hull and is provided with a soft 
fl eece brush on one side and a scraper on the other 
side. Scrub with fl eece brush on the dirt and turn the 
side to rinse and remove residue with the scraper. 

 ▪ Compliments the Scrubbis Hull Scraper SET(86102)
 ▪ Telescopic Handle(86151) sold seperately

DIN 86103** Brush head
DIN 86151** Telescopic handle

** Limited Quantity

Davis Cleaning Groovy Head

A cleaning head and accessory to Hull Scraper Set 
(86102), this is designed for tough and abundant 
marine growth, but not already hardened fouling 
such as shells. The cleaning head has a buoyancy of 
2 kg, which creates a pressure against the hull and 
facilitates cleaning. 
DIN 86152** Groovy Head

** Limited Quantity

Davis Indicator Plate

Tie the plate with your boat or the jetty beside the 
boat.  Once in a while during the season, lift up the 
plate from the water and look if there is any fouling. If so, then it's 
time to scrub your boat hull. Also scrape of the fouling from the 
plate so you know you restart the indicator fresh. 
DIN 86106**

** Limited Quantity

Hull Cleaning / Cleaning Supplies
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Star brite Ultimate 
Magic Sponge + Scrub Xtend

 ▪ The perfect tool for reaching and 
eliminating annoying black marks and 
scuff s on your boat or RV without the 
strain of scrubbing on your hands and knees.
 ▪Dual-articulating connector allows pad to stay in contact with 
varying angled surfaces
 ▪ Screw-thread adapter included
 ▪ 1 swivel pad, 4.5" x 9.75"

STA 41010
STA 41011 Refi ll scrubber pad

3M Scuff  Sponges
 ▪ Three-dimensional nonwoven material 
laminated to a cellulose sponge material
 ▪ For scuffi  ng/cleaning a variety of surfaces
 ▪May be used wet or dry
 ▪Hand-held size off ers convenience, comfort and reduces waste

THR 07441 General purpose (Maroon)
THR 07442 Ultra Fine (Grey)

Shurhold Microfi bre Towels
3-Pack of towels includes: 
  (1) Polish & Shine-Super soft
  (1) Wash & Wax-Xtra strong
  (1) Glass & Mirror- Lint free
SHU 293 16" x 16"

Meguiar's Micro-Fibre Wash Mitt
 ▪ Extra thick, clear coat safe, Microfi bre lifts 
and traps dirt and grime for a swirl-free fi nish
 ▪ Comfort-fi t cuff  and soft inner lining
 ▪ 7.5" x 11.5" 

MEG X-3002

Shurhold PVA Sponge & Towel

 ▪ PVA sponges absorb more than regular 
sponges
 ▪ Faster and more eff ective drying
 ▪ Prevents water spots on all surfaces
 ▪ Resists mold and mildew
 ▪ L: 6-3/4" x H: 3" x D:1-3/8".

SHU 210

 ▪Absorbs 50% more than natural chamois
 ▪ Extra large size: 17" x 27"

SHU 220

Flitz Microfi bre Towels
 ▪ 16" x 16" towels
 ▪Washable up to 500 times
 ▪Absorbs 4 times its weight in liquid

FLZ MC16164 4/pkg

Star brite Hand Grip Cellulose Sponge
 ▪ Super absorbent cellulose sponge
 ▪Half moon shape makes for easy grip
 ▪ 7-3/4" x 3-1/2" x 2-1/2"

STA 40077**
** Limited Quantity

3M Extra Large Commercial Sponge
 ▪ Extra large commercial sponge
 ▪ Excellent quality, highly absorbent sponge
 ▪ 7.5" x 4.3" x 2"

THR 80200C-41

Shurhold Microfi bre
Wash Mitt

 ▪ Plush chenille fi bres designed to clean the 
most sensitive surfaces while holding tons 
of clean soapy water

SHU 286 

Star brite Ultimate Water Absorber
 ▪ Lint-free, reistant to chemicals, mold, and mildew, 
and can easily last years
 ▪ Super soft and safe to use on any gelcoat, fi breglass, 
eisenglass, and plastic
 ▪Machine washable, and stores in its own packaging

STA 42046 26" x 17"

Star brite Magic Sponges
 ▪ The fastest way to remove stains, scuff s 
and streaks from fi berglass and vinyl 
surfaces

STA 41001 Small, 2-1/2" x 4", each
STA 41008 Large, 4" x 7", display 8/pkg

Star brite Large Scrub Pad Kit
 ▪Great for tackling many diff erent cleaning 
jobs
 ▪ Fine, medium, and coarse scrub pads 
included can be switched out, depending on 
the level of scrubbing needed
 ▪ The premium handle is durable and 
comfortable to hold for long periods. It grips pads easily, and 
inludes a scraper for removing tough, dried on grime 

STA 42023 4.5" x 10"
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Kimberly-Clark
Wypall Manufactured Rags

 ▪ Extra-tough WYPALL  wipers
 ▪No adhesives or binders
 ▪ Reinforced for extra scrubbing power
 ▪ Tough enough for big jobs and soft enough 
for face and hands
 ▪White colour.
 ▪ 180 per box
 ▪ 12.5" x 16.8"

RAG 54015

Kimberly-Clark
Wypall Manufactured Rags

 ▪WYPALL L20 wipers
 ▪ Creates "absorbency pockets", which help 
absorb more water faster.
 ▪ Textured side for cleaning power
 ▪ Contains no binders or glues
 ▪Multi-ply capacity for large spills
 ▪ Tan colour
 ▪ 176 per box  
 ▪ 12.5" x 16.8"

RAG 58399-60

Rags
Rags White Terry Rags

White / Off  White.
RAG TO201-8 8 lb

# 1 White Wipers

White / Off  White cotton blend broadcloth shirts and pants. 
An economic mix, which can be used for most jobs, 
including solvent cleaning.
RAG WHO201-10 10 lb

# 1 Flannel Rags

Coloured cotton fl annel material. This is a medium weight wiper, 
ideal for many jobs, low lint, soft, absorbent, great for polishing.
RAG FLO301-10 10 lb

#1 White Fleece

RAG WHO601-8.8 8.8 lb

# 1 White Ganzies Rags

All "T" shirt material which is knit cotton and cotton blends.It is 
very low in lint and is colourfast in solvent. Ideal for pre-paint 
preparation and wood staining. New double cut rags are half the 
normal size for smaller jobs and greater cost controls.
RAG WHO701-10  8.8 lb

Polo Coloured Rags

Dark coloured "T" shirt material, which is knit cotton and cotton 
blends. This is an economical wiper, excellent for most jobs.
RAG CO901-10 10 lb

Kimberly-Clark
Wypall L20 Rags

 ▪ Textured for extra cleaning power
 ▪No adhesives or binders
 ▪Multi-ply capacity for large spills
 ▪ 12.5" x 16.8"
 ▪White
 ▪ 176/box

RAG 34607

B&H Galvanized Metal Pails
Electro-galvanized metal utility pails.
PAL P012-9L 9 litres
PAL P014-12L 12 litres

Camco Collapsible Round Bucket
 ▪ 3 gallon (11L) capacity
 ▪Opens easily to 9.25" (23.5 cm) tall and 
folds to less than 2" (3.5 cm) tall for 
compact storage
 ▪ Zippered storage bag included.

CAM 42993

Camco
Collapsible Oval Bucket

 ▪Over 18" wide for ease of use with large wash brushes
 ▪ Collapses to 2-3/4" tall to fi t in its own easy to carry 
storage bag (included)
 ▪ 18-1/4" x 9-1/2" x 10-1/2"
 ▪ 5 gallon capacity

CAM 42973

Cleaning Supplies / Buckets
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Fairview Star Brand Water Hose
Blue Star:
Top of the line 1/2" x 50' hose with machined 
brass hose couplings. 300 P.S.I.
FRV WH8BLU-50H

Yellow Star:
Quality hose, 1/2" x 50' hose with machined 
brass hose couplings. 125 P.S.I.
FRV WH8YEL-50H

Camco
TastPURE Premium Hoses

 ▪Heavy duty reinforced 5/8" ID drinking water 
hoses are 20% thicker than our standard hoses
 ▪ Rated for 300 PSI and NSF listed
 ▪ BTA free
 ▪Anti-kink design, machined fi ttings and 
strain-relief ends for added durability

CAM 22833 5/8" x 25'
CAM 22853 5/8" x 50'

Plastair Flush Mount Hose Enclosure
 ▪Multi pattern nozzle
 ▪Drinking water safe 
 ▪ Resistant to ultra violet sun rays 
 ▪ Comes complete with an internal 
mount enclosure, 15' spring hose 
deluxe, and S/S screws
 ▪ Flange OD: 7-7/16" x 7-7/16"
 ▪ Flange cutout: 5-1/4" x 5-1/4"
 ▪Mounts: 16-3/4" deep from fl ange
 ▪ Lifetime warranty

PLA PUW615IC30T

T-H Marine
Wash Down Station & Hose

 ▪ 25' coiled hose with nozzle
 ▪ Chrome brass fi ttings stay 
corrosion free
 ▪ Five foot supply hose with 
female hose fi tting
 ▪ Can be directly plumbed to pumps or affi  xed 
to existing wash down fi tting

THM WDHH-25W-C-DP
Plastair Deluxe Hose Kits

 ▪ Retains fl exibility in hot or cold 
 ▪ 25' spring hose
 ▪ Excellent fl exibility, lightweight and compact 
 ▪ Chromed brass fi ttings 
 ▪Grip guard on working end 
 ▪ Lifetime warranty 

PLA PUW625B9M30T 25' hose only
PLA PUW650B9M30T 50' hose only

 ▪Multi pattern nozzle
PLA PUW625WNM30T 25' hose and nozzle
PLA WNE-G-1 Nozzle only

Plastair Flat Water Hose
 ▪Drinking water safe 
 ▪Ultra light polyurethane 
 ▪ Self-draining 
 ▪Kink resistant 
 ▪ Round to fl at memory

PLA FH-50-3F 5/8" x 50'

Camco
EvoFlex Hoses

 ▪ Extra Flexible: Holds no memory, 
making it easier to position and store
 ▪Drinking Water Safe: Contains a BPA-
free, lead-free and phthalate-free formulation
 ▪ Provides Great Tasting Water: The hose won't leave a strong 
plastic taste in your water
 ▪Durable Construction: Features nickel-plated machined fi ttings
 ▪UV-Stabilized: For a long life
 ▪Made in the USA

CAM 22594 5/8" x 25'
CAM 22596 5/8" x 50'

Plastair Spring Hose
 ▪ Compact 3/8" highly fl exible blue hose
 ▪Drinking water safe
 ▪ 15' long with chromed brass fi ttings
 ▪ Clamshell packed

PLA PUWE615B9M3 15'

Shurhold
Hose Strap

 ▪ Convenient one-piece, sturdy construction
 ▪Has a hang-up hole
 ▪Adjustable strap holds a variety of hose lengths
 ▪May also be used for extension cords, ropes and 
power cables

SHU 289

Plastair ELASTO Hardshell
Stretch Hose

 ▪ Resists rips, tears, scuff s, and punctures while 
remaining fl exible in all weather conditions
 ▪Drinking water safe
 ▪Outfi tted with a Swivel Quick Connector that 
eliminates hose twisting and tangling
 ▪ 3/4" ID for maximum water fl ow

PLA SH-15-1 to 15'
PLA SH-25-1 to 25'
PLA SH-50-1 to 50'

Water Hoses
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Groco Pistol Grip Nozzle
 ▪ Built for continuous use with salt water
 ▪All parts are corrosion-free plastic
 ▪ Internal stainless steel return spring
 ▪ Carded for display

GRO PGN-50

Heater Craft Spray Nozzle / Shower Head
 ▪ Full featured 5 position spray head
 ▪ Convenient off /on thumb switch fi ts 
comfortably in any hand

HCM S101

Mibro Brass Hose Nozzle
All brass construction.
MIB 770381 Nozzle, carded
MIB 682251 Replacement washers, 12/pkg
MIB 773640 Replacement washers, 10/pkg

Shurhold Hose Nozzle
 ▪ Ergonomically-shaped, die-cast zinc hose 
nozzle body has a soft, black, vinyl grip for 
a comfortable hold
 ▪ Includes a hold-open clip for a constant 
water fl ow and has a stainless steel spring

SHU 288

Shurfl o Spray Nozzle
 ▪High impact plastic spray nozzle
 ▪Adjusts from mist to full stream
 ▪ Lock clip for continuous spray

SHR 94-010-00

Jabsco Spray Nozzle
 ▪High impact plastic spray nozzle
 ▪Adjusts from mist to full stream
 ▪ Lock clip for continuous spray
 ▪ Includes quick connect adapter

JAB 30703-1000

Bulls Eye Power Nozzle
 ▪Delivers 50% more power & uses 50% less water 
 ▪Will not break & will not leak 
 ▪Adjusts from POWER mode to heavy SPRAY, pin point 
PRECISION, and leak proof OFF

BLY POWER NOZZLE Bulk
BLY POWER NOZZLE CARDED Carded
BLY FISHBOWL SMALL Bowl display w/25 units

Sea-Dog Hose Klip
Water Hose Lock for Deck Fills

 ▪ Stops your hose from coming out of the deck fi ll 
during fi lling
 ▪ Compression fi tting locks into place for hands free 
operation
 ▪ Fits most 1-1/2" deck fi lls

SED 357393-1 

Forespar
PureWater+ All-In-One Clean Water Kit

 ▪ Ideal for space-saving use on-board boats 
 ▪ Easy to install and maintain
 ▪ Filter changes in less the 20 seconds
 ▪ Includes 5 mic fi lter
 ▪Does not require under-counter access for fi lter 
change
 ▪Attractive solid brass chrome faucet 
 ▪ Filter cartridge life up to 350 gallons

FRS 770295 All-In-One complete kit
FRS 770297-1 5 mic replacement fi lter, each
FRS 770297-2 5 mic replacement fi lters, (2/pkg)
FRS 770298-1 0.5 mic enhanced fi lter, each 
FRS 770298-2 0.5 mic enhanced fi lters, (2pkg)

Land and Sea
Water Purifi cation
Complete compact system to make any fresh water holding tank 
clean & safe for drinking at point of use or under sink installations

 ▪ 316 stainless steel ultraviolet purifi cation unit rated at 1.5 gpm
 ▪ 5 micron carbon block pre-fi ltration and housing to eliminate 
taste/odour & sediment to 5 microns
 ▪Mounting brackets and hardware
 ▪ Filter housing wrench
 ▪ Point of use dispensing faucet in stainless steel
 ▪ Spare 5 micron carbon block fi lter (changed every 6 months)
 ▪ Installation kit with stainless steel braided tubing and brass 
compression fi ttings

LSU LSS-12* 12VDC
LSU LSS-24* 24VDC
LSU LSS-120* 120VAC

* Request Item

Nozzles / Water Filtration
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Camco Hand Pump Kit
 ▪ Pump antifreeze directly into your 
waterlines and supply tanks 
 ▪Kit includes fl exible connecting 
line with city water connection

CAM 36003

Camco DIY Winterizing Kit
 ▪Quickly and effi  ciently services 
inboard/outboard marine engines 
 ▪Allows fl ushing and preparation of 
boat engine for winter storage with 
just fi ve gallons of antifreeze and your 
fl usher

CAM 65501

Camco
TastePURE RV & Marine Water Filter
Improve the taste and smell of your drinking water for up 
to 120 days. Filters down to 150 microns.
CAM 40646

Camco
TastePURE KDF/Carbon Water Filter

 ▪ Larger capacity fi lter lasts an entire season
 ▪Greatly reduces bad taste, odours, chlorine and 
sediment in drinking water
 ▪ 100 micron fi bre fi lter
 ▪ In-line, exterior mount fi lter has a wider body to 
increase fl ow.
 ▪ Includes fl exible hose protector to minimize 
kinking that impedes water fl ow

CAM 40013

Star brite
Aqua Clean Water Conditioner

 ▪ Cleans and deodorizes fresh water holding 
tanks and supply systems 
 ▪ Excellent for use after storage or winterization 
 ▪ Flushes out scale and sediment 
 ▪Use to prevent foul taste and odours 
 ▪One gallon treats 100 gallons of water

STA 32300 Gallon

Camco
TastePURE Water Freshener

 ▪ Eliminate algae and slime build-up from 
drinking water tanks
 ▪Keeps stored water fresh & odour free
 ▪ 1 oz for each 20 gallons of water

CAM 40200

Kuuma Heater Drain Plug
 ▪ Replace water heater valves with 
sturdy, easily-installed brass 
replacements that last a lifetime

KUU 11703

Camco Blow Out Plugs
 ▪ Completely clear your water lines 
 ▪ Screw the plug into the city water inlet, 
open all drains and faucets, attach and 
activate air pump until all lines are clear

CAM 36103 Plastic
CAM 36153 Brass

Camco Bypass Kit
 ▪ Temporary bypass kit allows you to hook up for winterizing and 
remove in the spring for reconnecting the system 
 ▪ Comes with crimp-resistant nylon reinforced hose

CAM 35713

Camco Pump Converter
 ▪ Permanent kit installs with an 
adjustable wrench and comes 
complete with brass valve, siphon 
hose, Tefl on tape and pump adapters

CAM 36543

Camco Bypass Kit
 ▪ Save on antifreeze when you winterize 
with this easily-installed, permanent, 
water heater bypass kit 
 ▪ Sturdy, brass backfl ow preventer and 
100% shut-off  valve lets you bypass the 
water heater with a single turn

CAM 35983

Water Tratment / Winterizing
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MAD MPS.CG50 Conductive grease, 50 ml syringe

The appropriate size anode for any one vessel 
depends on the type, volume and surface area 
of the submerged metals to be protected.

Maddox Anodes
 ▪Maddox are the only low voltage anode designed to eff ectively 
protect bronze and stainless steel parts on composite and 
wooden vessels by creating a more effi  cient pathway for 
cathodic protection.
 ▪ By generating more effi  cient galvanic currents - common issues 
associated with overprotection are remarkably reduced. Vast 
improvements to coating performance and reduction of marine 
growth are experienced.
 ▪Maddox Anodes are cadmium free and environmentally 
friendly.

MAD MPS.MA200 Anode 200MM, 7-3/4" x 4.5" x 1-1/2"
MAD MPS.MA300 Anode 300MM, 11-3/4" x 4.5" x 1-1/2"
MAD MPS.MA500 Anode 500MM, 19-1/2" x 4.5" x 1-1/2"
MAD MPS.MDXBT Bow button, 3/4" x 1-1/2" diameter
MAD MPS.MDXSW Small wedge, pair, 2-3/8" x 3-1/2" x 1"
MAD MPS.MDXWD Large wedge, 3" x 9-1/4" x 1-3/8"

Maddox Electrolysis Blocker
This approved galvanic isolator is designed to block corrosion 
causing current that travels between vessels at a marina using a 
common shore power connection. Compact and easy to install.

 ▪AS/NZS standards approved in compliance with ABYC A28 
requirements & ISO standards
 ▪ 67A AC current rating with a 5000A fail safe rating
 ▪ Ignition-proof
 ▪Waterproof-solid state components - no service required
 ▪ Proven high performance heat sink and design
 ▪ 5-1/2" x 2-1/4" x 4"

MAD MPS.EB67

Corrosion Control / Anodes

HULL MATERIAL vM RANGE 

Fibreglass -550 to -900

Wood -550 to -600

Aluminium -900 to -1100

Steel -800 to -1050

Non-Metallic W/ 
Aluminium Drives -900 to -1050

Maddox
Portable Reference Anode
The Silver/Silver Chloride (Ag/Ag/Cl Reference Electrode is 
designed to be used to identify the electrical potential generated 
by metals in water like drive shafts, eye brackets or through hull 
fi ttings. Using those results you can determine a vessels optimum 
level of cathodic protection.

 ▪Quickly and accu rately check for signs of gal vanic corrosion
 ▪Used effi  ciently with any good quality digital multi meter
 ▪ 12 meter lead

MAD MPS.PRE12

by

► Also See Maddox Shaft Straps   pg 340

► Also See Seaguard Corrosion Test Meter   pg 340



CM31640A

PROPELLER
NUT

CM826134A

CM818298A
CM76214A

MERCURY 
FORCE / 
MARINER

CM8

CM826134A

CM762145A

CM880653A

CM892227A

CM818298AA

A

VERADO

CM392462A

CM367A

CM393023A

CM398873A

CM123009A
CM327606A

CM398331A
(433458A)

CM334451A

CM431708A

CM5007089A

CM397768A

PROPELLER
NUT

A

68A BRP (OMC
JOHNSON
EVINRUDE)

CM6644537101A
(41107ZV500A)

CM826134A
(41109ZW1003A)

CM31640A
(41109ZW1003A)

CM41107ZW1B01A

CM41107ZW1B00A

HONDA

PROPELLER
NUT

CM6644537101A

CM6E0452511A 
(41106935812A)

CM6G54525101A

CM6H14525102A

CM6884525101A

CM68V1132501A

CM6E54537101A

CM61A4537100A

CM69L4537100A

CM6K14537100A

CM6J94537101A

CM6K14537102A
CM6884537102A

CM6E54525100A

PROPELLER
NUT

YAMAHA

88452510

Martyr® is a registered trademark of Canada Metal (Pacific) Limited. Martyr® Anodes are manufactured 
under an ISO-9000 series Quality Assurance Program to original equipment standards and are guar-
anteed to conform to the latest US Mil-DTL-24779C(SH) specification for Aluminum anodes. 

Check anodes regularly and replace them when they are 70% consumed.

Protect your boat, respect our waters.

OUTBOARDS



CM983494A

CM984513A

CM984547ACM431708A

PROPELLER
NUT

(BRP) OMC

CM34127ACM46399A

CM31640A

CM762144A
CM762145A

CM806188A
CM806105A

CM55989A

CM821629A

CM821630A

CM821631A

CM806190A
CM806189A

CM865182A

MERCRUISER

PROPELLER
NUT

CM17A
(8758064)

CM16A
(875809)

CM872793A

CM852835A

CM3854130A

CM3855411A

CM3883728A
CM3841427A

CMV15A
(875810)

CM875812A
(SAIL DRIVE)

CM875821A
(DUO PROP)CMV18A

(8758153)

CM872139A

CM832598A

CM852018A
(850982)

CM851983A

CM3852790A

CM873395A

PROPELLER
NUT

VOLVO

CM358407A
(SAIL DRIVE)

DIVER’S DREAM

MINI DIVER’S DREAM

CMT-20A, CMT-21A
ZHC-2AA, ZHC-3AA, 

ZHC-5AA

RUDDER

SHAFT ANODE

PROPELLER
NUT

INBOARD 
APPLICATIONS

CMMZ404A
CMMZC406A

CMGROUPER

CMM25

CMM24

CMM30

CMM40

Kits available for 
Mercury, Yamaha & Volvo

Protects longer and is more efficient than Zinc. 

Protect your investment in salt and brackish water with genuine Martyr®Anodes because... 

Not all “Zincs” are created equal.

sales@martyranodes.com • www.martyranodes.com

See your dealer for full listing.

STERN DRIVES
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Martyr
BRP OMC / JOHNSON EVINRUDE Anodes
These anodes are direct replacements on OMC engines and 
meet or exceed specifi ed requirements.

Part #

CMT 367Z ZN

CMT 123009A AL

CMT 123009M MG

CMT 123009Z ZN

CMT 327606Z ZN

CMT 389999Z ZN

CMT 393023Z ZN

CMT 392123Z ZN

CMT 392462Z ZN

CMT 397768Z ZN

CMT 398331Z ZN

CMT 431708Z ZN

CMT 433580Z ZN

Part #

CMT 980756Z ZN

CMT 982277Z ZN

CMT 983494Z ZN

CMT 984547M MG

CMT 983952Z ZN

CMT 984547Z ZN

CMT 984513M MG

CMT 984513Z ZN

CMT 5007089Z ZN

Martyr
BRP OMC / JOHNSON EVINRUDE Anodes

Martyr HONDA BF75-90-115 Anode Kits
CMT HBF75115KITA AL

CMT HBF75115KITM MG

 ▪ 41107ZW1B01
 ▪ 06411ZW1
 ▪ 41109ZW1B00 (x2)
 ▪ Fasteners

ALUMINUM:  SALT & BRACKISH WATER
Aluminum Alloy: US Mil-A-24779(SH)

MAGNESIUM:  FRESH WATER ONLY
Magnesium Alloy: AZ91D

ZINC:  SALT WATER ONLY
Zinc Alloy: US Mil-A-18001K

Committed to Protecting the Environment!Committed to Protecting the Environment!

ZINC - For use in salt water
Not recommended for use in fresh water
Alloy is manufactured to meet or exceed US Military Specifi cation

ALUMINUM - For use in salt and brackish water
Performs better, protects longer than Zinc
Alloy is manufactured to meet or exceed US Military Specifi cation

MAGNESIUM - ONLY for use in fresh water
Not recommended for use in salt or brackish water
Th e only alloy proven to protect your boat in fresh water

Pleasurecraft Anodes

Martyr HONDA BF40-50 HP Anode Kit
CMT HBF4050KITA AL

 ▪ 41107ZV500
 ▪ 06411ZV5
 ▪ 41109ZW1003 / 826134 (x2)
 ▪ Fasteners

Martyr
BRP Evinrude E-TEC G2 Anode Kits
CMT ETECG2KITA AL

CMT ETECG2KITM MG

 ▪ 5007089
 ▪ 355964
 ▪ 357507
 ▪ 5009138
 ▪ Fasteners
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Martyr
MERCURY Anode Kits
Complete kits ready for installation.

CMT ALPHAKITA AL

CMT ALPHAKITM MG

CMT ALPHAKITZ ZN

Alpha I Generation II Kit 1991-present 
6 piece anode kit, blister packed.

 ▪ 762145A
 ▪ 806105A 
 ▪ 821629CA 
 ▪ 821631A 
 ▪ 806189A  (x2)
 ▪ Fasteners

CMT ALPHAGEN1KITA AL

CMT ALPHAGEN1KITM MG

Alpha I Gen I / MR Anode Kit 1983-1990 4 
piece anode kit, blister packed.

 ▪ 31640A
 ▪ 55989A  (x2)
 ▪ 821631A
 ▪ Fasteners

CMT BRAVO1KITA AL

CMT BRAVO1KITM MG

Bravo I Kit 1988-present 
5 piece anode kit, blister packed.

 ▪ 762145A
 ▪ 806188A
 ▪ 821630C2A 
 ▪ 806190A  (x2)
 ▪ Fasteners

CMT BRAVO23KITA AL

CMT BRAVO23KITM MG

Bravo II & III Kit 1989-present 
4 piece anode kit, blister packed.

 ▪ 762145A
 ▪ 821630C2A
 ▪ 806190A  (x2)
 ▪ Fasteners

CMT BRAVO3KITA AL

CMT BRAVO3KITM MG

CMT BRAVO3KITZ ZN

Bravo 2004-present
 ▪ 821630C2A 
 ▪ 806190A  (x2)
 ▪ 762145A
 ▪ 865182CA
 ▪ 762144A
 ▪ Fasteners

CMT VERADO4KITA AL  Verado 4
 ▪ 818298A
 ▪ 826134A
 ▪ 762145A
 ▪ Fasteners

CMT VERADO6KITA AL  Verado 6 
 ▪ 880653A
 ▪ 892227A  (x4)
 ▪ 826134A  (x2)
 ▪ 762145A
 ▪ Fasteners

Pleasurecraft Anodes

Martyr
HONDA Anodes
These anodes are direct replacements on Honda engines and meet 
or exceed specifi ed requirements.

Part #

CMT 06411ZV5Z ZN

CMT 06411ZW1Z ZN

CMT 31640Z ZN

CMT 41109ZW1B00A AL

CMT 6644537101A
CMT 6644537101M
CMT 6644537101Z

AL

MG

ZN

Martyr
LEWMAR Anodes

CMT 589150Z ZN  Bolt hole: .33"
CMT 589350Z ZN  Bolt hole: .41"
CMT 589550Z ZN  Bolt hole: .70"

CMT 8M0116590KITA AL

CMT 8M0116590KITM MG

CMT 8M0116590KITZ ZN  
Verado MMP Series
7 piece anode kit, blister packed.

 ▪ 826134 (x2) 
 ▪ 762145
 ▪ 892227 (x2)
 ▪ 8M0012083
 ▪ 8M0001734
 ▪ Fasteners

CMT 8M0107548KITA AL

CMT 8M0107548KITM MG

CMT 8M0107548KITZ ZN  
EFI 75-150HP
4 piece anode kit, blister packed.

 ▪ 8M0057772
 ▪ 826134 (x2) 
 ▪ 762145 
 ▪ Fasteners

Martyr
MERCURY Anode Kits
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ALUMINUM:  SALT & BRACKISH WATER
Aluminum Alloy: US Mil-A-24779(SH)

MAGNESIUM:  FRESH WATER ONLY
Magnesium Alloy: AZ91D

ZINC:  SALT WATER ONLY 
Zinc Alloy: US Mil-A-18001K

Part #

CMT 762144A AL

CMT 762144M MG

CMT 762144Z ZN

CMT 762145A AL

CMT 762145M MG

CMT 762145Z ZN

CMT 984325Z ZN

CMT 806105A AL

CMT 806105M MG

CMT 806105Z ZN

CMT 806188A AL

CMT 806188M MG

CMT 806188Z ZN

CMT 806189A AL

CMT 806189M MG

CMT 806189Z ZN

CMT 806190A AL

CMT 806190M MG

CMT 806190Z ZN

CMT 818298A AL

CMT 818298M MG

CMT 818298Z ZN

CMT 821630C2A AL

CMT 821630C2M MG

CMT 821630C2Z ZN

CMT 821631A AL

CMT 821631M MG

CMT 821629CA AL

CMT 821629M MG

CMT 821629CZ ZN

CMT 822157C2Z ZN

CMT 826134A AL

CMT 826134M MG

CMT 826134Z ZN

CMT 865182CM MG

Martyr
MERCURY Anodes

Pleasurecraft Anodes

Part #

CMT 31640A AL

CMT 31640M MG

CMT 31640Z ZN

CMT 34127Z ZN

CMT 34762Z ZN

CMT 43994M MG

CMT 43994Z ZN

CMT 46399Z ZN

CMT 55989A AL

CMT 55989M MG

CMT 55989Z ZN

CMT 43396Z ZN

CMT 76214M MG

CMT 89949Z ZN

Martyr
MERCURY Anodes
These anodes are direct replacements on Mercury 
engines and meet or exceed specifi ed requirements.

Martyr
MERCURY Aluminum Kits
CMT 806189KITA AL

 ▪ 806189A  (x2)
 ▪ Fasteners

CMT 806190KITA AL

 ▪ 2 x 806190A
 ▪ Fasteners
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Martyr
VOLVO 280 Kits
CMT 280DPKITA AL  Dual prop
CMT 280DPKITM MG  Dual prop

 ▪ 875821A
 ▪ 832598A
 ▪ Fasteners

CMT 280KITA AL

CMT 280KITM MG

 ▪V18A
 ▪ 832598A
 ▪ Fasteners

Martyr
NISSAN-TOHATSU Anode
This stern bracket anode is a direct 
replacement on Nissan/Tohatsu engines 
and meets or exceeds specifi ed requirements. 
CMT 3C7602181A0Z ZN

Martyr
SUZUKI Anodes
These anodes are direct replacements on Suzuki engines and meet 
or exceed specifi ed requirements.

Part #

CMT 551259630Z ZN

CMT 5512587D00Z ZN

CMT 5532095310Z ZN

Martyr
SUZUKI 90-100-115-140 HP Outboard Kits
CMT SZ90140KITA AL

CMT SZ90140KITM MG

 ▪ 5532190J01
 ▪ 1113094600  (x4)
 ▪ 3C7602181A0
 ▪ Fasteners

Martyr
SUZUKI 90-100-115-140 HP Anode Kits
CMT SZ90140KITA AL

CMT SZ90140KITM MG

 ▪ 5532190J01
 ▪ 1113094600  (x4)
 ▪ 3C7602181A0
 ▪ Fasteners

Martyr
SUZUKI 150-350 HP Kits
CMT SZ150350KITA AL

CMT SZ150350KITM MG

CMT SZ150350KITZ ZN  
 ▪ 3C7602181A0
 ▪ 5532187J00 (x8)
 ▪ 5532095310 (x3)
 ▪ Fasteners

Pleasurecraft Anodes

Martyr
VOLVO 290 Kits
CMT 290DPKITA AL  Dual prop
CMT 290DPKITM MG  Dual prop

 ▪ 875821A
 ▪ 852835A
 ▪ Fasteners

CMT 290KITA AL

CMT 290KITM MG

 ▪V18A
 ▪ 852835A
 ▪ Fasteners

Martyr
VOLVO DPH Kits
CMT DPHKITA AL

CMT DPHKITM MG

 ▪ 3588745
 ▪ 3863206
 ▪ Fasteners

Martyr
VOLVO SX Kits
CMT SXKITA AL

CMT SXKITM MG

 ▪ 3854130A
 ▪ 3855411A
 ▪ Fasteners

Martyr
VOLVO Aluminum SX-A/DPS Kits
Fits Volvo SX-A/ DPS engines
CMT SXAKITA AL

 ▪ 3841427A
 ▪ 3883728A
 ▪ Fasteners
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Martyr
VOLVO Anodes
These anodes are direct replacements on Volvo engines and 
meet or exceed specifi ed requirements.

Part # 

CMT V15 ZN

CMT V16 ZN

CMT V17 ZN

CMT V18A AL

CMT V18M MG

CMT V18 ZN

Part # 

CMT 3841427Z ZN

CMT 3588745Z ZN

CMT 3854130A AL

CMT 3854130M MG

CMT 3854130Z ZN

CMT 3855411A AL

CMT 3855411M MG

CMT 3855411Z ZN

CMT 3863206A AL

CMT 3863206Z ZN

CMT 3883728A AL

MGCMT 3883728M

CMT 823661Z ZN

CMT 832598A AL

CMT 832598M MG

CMT 832598Z ZN

CMT 838929Z ZN

CMT 851983Z ZN

CMT 852835A AL

CMT 852835M MG

CMT 852835Z ZN

CMT 872139Z ZN

CMT 872793Z ZN

CMT 873395A AL

CMT 873395M MG

CMT 875812M MG

CMT 875812Z ZN

CMT 875821A AL

CMT 875821M MG

CMT 875821Z ZN

CMT 852018Z ZN

CMT 40005875A AL

CMT 40005875Z ZN

Martyr
VOLVO Anodes

Pleasurecraft Anodes
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CMT Y150KITA AL

CMT Y150KITM MG

 ▪ 6J9437101A
 ▪ 6G54525101A
 ▪ Fasteners

Martyr
YAMAHA 150/200 HP Outboard Kits

Martyr
YAMAHA 200/250 HP Outboard Kits
CMT Y200250KITA AL

CMT Y200250KITM MG

 ▪ 6G54525101
 ▪ 61A4537100
 ▪ Fasteners

Martyr
YAMAHA 150 HP Outboard Kits
CMT Y150CRKITA AL

CMT Y150CRKITM MG

 ▪ 6G54525101
 ▪ 6K14537102
 ▪ Fasteners

Martyr
YAMAHA MARINER 40/60 HP Outboard Kits
CMT Y4060KITA AL

CMT Y4060KITM MG

 ▪ 6E04525111  (x3)
 ▪ 67C4525100
 ▪ 67C4537100
 ▪ Fasteners

Martyr
YAMAHA 200/300 HP Outboard Kits
CMT YHP200300KITA AL

CMT YHP200300KITM MG

 ▪ 6G54525101
 ▪ 69L4537100
 ▪ Fasteners

Martyr 
YAMAHA Anodes
These anodes are direct replacements on Yamaha 
engines and meet or exceed specifi ed requirements.

ALUMINUM:  SALT & BRACKISH WATER
Aluminum Alloy: US Mil-A-24779(SH)

MAGNESIUM:  FRESH WATER ONLY
Magnesium Alloy: AZ91D

ZINC:  SALT WATER ONLY 
Zinc Alloy: US Mil-A-18001K

Martyr
YAMAHA MARINER 60/90 HP Outboard Kits
CMT Y6090KITA AL

CMT Y6090KITM MG

 ▪ 6884537102
 ▪ 6H14525102
 ▪ Fasteners

Martyr YAMAHA Anodes
These anodes are direct replacements on Yamaha engines 
and meet or exceed specifi ed requirements.

Part #

CMT 6AW4525100Z ZN

CMT 6E54525100Z ZN

CMT 6E54537101Z ZN

CMT 6E04525111A AL

CMT 6E04525111M MG

CMT 6E04525111Z ZN

CMT 6G54525101A AL

CMT 6G54525101M MG

CMT 6G54525101Z ZN

CMT 6H14525102Z ZN

CMT 6J94537101A AL

CMT 6J94537101M MG

CMT 6J94537101Z ZN

CMT 6K14537100Z ZN

CMT 6L5452510300Z ZN

CMT 61A4537100A AL

CMT 61A4537100M MG

CMT 61A4537100Z ZN

CMT 61N4525101Z ZN

CMT 67C4525100A AL

CMT 67C4525100M MG

CMT 67C4525100Z ZN

CMT 67C4537100A AL

CMT 67C4537100M MG

CMT 67C4537100Z ZN

CMT 67F1132501A AL

CMT 67F1132501Z ZN

CMT 67F4537100Z ZN

CMT 68T4525100Z ZN

CMT 68V1132501A AL

CMT 6644537101A AL

CMT 6644537101M MG

CMT 6644537101Z ZN

CMT 6884525101Z ZN

CMT 6884537102A AL

CMT 6884537102M MG

CMT 6884537102Z ZN

CMT 69L4537100A AL
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Martyr
YANMAR Engine Anodes
This anode is a direct replacement on Yanmar engines 
and meets or exceeds specifi ed requirements.
CMT 272100200200Z ZN  Short
CMT 272100200300Z ZN  Standard 

Martyr
YANMAR Split Ring Anodes
CMT 19644002660KITA AL

CMT 19644002660KITM MG

CMT 19644002660KITZ ZN

Martyr
Propeller Nut Anodes
These anodes provide streamlined 
and secure protection for shafts 
and propellers. The complete assembly includes brass prop nut 
and washer, zinc  anode and stainless steel fasteners. The zinc only 
replacement of the units are also stocked.

Complete
Part #

Shaft
Size

Thread
Size

Zinc
O.D.

Complete
Wt lbs

CMT PNAZC13 ZN 3/4" 1/2" - 13 1-1/4" .34

CMT PNBZC11 ZN 7/8" 5/8" - 11 1-5/8" .82

CMT PNCZC10 ZN 1" 3/4" - 10 2" 1.55

CMT PNDZC09 ZN 1-1/4" 7/8" - 9 2-5/16" 2.20

CMT PNEZC08 ZN 1-3/8" 1" - 8 2-1/2" 2.55

CMT PNFZC07 ZN 1-1/2" 1-1/8" - 7 2-3/4" 3.20

CMT PNGZC07 ZN 1-3/4" 1-1/4" - 7 3-1/8" 4.60

CMT PNHZC06 ZN 2" 1-1/2" - 6 3-3/8" 5.75

Zinc Only Shaft O.D.
Weight 

lbs

CMT PNZA ZN 3/4" 1-1/4" .20

CMT PNZB ZN 7/8" 1-5/8" .50

CMT PNZC ZN 1" 2" 1.06

CMT PNAD AL 1-1/4" 2-5/16" .63

CMT PNZD ZN 1-1/4" 2-5/16" 1.50

CMT PNZE ZN 1-3/8" 2-1/2" 1.70

CMT PNZF ZN 1-1/2" 2-3/4" 2.00

CMT PNZG ZN 1-3/4" 3-1/8" 3.20

CMT PNZH ZN 2" 3-3/8" 3.60

Martyr
MERCRUISER Bravo 3 Propeller Nut Kits
These anodes provide streamlined and secure protection for shafts 
and propellers. The complete assembly includes brass prop nut and 
washer,  choice of anode and stainless steel fasteners.

 ▪ Shaft size: 1"
 ▪ Length: 3.06"
 ▪OD: 2.12"

Complete Part # Complete Wt lbs

CMT PNDAF14UNS AL 1.13

CMT PNDMF14UNS MG 0.9

CMT PNDZF14UNS ZN 2.14

Zinc Only Weight lbs

CMT 865182CA AL 1.2

CMT 865182CM MG 0.42

CMT 865182CZ ZN 0.27

Martyr
MAX PROP Anodes

 ▪Direct replacement for Max Prop
 ▪ Round

Part # Size For Shaft Size Weight lbs

CMT MP63RA AL 63 mm 3/4"-1-1/8" .25

CMT MP70RA AL 70 mm 1-1/4"-1-3/8" .45

CMT MP63RZ ZN 63 mm 3/4"-1-1/8" .64

CMT MP70RZ ZN 70 mm 1-1/4"-1-3/8" 1.14

CMT MP83RZ ZN 83 mm 1-1/2" and up 1.65

Martyr
BENETEAU Prop Nut Anodes
Direct replacement for Beneteau Prop nut.
CMT LAEC3250 ZN  22/25 mm prop nut
CMT AN225 ZN  Zinc only

CMT LAEC3300 ZN  30 mm prop nut
CMT AN230 ZN  Zinc only

Martyr
FLEXOFOLD Prop Anodes

 ▪ For Flexofold propellers
CMT PNFXA AL  0.4 lb
CMT PNFXZ ZN  1 lb

Martyr
SIDE POWER Prop Anodes

CMT SGSL565A AL

CMT SGSP626A AL

CMT SGSP501180Z ZN

CMT SGSP626Z ZN

Martyr
YANMAR Saildrive Ring
This anode is a direct replacement on Yanmar 
engines and meets or exceeds specifi ed requirements.
CMT 19642002652Z ZN  

Martyr
FLEXOFOLD 2-Blade Prop Anode

 ▪ For Flexofold 2-blade propellers
CMT PNFF2Z ZN  .12 lb

Pleasurecraft Anodes
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Martyr Rudder Anodes
Consists of two anodes, for mounting on each 
side of the rudder. Supplied with stainless steel 
socket cap screw.

Part # Dia. Thickness Weight lbs

CMT R01AL AL 1-7/8" 1/4" .1

CMT R02AL AL 2-13/16" 1/2" .34

CMT R03AL AL 3-3/4" 1/2" .56

CMT R04AL AL 5" 5/8" 1.13

CMT R05AL AL 5-1/8" 7/8" 1.65

CMT R01M MG 1-7/8" 1/4" .07

CMT R02M MG 2-3/4" 1/2" .23

CMT R03M MG 3-3/4" 1/2" .39

CMT R01 ZN 1-7/8" 1/4" .28

CMT R02 ZN 2-13/16" 1/2" .90

CMT R03 ZN 3-3/4" 1/2" 1.60

CMT R04 ZN 5" 5/8" 3.21

CMT R05 ZN 5-1/8" 7/8" 4.75

CMT R07 ZN 6-1/2" 7/8" 9.10

Martyr
Streamlined Shaft Anodes
Mounts on shaft with stainless steel socket cap 
screws, included.

Part #
Shaft 
size Length

Zinc
O.D.

Weight 
lbs

CMT X01AL AL 3/4" 2-1/8" 2-1/8" 0.28

CMT X02AL AL 7/8" 2-1/8" 2-1/8" 0.32

CMT X03AL AL 1" 2-1/8" 2-1/8" 0.34

CMT X04AL AL 1-1/8" 2-1/8" 2-1/8" 0.40

CMT X05AL AL 1-1/4" 2-1/2" 2-5/8" 0.44

CMT X06AL AL 1-3/8" 2-1/2" 2-1/2" 0.56

CMT X07AL AL 1-1/2" 2-1/2" 2-1/2" 0.64

CMT X08AL AL 1-3/4" 2-7/8" 3-1/4" 0.88

CMT X09AL AL 2" 2-7/8" 3-1/4" 1.1

CMT X10AL AL 2-1/4" 3-3/4" 4-1/4" 2.16

CMT X11AL AL 2-1/2" 3-3/4" 4-1/4" 1.84

CMT X12AL AL 2-3/4" 3-5/8" 4-3/4" 2.67

CMT X13AL AL 3" 3-5/8" 4-3/4" 2.32

CMT X03M MG 1" 2-1/8" 2-1/8" .22

CMT X04M MG 1-1/8" 2-1/4" 2-3/8" .28

CMT X05M MG 1-1/4" 2-1/2" 2-3/4" .47

CMT X06M MG 1-3/8" 2-1/2" 2-1/2" .36

CMT X07M MG 1-1/2" 2-1/2" 2-1/2" .42

CMT X09M MG 2" 2-7/8" 3-1/4" .8

CMT X00 ZN 1/2" 2-1/8" 2-1/8" .51

CMT X01 ZN 3/4" 2-1/8" 2-1/8" .8

CMT X02 ZN 7/8" 2-1/8" 2-1/8" .9

CMT X03 ZN 1" 2-1/8" 2-1/8" .92

CMT X04 ZN 1-1/8" 2-1/8" 2-1/8" 1.14

CMT X05 ZN 1-1/4" 2-1/2" 2-1/2" 1.17

CMT X05A ZN 1-1/4" 2-1/2" 2-34" 1.75

CMT X06 ZN 1-3/8" 2-1/2" 2-1/2" 1.48

CMT X07 ZN 1-1/2" 2-1/2" 2-1/2" 1.68

CMT X08 ZN 1-3/4" 2-7/8" 3-1/4" 2.48

CMT X09 ZN 2" 2-7/8" 3-1/4" 3.1

CMT X10 ZN 2-1/4" 3-3/4" 4-1/4" 6.08

CMT X11 ZN 2-1/2" 3-3/4" 4-1/4" 5.18

CMT X12 ZN 2-3/4" 3-5/8" 4-3/4" 7.53

CMT X13 ZN 3" 3-5/8" 4-3/4" 6.54

CMT X15 ZN 3-1/2" 3-7/8" 5-3/4" 9.03
Metric Zincs

CMT X25 ZN 25mm 2-1/8" 2-1/8" 1.08

CMT X30 ZN 30mm 2-3/8" 2-5/16" 1.21

CMT X35 ZN 35mm 2-3/8" 2-5/8" 1.52

CMT X40 ZN 40mm 2-7/8" 2-7/8" 2.64

Martyr
Limited Clearance Shaft Anodes

Mounts on shaft with stainless steel socket cap screws, included.
Part # Shaft size Length O.D. Weight lbs

CMT C01AL AL 3/4" 1" 2-1/8" .21

CMT C02AL AL 7/8" 1" 2-1/8" .25

CMT C03AL AL 1" 1-1/4 2-1/2" .47

CMT C04AL AL 1-1/8" 1-1/4" 2-1/2" .43

CMT C05AL AL 1-1/4" 1-1/4" 2-1/2" .45

CMT C06AL AL 1-3/8" 1-1/4" 3" .63

CMT C07AL AL 1-1/2" 1-1/4" 3" .58

CMT C08AL AL 1-3/4" 1-3/8" 3-1/2" .89

CMT C09AL AL 2" 1-3/8" 3-1/2" .82

CMT C13AL AL 3" 1-1/2" 5" 1.9

CMT C01 ZN 3/4" 1" 2-1/8" .65

CMT C02 ZN 7/8" 1" 2-1/8" .65

CMT C03 ZN 1" 1-1/4 2-1/2" 1.20

CMT C04 ZN 1-1/8" 1-1/4" 2-1/2" 1.10

CMT C05 ZN 1-1/4" 1-1/4" 2-1/2" 1.00

CMT C06 ZN 1-3/8" 1-1/4" 3" 1.55

CMT C07 ZN 1-1/2" 1-1/4" 3" 1.50

CMT C08 ZN 1-3/4" 1-3/8" 3-1/2" 2.25

CMT C09 ZN 2" 1-3/8" 3-1/2" 2.10

CMT C09A ZN 2-1/4" 1-3/8" 3-1/2" 1.75

CMT C12 ZN 2-1/2" 1-1/2" 5" 5.31

CMT C12A ZN 2-3/4" 1-1/2" 5" 4.85

CMT C13 ZN 3" 1-1/2" 5" 4.50

CMT C14 ZN 3-1/2" 1-1/2" 6-1/2" 7.92

CMT C15 ZN 4" 1-1/2" 6-1/2" 7.16

ALUMINUM:  SALT & BRACKISH WATER
Aluminum Alloy: US Mil-A-24779(SH)

MAGNESIUM:  FRESH WATER ONLY
Magnesium Alloy: AZ91D

ZINC:  SALT WATER ONLY 
Zinc Alloy: US Mil-A-18001K
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Martyr Bolt-On Rudder Anodes

Part # Dim. Weight  lbs

CMT RP4A AL 4" x 1" 1.01

CMT RP5A AL 5" x 1" 1.89

CMT RP6A AL 6" x 1.5" 3.59

CMT RP7A AL 7" x 1" 3.15

CMT RP4Z ZN 4" x 1" 2.24

CMT RP5Z ZN 5" x 1" 4.4

Martyr
Grouper Anodes
The Grouper weighs 5 pounds (zinc) and comes 
complete with an 11 ft. cable and clamp/clip.
CMT GROUPER ZN

CMT GROUPERA AL

Martyr
BENNETT Trim Tab Anodes
▪ 3-3/4" x 1-1/8"
CMT BNT1AZ ZN  each

Anode Kit
CMT BNT1AKITA AL  2 anodes & fasteners
CMT BNT1AKITZ ZN  2 anodes & fasteners

Martyr Divers Dream
The slotted steel plate cast in the 
centre of these anodes allows for easy 
underwater or boat yard installation.

Part # L x W x H
Bolt 

Centres
Weight 

lbs

CMT DIVERA AL 12" x 6" x 1/2" 5.5" 3.25

CMT DIVERHA AL 12" x 6" x 1" 5.5" 6.12

CMT DIVERMINIA AL 6" x 4" x 1/2" 2.7" .87

CMT DIVERMINIHA AL 6" x 4" x 1" 2.7" 1.96

CMT DIVERM MG 12" x 6" x 1/2" 5.5" 2.5

CMT DIVERMINIM MG 6" x 4" x 1/2" 2.7" .68

CMT DIVERZ ZN 12" x 6" x 1/2" 5.5" 8

CMT DIVERHZ ZN 12" x 6" x 1" 5.5" 14.52

CMT DIVERMINI ZN 6" x 4" x 1/2" 2.7" 2.25

Torrid Divers Dream Mounting Plates
▪ Eliminates leaks when changing zincs on transoms
▪ Stainless steel construction
TOR ZP0406 4" x 6"
TOR ZP0612 6" x 12"

Martyr Engine Cooling Anodes
E Series marine engine anodes consist of a brass plug with 
anode attached. These anodes meet or exceed the recommended 
specifi cations. Please note separate part #'s for complete units 
and zinc only replacements.

Zinc Complete
Part # L OD NPT

CMT E00 ZN 2" 1/4" 1/8"

CMT E0 ZN 1-3/4" 3/8" 1/4"

CMT E1 ZN 2" 1/2" 3/8"

CMT E1F ZN 1-1/4" 1/2" 3/8"

CMT E1H ZN 2" 3/8" 3/8"

CMT E2 ZN 2" 5/8" 1/2"

CMT E3 ZN 2" 3/4" 3/4"

CMT E4 ZN 3-3/8" 3/4" 3/4"

CMT E5 ZN 3-5/8" 3/4" 3/4"
Zinc Only

Part # L OD UNC

CMT EZ00 ZN 1.9" 1/4" 1/4"

CMT EZ0 ZN 1-3/4" 3/8" 5/16"

CMT EZ1 ZN 2" 1/2" 3/8"

CMT EZ1E ZN 1-1/2" 1/2" 3/8"

CMT EZ1F ZN 1-1/4" 1/2" 3/8"

CMT EZ1H ZN 2" 3/8" 3/8"

CMT EZ2 ZN 2" 5/8" 7/16"

CMT EZ3 ZN 2" 3/4" 1/2"

CMT EZ4 ZN 3-3/8" 3/4" 1/2"

CMT EZ5 ZN 3-5/8" 3/4" 1/2"

Martyr Hull Anodes

Part # 
L x W

Bolt Centres
Weight 

lbs

CMT Z10Z ZN 12" x 6
- 9.9

CMT M24 ZN 4-3/4" x 2"
1.25" 0.53

CMT M25 ZN 9-1/4" x 3-3/8"
3.68" 3.92

CMT M30 ZN 6-1/4" x 2-3/4"
- 1.9

CMT M40 ZN 7-1/2" x 2-3/4"
- 2.08

CMT T20A AL 3-1/2" x 1-3/4"
1.28"

0.15
0.38CMT T20 ZN

CMT T21A AL 5-1/4" x 2"
1.625"

0.39
1CMT T21 ZN

CMT ZHC2AZ ZN 5-3/4" x 2-1/2"
2.78" 2.15

CMT ZHC3AZ ZN 6-1/4" x 2-3/4"
2.57" 2

CMT ZHC5AA AL 8" x 4"
4.35

1.75
4.5CMT ZHC5AZ ZN

Pleasurecraft Anodes
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Martyr
Teardrop Anodes

 ▪ Commercial weld-on anode
 ▪ 5 lbs
 ▪ L: 9" x W: 3" x H: 1.5"

CMT ZTSZ ZN  with Steel strap
CMT ZTSAZ ZN  with Aluminum strap

Martyr
Mil-Spec Plate Stock

 ▪ Solid zinc plate
Part # L x W x H Weight lbs

CMT P05606A AL 6" x 6" x 1/2" 1.9

CMT P05303Z ZN 3" x3" x1/2" 1.25

CMT P05306Z ZN 3" x 6" x1/2" 2.2

CMT P05606Z ZN 6" x 6" x 1/2" 4.8

CMT P05612Z ZN 6" x 12" x 1/2" 9.5

CMT P075303Z ZN 3" x 3" x 3/4" 1.75

CMT P075306Z ZN 3" x 6" x 3/4" 3.5

CMT P075606Z ZN 6" x 6" x 3/4" 6.55

CMT P075612Z ZN 6" x 12" x 3/4" 14

CMT P1303Z ZN 3" x 3" x 1" 2.25

CMT P1306Z ZN 3" x 6" x 1" 4.5

CMT P1606Z ZN 6" x 6" x 1" 9

CMT P1612Z ZN 6" x 12" x 1" 18

Commercial semi-streamlined anodes are used to protect the hull 
and other areas of small, medium and large vessels. Steel straps are 
standard but aluminum are available and denoted by an A after the 
size in the part number. Both types are weld-on mount. 

Part # L x W x H Weight lbs

For Steel Hulls
Aluminum with weld-on Steel straps

CMT Z03SA AL 12" x 3" x 1.25" 5

CMT Z04SA AL 6" x 3.5" x 1" 2.1

CMT Z06SA AL 5" x 2.5" x 1" 1.3

CMT Z19SA AL 25" x 3.125" x 1.25" 10.0
Zinc with weld-on Steel straps

CMT Z03SZ ZN 12" x 3" x 1.25" 10.3

CMT Z04SZ ZN 6" x 3.5" x 1" 5.0

CMT Z06SZ ZN 5" x 2.5" x 1" 3.0

CMT Z19SZ ZN 25" x 3.125" x 1.25" 22

For Aluminum Hulls
Aluminum with weld-on Aluminum straps

CMT Z03AA AL 12" x 3" x 1.25" 4.8

CMT Z04AA AL 6" x 3.5" x 1" 2.1

CMT ZC5AA AL 9" x 2.25" x 1.25" 1.8
Zinc with weld-on Aluminum straps

CMT Z03AZ ZN 12" x 3" x 1.25" 10.3

CMT Z04AZ ZN 6" x 3.5" x 1" 5.0

CMT Z06AZ ZN 5" x 2.5" x 1" 3.0

Martyr
Commercial Semi-Streamlined Series Anodes

Part # L x W x H Shape Weight lbs

CMT Z22SZ ZN 14" x 6.5" x 1.3" Oval 23.5

CMT Z02SZ ZN 12" x 6" x 1.38" Square 23.5

Martyr Commercial Hull Anodes
 ▪ For steel hulls
 ▪Weld-on steel straps 

Martyr
Semi-Streamlined Anode

 ▪ Zinc anode
 ▪ Bolt-on

Part # L x W x D Bolt Centres Weight lbs

CMT Z03BSZ ZN 12" x 3" x 1.25" 7.88" 11.8

Part # L x W x H
Bolt 

Centres
Weight 

lbs

CMT Z12AZ ZN 3.65" x 1.25" x 1" 2" .53

CMT Z13AZ ZN 5.75" x 1.84" x 1.14" 3.25" 1.5

CMT Z14AZ ZN 7.75" x 2.5" x 1.5" 4" 3.65

Martyr
Hull Bolt-On Anodes
Zinc anode with aluminum inserts.

ALUMINUM:  SALT & BRACKISH WATER
Aluminum Alloy: US Mil-A-24779(SH)

MAGNESIUM:  FRESH WATER ONLY
Magnesium Alloy: AZ91D

ZINC:  SALT WATER ONLY 
Zinc Alloy: US Mil-A-18001K
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Part # L x W
Weight 

lbs

CMT KK1Z ZN 2-5/8" x 2-3/4" 1.02

CMT KK2Z ZN 2-3/4" x 3-1/4" 1.21

CMT KK3Z ZN 3-7/8" x 3-1/2" 3.12

CMT X453Z ZN 3-3/8" x 7/8 .21

CMT X473Z ZN 6-3/4" x 1-1/4" .63

CMT X58Z ZN 6-1/4" x 7/8" .73

Martyr
Walter Keel Cooler Anodes

Martyr
Heat Exchanger Anodes
These anodes are used on vessels of all 
sizes for protection of heat exchangers and 
other areas where space is a limiting factor. 
Integrally cast steel insert.

Part # Diameter Weight lbs

CMT H2B3375GA AL 3" 0.7

CMT H2B4375GA AL 4" 1.3

CMT H2B5375GA AL 5" 2.0

CMT H2B2375GZ ZN 2" 0.8

CMT H2B3375GZ ZN 3" 2.1

CMT H2B4375GZ ZN 4" 3.2

CMT H2B5375GZ ZN 5" 5.6

CMT H2B6375GZ ZN 6" 7.1

Martyr
Prop Nuts Anodes
Most propeller shafts are partially insulated 
from other parts of the vessel. The relatively 
high-resistant electrical path isolates the 
propeller from anodes attached to the stern 
bearing, hull or rudder. The Martyr Propeller 
Nut Anode is attached to the prop at its axis and revolves 
with it. Stud hole and stud are not provided.

Part # Inside Dia Outside Dia Height
Weight 

lbs

CMT PN13Z* ZN 2" 2.75" 2.875" 2

CMT PN14Z ZN 2.25" 3" 3" 2.5

CMT PN01Z ZN 2.5" 3.375" 3.625" 4

CMT PN02Z ZN 2.875" 3.75" 4" 4.9

CMT PN03Z ZN 3.25" 4.125" 4" 6

CMT PN04Z ZN 3.75" 4.625" 4.5" 7.5

CMT PN05Z ZN 4.25" 5.25" 5" 11

CMT PN06Z ZN 4.625" 5.625" 5.5" 11.5

CMT PN07Z ZN 5" 6" 6" 13

* Request Item

Martyr
ARNESON Twin Disc Anodes

Part # L x W x H D
Weight 

lbs

CMT ARNSMALLA AL 6.13" x 1.25" x 1.25" 3.5" .6

CMT ARNLARGEA AL 7.5" x 1.88" x 1.88" 5"  1.63

Martyr Commercial Hull Anode
 ▪ For steel hulls
 ▪ Steel bolt-on
 ▪ Bolt centres: 6"

Part # L x W x H Weight lbs

CMT Z01BSZ ZN 12" x 6" x 1.25" 23

Martyr
Hull Anodes

 ▪ Zinc anodes
 ▪ Bolt-on
 ▪ Bolt Centres: 12.25"

Part # Strap L x W x D Weight lbs

CMT P5B2BAZ ZN Aluminum 24" x 3.1" x 2" 25

CMT P5B2SZ* ZN Steel 24" x 3.1" x 2" 25

* Request Item

Commercial Anodes

► Also See Vetus Thruster Anodes   pg 657




